Part 3: My “Impressionistic” Interpretation
of Alice Browning Crew’s Letters: 1918-1919

Figure 63: My working notes…
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July 12, 1918: I’m awfully happy but wish we lived a little nearer,
say the same town at least.
The following letters and excerpts show a little of Alice’s new married life, as brief as it
was. In her letters, Alice used illustrations for her mother and sister such as of hats on June 22,
1918, and August 15, 1918, and a girdle on September 20, 1918. In her June 26, 1918, letter she
also drew the layout of their flat on 1235 Calle Garay, a block away from the Plaza Constitution
in downtown Buenos Aires. (Someone took a photograph of the living room in this apartment,
which I have put in with this letter.) (figures 64 to 66)

Alice Browning Crew had always been an enigma to me. I never thought I would get to
know her or hear her voice, but I feel I have been able to mend some of the dark karma given to
my mother in this lifetime. The first quality I was attracted to was Alice’s quirky sense of
humor, and that she spoke (wrote) with an Irish brogue. Here is a sampling of her voice:
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June 30, 1918: It is very nice here, & Mrs. M is as kind as kindness itself, but you
may imagine that we’re just crazy to get into our own little home, be it ever so
‘umble!
July 4, 1918: The train left at 8:30 and he [Papa] arrived & had everything settled
in his end compartment by 7:45. We stayed until the train left, and I ran along
beside him holding his hand until the train went too fast, & almost ran me pore
twigs off. He didn’t want to go one bit!!
July 12, 1918: My goodness, if we’re going to stand this kind of racket all the
time we’re in this house, I’m going to look for other diggings! Ugh! The
blooming things [cockroaches!] make me shiver.
September 10, 1918: Mrs Deakin said she’d love to go over [to Montevideo] in
the summer, so I asked her today [to come] with us. She said she’d love to, so
you second the motion & E. [Elsie] can thoid it.
October 17, 1918: So you jolly well say, Mama is jolly well fit to carry any jolly
old burden that any jolly old sprained ankle soul wants to put on her jolly broad
shoulders the dicho!
October 22, 1918: Malcolm has had a nasty attack of the prevalent “grippe” &
yesterday stayed in bed all day, & today until about two, when as it is such a nice
day, he got up. He is feeling a good deal better now after much dosing and
aspirin, purge & cough medicine. He insists that he is going to work tomorrow
but I ‘hae me doots.”
November 12, 1918: On Friday Mrs. Bradford, Louise & Mabel & Mrs. Hall &
Gladys & Mrs. Deakin are all coming to tea. Oh! For a cake! I shall buy stow
[store] buns, & sto’ jam & sto’ nut bread instead, & have toast. I won’t have any
cake, just for spite!!!
November 29, 1918: Now hold your breaths!! M. [Malcolm] said today that he
thought he could take a week off at Xmas! Hurray, bully boy with a glass eye!!
That means that we would arrive there Sunday morning the 22nd & he would stay
over that week. But we shall have to live on love & wind pudding to do it too!
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Hang expenses, what do we care about them. We’ve got lots of them. Now
aren’t you happy. I am for one. Believe me.
March 26, 1919: PS: Sometimes they [is Alice talking about my mother?] feel
like a quartette or even a bloomin’ choir from the row they kick up!
April 8, 1919: Mr. de A. has been here dressing for the fray so, I must close now
as he’s going to take this to the post. Malcolm had tea with Gordon Garvin today.
Have not seen ‘air nor ‘ide of the henemy.
April 28, 1919: But what to have for lunch? Ah me! Only one week more of
such worries! I must go and attend to getting something ready, as it is now
quarter to twelve and “ma ‘usband” will be home at 12:30.
Alice also had a particular way of phrasing that was funny and lighthearted: June 22,
1918: “(To Elsie: I’m called Mrs. Crew by everyone, except Mrs. Morton & Mrs. Shuman who
at times call me by my right name—Alice!) (It gives me the giggles every time they say ‘Mrs.
Crew’ to me, & usually I laugh right in their faces!)” June 30, 1918: “At half-time we went to
the compiteria [concession stand] in the theatre & M. had tea, & I, Bilz, [ginger ale; a soft drink
made in Chile] much to the apparent amusement of ‘the natives’ who, as I kept the label toward
me, evidently tho’t it was beer.” July 20, 1918: “I served tea out of my silver tea pot, milk &
sugar out of my little cut-glass dingasses [?], toast on my new grill, butter on my new butter dish,
drank tea out of my new Holmes china, & pastelitos out of my new silver cake stand, & wiped
their mouths & sticky fingers on my new napkins! They left at about six.”
And on November 4, 1918: “Yesterday morning we went to church where we had a
special service to admit Señor Buckety-Buck X.Y.Z. into the Kirk Session. He was the Spanish
pastor in charge of the Spanish work of the church.” March 15, 1919: [To Elsie] “It is now
quarter to ten, so I’ll bid ye gid nicht, m’am & continue tomorrow. (I have to make my bed now.
I left it to air, dontcherknow?) Muchos besitos bien daditos. [Later] Wednesday. Well, my bed
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has been made & slept on, made & slept on, & made and napped on since I last wrote. It’s a
shame that I haven’t sent this off before—but I’ll explain myself.” April 16, 1919: “Betty has
just come in & is going to take M. & me out to dinner. Some stunt! I can hardly deign to eat at
my own ‘umble board now. She will take this [letter] over to you tonight.” [In just a little over
two months from this dinner, Betty Coats will be helping Nan find a wet nurse for Patsy.]
Alice and Malcolm delighted in playing house; Malcolm was, indeed, a liberated male
and had his own quirky sense of humor. Some of his “Englishisms” leaked into Alice’s writing
such as on December 5, 1918, when Alice wrote: “[The jug] is a lovely piece of the famous
English Bernard Moore. It is usually made in a deep red colour but this is a deep peacock blue &
green with some red around the top. [Alice drew a little jug to show the shape. She has also
underlined the “u” in “favor” and “color” to emphasize the English spelling.] It is really lovely
and I think the loveliest thing I have.” On April 28, 1919, she wrote that she was “going to
invest in a coffee-pot, unless Papa thinks he can stand tea in the morning.”
While the Malcolm Crews certainly could put on their best bib and tucker and “go on a
bust,” together they ventured into the kitchen. On July 12, 1918, Alice wrote: “Malcolm says he
thinks I’m doing splendidly in my cooking. He told me to tell you that he loves my cream
crackers and oranges & bananas, also my eggs, which are not insipid! Isn’t he mean? Well, any
way he tucks away everything I put before him.” Three days later on July 15, 1918, she wrote:
“So far I have fried Potatoes & chops, made soup, scrambled eggs, made M’s favorite dish of
carrots & turnips, made creamed cauliflower, hash, cocoa, tea, made a delicious roast with baked
potatoes etc, and everything has been absolutely delicious. I’ve only spoiled one thing & that
was today when I burned a caserola of prunes! Oh! I was mad because they spoiled my
record!” July 20, 1918: “Sunday 3 p.m. We have just finished lunch, & a fine lunch too. I
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cooked a roast & boiled potatoes & then put them around the roast to brown & heated a little
squash that was left over from yesterday, with a little milk & butter & then we had lots of gravy
which M. made & was delicious, & bread & butter & apple sauce with cream which I took off
the milk, & cocoa. My goodness, we’re just as full as ticks with those little bites of fat meat!”
Then, in an undated August 1918 letter, she wrote: “Really, Malcolm is the best kid! I was in the
midst of ironing when he got home at noon, so he set the table & fixed the vegetables, which
were boiling & cut up the piece of cold meat I had, so that I did not need to touch a thing and
afterwards he went out & bought me some butter & the nut bread. I can’t keep house without
him.”
Alice had been offered a scholarship to Wells College but turned it down, Nan says “with
Malcolm in mind.” But she was well-educated and had critical powers of observation. When
she and Malcolm went to the Opera Colón to hear Faust on June 30, 1918, she reported, “Journet
& Gall both sang in French, while the rest of the company sang in Italian. It sounded very
queer.” And on August 12, 1918, at the Columbia Club at Mrs. Defir’s on Caseros: “Mrs. Jay
Field & Mrs. Phillips both read papers. Mrs. F on some Norwegian writer, something Bjornsen,
and Mrs. P. on Light Opera of the 19th Century. I almost died laughing! She said someone
introduced Opera Buffet in that period, and that somebody composed ‘La Belly Heleny.’ She
meant ‘La Belle Héléne!’ Honest! I had to smile, but none of those old hens knew the diff,
except Mrs. Defires & I don’t think she was paying much attention.” And on November 16,
1919: “Yesterday was one busy day! We arose at 8:30. M. went to Sunday School & at 10:45
met me at the corner & we proceeded to church. We had a very impressive service. (We arrived
while they were playing the voluntary so we sat in the audience for a change.) The said vol. was
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a medley of all the different Allied national anthems—apparently a very difficult piece, and took
15 minutes to play. The anthem was a rather pretty but heavy Te Deum.”
Often it seemed as though the shops in Buenos Aires had a wider variety of goods (shoes,
boots etc) while Montevideo had better fabric. Of course, wool came from Argentina. Alice
reports that she can get the whole set of McCall’s patterns in Buenos Aires instead of sending for
them (April 6, 1919). However, women were still finishing collars and cuffs, doing the “fancy
work” and finishing button holes. Nan had written about preparing for Alice’s wedding, saying:
“Meanwhile our plans went forward, with sewing and shopping for our bride-to-be. These were
the days before silk undies, so I bought yards of the finest nainsook [fine, soft muslin fabric],
made them up and sent them to be embroidered by hand: they were lovely & dainty, and a credit
to the ‘hope chest.’” And Alice bought cloth for diapers when she found out she was pregnant.
She bought some “bombasi” [lightweight cotton fabric], but thought she would wait until getting
to Montevideo before buying more fabric, as she thought the prices in Buenos Aires were too
high.
Alice also bought bolts of fabric and then hired seamstresses to make her clothes. For
example, on December 5, 1918, she wrote: “Then M. & I went on into town & at Gaith &
Chevez M. bo’t [bought] me some beautiful material for a light summer coat. I shall look around
here for a pattern, but have Rose make it up for me. She’s as good as any inexpensive seweso
over here & less expensive too. It’s lovely of you to let me have the voile for a white dress, but
don’t you want it Mama? Elsie’s pattern is lovely. If it can be made to stretch, then I think I’ll
have it too with some blue embroidery, if Elsie doesn’t mind.” And on March 15, 1919: [To
Elsie] “This morning Teresa came, so H. [Helen] & I went downtown & did some shopping for
her. New shoes & a corte [?] of the most beautiful red satin for a dress. I’ll enclose a little piece.
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They have the same in a most glorious blue that would suit Mama to perfection, & also in all
other colours. The special colour was $44 for the five meters; I don’t think it was expensive.”
At the end of the second decade of the twentieth century, my South American family was
living very much an urban life. They took street cars, the subway, a “coachie,” and once after a
series of busy social/business events on April 16, 1919, Alice wrote: “From there we took a taxi
(we don’t travel in streetcars no mo’).” They also used their “shanks's pony” (legs) to get around
downtown Buenos Aires. Automobiles were still rare so when the occasion arose to go for a joy
ride, they took it! The following excerpt from her April 8, 1919, letter is by far my favorite
snapshot into Alice’s life:
There we learned that Mrs. J. Field was having a pink tea at which Miss Howard
was to show her collection of Paraguayan laces. But as we were both more
anxious for a taxi ride to Palermo with the two men, we chucked the pink tea, &
went for a joy ride. We rode around Palermo for ¾ of an hour I suppose, & then
ended up at Harrods where we had a lovely tea with hot toast-ham-sandwiches.
Um-m-mm!! Then we walked down Florida to Bartolome Mietre, & from thence
up to Maipú where we took a nine car home. M. had left us, earlier in the game,
& got home at about 7:15 for dinner. Mrs. De A. made the supper. That is, I
boiled the potatoes & eggs, & made the white sauce which she put together in an
awfully nice smew [?]. This with fruit & cake (which is deeelicious) made up our
supper.
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Figure 67: "Palermo BA" is written on the back of photo.

But that wasn’t the first automobile ride Alice wrote about. On their honeymoon to
Piriápolis, she wrote of the Crews being driven in a Ford which got them there, despite the
fact that “one of the spark plugs had fused & the magneto [?] was disconnected and still we
flew over the ground. We decided it had travelled all that way on reputation?” (June 7,
1918)
Alice was independent and daring. Once she had planned to walk to the YMCA after her
music lesson, but she was so tired that when she “came to the first subway station & I dived
down & took it, like a rat into its hole!” But most shocking of all was on October 17, 1918, she
wrote: “On Tuesday I pottered around as usual all morning & in the afternoon I went to tea at
Mrs. Fields & afterwards went to dinner with Mr. & Mrs. Holmes, as Malcolm had to stay in
town. At twenty to twelve he called me up & I went into town via the subway & met him at the
chess club where the Y. was playing a rival chess club.” Apparently downtown Buenos Aires
was safe for unescorted women to travel around—even at midnight!
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Their lunch at Harrods on April 8, 1919, was just one of the yummy restaurant meals she
describes. Here are others:
June 22, 1918: When I came into town this morning, I knew that we would have
lunch in town with Papa & also dinner so I came in all decked out in my best hat.
We had lunch at the Restaurant Florida, the place that has the lovely view of the
river, & it “sure was” grand.
November 12, 1918: We got into town at 8:15 & made for the Victoria tea
rooms. This isn’t a bit swell but one gets delicious American & English eats
there. i.e. fish chowder, baked beans, home made sausage, mince & apple pie.
Not however like Mama makes. Not as good!
November 16, 1918: For dinner on Wed. we went to the Palace Hotel at the
invitation of Mr. Jarvis & had a lovely time. This hotel is lovely, so quiet &
genteel. The meal was splendid & delicious. I’ll try & remember all that we had:
Clear soup, boiled fish with delicious dressing, Scalloped turkey with a brown
cream sauce, & served on a shell, a steak & fried potatoes & green beans, with a
piece of lemon & anchovy sauce etc etc in a little mound piled on the steak,
Yummy! Then a most delicious piece of pastry with a glorious sherbet of some
mixed variety including strawberry, lemon etc tastes. Then we had strawberries
& cream, & black coffee , & to round it all off we had all the ginger ale we
wanted!!! Which, as you know, is going some.
March 4, 1919: Later in the afternoon M & I went to the movies and saw some
war pictures, and a good film taken in a lumber camp which was unusually good.
Then we had dinner in a little Italian joint where we had half a chicken “on a
spit,” fresh asparagus & fruit. A dandy meal.
April 28, 1919: At four we wiped our sleepy eyes, and dressed & started to walk
down town. But I couldn’t make it more than half of this trayecto, so we boarded
a street-car, & rode down to Plaza Mayo. We wandered into the Hotel de Mayo
Restaurant, and in passing the counters of masitas etc, we saw a most beautiful
looking pie. So we ordered a piece, and tea and toast & had a lovely tea. The pie
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was of acelza and hard-boiled egg, & meat all mixed up with a kind of batter. It
was perfectly delicious.
However, industrialization and urbanization had only gone so far. While their
bathroom on Calle Garay did have “all the installations, even to an oval mirror, & glass
stand over the wash bowl,” it not have electric lights (the Crews had them installed), and
hot water for the bath had to be heated up on the kitchen stove. They decided to keep the
telephone (at an exorbitant rate of $10 a month), and were glad they did when on July 20,
1918, the family downstairs needed to reach a doctor: “The girl had a baby boy at four
o’clock this p.m. & they have been ‘phoning all day for doctors & could not get any one.
They had one engaged but for some reason or other he went back on them & didn’t come.
So finally they had to get a portera. The girl is only 19 years old & the man looks very
little older than that. I told the portera she could leave the door unlatched all day so that
they could just come in at any time & use the phone. I think they must have come in about
twenty times. Spanish-like, the whole family was on the scene downstairs.”
Malcolm bought Alice an electric grill at General Electric for her birthday, and they
had to change the other electric appliances to the toma corrientes in the house. Of course,
urban living was a challenge with old problems (cockroaches) and new (leaking gas), but
she described one urban convenience I have never heard of:
July 20, 1918: Back again, but I haven’t cooked supper and it’s eight o’clock! I
went into the kitchen & happened to look at the coal stove, or range, & the top
was simply alive with cock-roaches!

My word!

They [sic] were literally

hundreds! So I got a newspaper & swatted as many as I could before they ran
away and then heated some water and poured it all down the cracks! Then I took
a candle & investigated all the dark corners & killed many more. Then I poured
on more boiling water until my kitchen floor was flooded. Then I had to sweep it
all up & now I’ve come back to write until it’s dried up.
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March 10, 1919: The gas was so bad to day that we finally had to notify the
company & they sent a man to examine the stove & the meter. He first looked at
the meter & found that it leaked & was half full of dirty water. So he then looked
at the stove & found a leak in the pipe leading to the oven. Next day he returned
& changed the meter & fixed up the leakage in the oven. After that & since then
the oven is working splendidly & we have hard work keeping the gas down.
July 20, 1918: At night I leave my casserole & its lid, and a plate for bread, each
night with its respective money to indicate the quantity of each that I need, on the
elevator platform at the bottom of the stairs, & the portera takes charge of it all.
My milk costs 15 centavos a liter & we get two a day, & when we don’t use it all
one day, we get less the next day. We get a ten cent loaf of bread every morning,
but usually have to get more for our evening meal, as we eat so much toast. The
vegetable man comes to my door at 9:45 every morning & tells me what he has,
& brings me what I ask for, which if I don’t like I don’t need to take. He is very
reasonable too. My butcher comes at ten & takes my order & returns at ten-thirty
with the meat.
In a larger sense, urbanization led to labor unrest and Alice talks about the various strikes
that interfered with her life. The most inconvenient one, of course, was the postal clerks. On
September 3, 1918, Alice wrote: “Doesn’t time pass slowly when you expect letters & don’t get
them? I received your post card written on Thursday p.m. on Saturday night. As the B.A.Montevideo boats aren’t functioning, I suppose it came via Colonia. It certainly was welcome. I
have not written before for the same reason—no boats, but M. suggested that probably they
would carry the mails on transatlantic steamers which might be stopping in Montevideo.”
September 10, 1918: “What a long time since I have written to you, or you have written to me!
It has been useless for me to write as the carterso [postal clerks] have been on a strike here & no
letters taken up or distributed—not even from the P.O.” When the postal clerks went on strike,
boat traffic was interrupted. On March 15, 1919, she wrote to Elsie: “Please tell Mama that I
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wrote Alice Blamey about the post strike & the possibility of its lasting indefinitely, also the
impossibility of securing passage on any boat until the end of June. This may make them decide
to go home via Panama.”
But the telephone operators and restaurant waiters went on strike as well. On March 15,
1919: “I tried to get Malcolm on the phone right away so that he might find out something of the
“S.S. Hollandia’s” sailing, but the telefonistas have been on a strike for two days &, altho’ I said
urgente several times I could not get through to the Y.M. I’ll ask him to find out this p.m. I
wonder what made him [Papa] change his mind & itinerary.” And on April 16, 1919: “From
there we took a taxi (we don’t travel in streetcars no mo’) & went to the Vera shoe, where Mrs.
G. bo’t rubbers. Then from here we went to Harrod’s where we were to meet the men & Mr.
Turner for tea. But “when we got there the cupboard was bare” for the waiters had gone on a
strike.1
The second decade of the twentieth century also suffered through World War I.
However, I think the war itself took a back seat in the Browning/Crew’s lives. While they
entertained the sailors (particularly from the Pittsburgh) at every opportunity, the gruesome
details of war were avoided. In many ways, it seems the War was merely an inconvenience to
the educating efforts of both families. Nan had written that in February of 1917: “World War I
was on, so no boats went eastward through the Straits of Magellan, to carry our goods. Rates
across the Andes were prohibitive so, taking only our personal belongings, some books, after
drastic weeding out bedding & a few pictures, we let all the rest go.” While on the very day after
1

Webster addressed this new phenomenon in his book Roman Christianity in Latin America (1924): Industrial
Unrest: In spite of the long success of the attempts of the rich to keep the poor in subjection, there are not lacking
evidence of discontent, which, in many cases have been manifested in strikes or in attempted revolutions. [. . . ]
Labour unions have recently developed great organized strength. They exercise unusual power in the larger cities
and at present use it recklessly. Strikes are often called for the most insignificant reason. In 1920, there were over
two hundred strikes in Buenos Aires, alone, involving almost 135,000 workmen. (36)
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the Armistice was signed (November 12, 1918), Alice writes: “Now that the war is over we can
all travel with free consciences on German boats so it won’t cost us so much.”
Chile, Argentina and Uruguay were all neutral countries, while Brazil, alone of the South
American countries, declared war on Germany. At the end of May 1917, thirty German ships
were seized in Brazilian ports. (Healy 299). Chile, on the Pacific side of South America, had
little reason to join Brazil in abandoning neutrality, yet Chilean ships were being sunk and there
was a fragile balance on the high seas. Argentina, although put in compromising positions by the
public blunderings of the dim-witted German ambassador, Karl von Luxburg, somehow
managed to maintain neutrality. Uruguay, usually acting in harmony with Argentina (as they
shared the River Plate), never became fully “belligerent” by declaring war. However, on
October 7, 1917, “Uruguay officially revoked her neutrality legislation and broke relations with
Germany, seizing eight German boats in Uruguayan harbors” (Healy 310).
Nan mentioned Admiral William B. Caperton, saying that his fleet headed by the
Pittsburgh “began visiting Montevideo and Buenos Aires, remaining weeks at a time.” However,
David Healey writes that United States warships could only stay in a neutral country port for
twenty-four hours at a time (which would have been both Argentina and Uruguay during WWI).
In Latin America and the War (1925), Percy Martin writes of at least one time the ships stayed
over the limit in Montevideo when “all regulations regarding length of sojourn were waived”
(366-367), so I guess there was some leniency in interpretation of the law. Although Alice
mentions the Pittsburgh or other boats such as the Lancaster multiple times in her letters, I am
not sure they knew Admiral Caperton personally. The Americans and Brits would invite the
sailors to their homes,or entertain them at the YMCA. Making sure the sailors had a homeaway-from-home was one of Malcolm’s major duties at the YM at this time. In the following
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series of letters, there is evidence that the war effort was certainly waning, and the last letter
(written by Webster) reports that the sailors were “not an attractive bunch.”
(Even though Nan wrote that Alice did not like to play solo pieces, I love the following
photo of her at the piano surrounded by a dozen sailor-boys. In her letters, Alice tells her family
that she will play (on piano) Rubinstein’s “Romanza,” Godard’s “Au Matin,” and a duet of
Beethoven’s 5th Symphony “next year.” With her voice lessons, she had learned “4 dandy little
songs now, one goes up to C#.” (November 23, 1918) I’m not sure that that repertoire sounds
exactly shy.)

Figure 68: Sailor-boys, 1919. Alice (X) is at the piano.

Mention of the S.S. Pittsburgh et al:
June 19, 1918: Then we sailed past the Pittsburgh, & up in the bow we saw a
sailor & someone with a cap, which I took to be Philo. We waved & they waved
at us until we were out of sight. It was awfully nice of them to wait for us I
thought. So did M
June 22, 1918: I’m sorry to know that the Pittsburgh has left you in the lurch.
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July 4, 1918: I wonder if the Pburg is in and if you 2 will be going to the reception
tonight. I bet you two swank out in your wedding clothes!
July 12, 1918: M. has not been able to help me much yet, because they have been
working even at nights at the Y. because of the Pittsburgh’s being here. She left
this a.m. so I have seen him about two hours today.
August ??, 1918: I made a cake, but it came out like a brick—so hard. So I tho’t
perhaps it was my cooking. So I had Persea make us one, and it also was hard, so
you can imagine how glad we were to get your delicious fresh one as we were
having 4 sailors and the Adens to spend the evening. They are very nice fellows
from the Lancaster. We sang & talked etc & then I served tea, nut-bread & your
cake. The poor fellows went crazy over it. Ours was the first home they have
been in since leaving N.Y. 2 and ½ months ago. They certainly seemed to
appreciate it.
August 24, 1918: Well tomorrow we will do our best to entertain Mr. & Mrs.
Aden & about four boys from the Lancaster, a New American boat in port. There
are three here now. But not the Pittsburgh.
September 9, 1918: You mentioned having some boys up at the house. Is the
Pittsburgh in? Or what boat?
December 9, 1918: So the Peetsburgh is in, no? I hope that none of our friends
have gone.
March 4, 1919: Well, I must close now as it is getting on. Have the Pittses left
yet? If not give them our love.
March 15, 1919: Your two good letters came yesterday morning & I was so glad
to get them. I was awfully glad that I did come away before the boats left,
because I believe I should have bawled too.
March 15, 1919: [To Elsie] Has the Pittsburgh left yet? If so, cheer up, old bean,
the worst is yet to come! I heard that the other boats are going out soon too.
May 4, 1919: There are a few sailors hanging around the Y., but they are not an
attractive looking bunch. Some American ships are in port, --five, my Pal says.
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The signing of the Armistice on November 11, 1918, brought out some lovely
celebrations, which Alice describes in full in her letter of November 12, 1918, when they joined
Flaco, a friend, who took them on a boat ride on the Tigre: “The whole river was lined on both
sides by beautiful estates which came right down to the water’s edge. We watched the boat races
until almost the last one & then we started up the river, going inland. There were hundreds of
small boats like ours, & canoes, & about fifty motor launches ranging from tiny ones to great big
yachts & house boats. Every boat almost without exception was decorated with the Allied
flags.” They later walked up the Avendia de Mayo and found a jam of people singing the
singing the Marseillaise; they ended up taking a nine-car home. On November 19, 1918, they
“went to the movies, & saw some very fine actualida des films of the Allies & of the U.S.
troops. There were a couple of American boys there & every time they showed something which
struck them & the public’s fancy, they shouted ‘At er boy’ at the top of their lungs.” However,
the Allied victory also brought out a bit of blatant American nationalism, which was frowned
upon by the foreign-born Americans and Brits.
December 9, 1918: Sunday morning which was broiling, we went off to the M.E.
[Methodist Episcopal] Church to hear the Bishop preach. He gave a very good
talk on the war. Mr. Wesley the assistant pastor (a new man) did some slight of
hand performances for the kids which has been every one’s topic of conversation
since then (and not favorable either!).

He had these ribbons, a red one

representing John the disciple, a blue, to represent the Apostle Paul, & a white, to
represent the disciple Peter. These he mixed up in an envelope which he sealed.
Then he tore it open at the bottom & pulled out an American Flag! Now what
those three worthies had to do with our Star Spangled Banner (“Why is it called
Star Spangled?”), I don’t know.
Webster Browning concurs in his book Roman Christianity in Latin America:
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Alice’s instincts against the blending of church and state were based on family teachings
and are at the core beliefs of the Founding Fathers. Webster wrote in Roman Christianity in
Latin America (1924): “The Evangelical missionary, as a foreigner, can have no active part in
the political life of the country to which he is sent, and will beware of any attempt to influence
the people to whom he ministers in favor of or against any local political organization. This
must be particularly true of missionaries who are citizens of the United States of America. Latin
Americans are extremely patriotic and resent any interference by foreigners of their political life”
(76).
One of the major side-effects of the war was the Spanish Influenza, which killed over
fifty million people; this was more deaths than had resulted from the entire First World War,
which lasted four years. The unusual thing about the Spanish Flu was that it killed the 20 to 40year olds first, before it went on to finish off the elderly and young children.2 In fact, fifty-eight
crew members of Admiral Caperton’s Pittsburgh died between October 7 and October 31, 1918.3
Closer to home, one of the casualties was the favorite brother of the Crew’s dearest friends the
Deakins, who had just been decorated with The Order of the British Empire (the OBE) in
England. So while the flu raged and flared up, my family was lucky to have stayed relatively
healthy.
In hindsight, it is surprising that Alice died at the age of 23, while Malcolm, rather
delicate and sickly, lived to the ripe old age of 88. My Uncle Mike wrote that Malcolm had gone
“to Buenos Aires in 1917 to enlist in the British army (that’s where the enlistment center for the
Southern Cone of South America was located) but his health disqualified him for service. He not
2

Molly Billings writes: “The influenza pandemic of 1918-1919 killed more people than the Great War, known today
as World War I (WWI), at somewhere between 20 and 40 million people. It has been cited as the most devastating
epidemic in recorded world history. More people died of influenza in a single year than in four-years of the Black
Death Bubonic Plague from 1347 to 1351.” <http://virus.stanford.edu/uda/>
3
Navy Papers of Admiral Caperton: <http://www.history.navy.mil/library/online/influenza_caper.htm>.
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only had a problem with his lungs but also suffered from ‘heart murmur’ and color blindness”
(21). During the year of their marriage, Alice describes his being sick to his stomick [sic],
having the “flue” with headache and cold, lumbago, night sweats, and general weakness
followed by exhaustion. On November 6, 1918: Malcolm says, “Hope you have thrown off the
Grip. The papers here recommend people not to shake hands or else they’ll get the Grip.” 4
Today, in our hyper-awareness and phobias of germs and manic cleanliness, this information
would seem to be an understatement.
It’s tragic to know how much Alice and Malcolm loved each other. On Alice’s first day
alone as Mrs. Malcolm R. Crew, she wrote to her mother on June 19, 1918: “M. [Malcolm] went
off to work at about ten this a.m. & won’t be back till 7:30 or 8. I miss him. He’s a dear, and
awfully good to me. Mama you need never fear that he isn’t going to be good to me, because
you know we love each other so awfully much.”
In conclusion, that’s all we can hope for with our loved ones; that, and the hope they will
grow old with us forever. Me? I hope Alice and Malcolm will get another chance to come back
and have a full, rich life together sometime in the next millennium.

4

The 20th century was beginning to find out how germs and viruses were spread. In April 1907, my paternal
grandfather, Rev. Daniel J Fleming, a Presbyterian missionary in Lahore, India, wrote to his sponsors: “This dread
disease [the plague] can hardly be said to have yielded even to experts. Yet ridiculous as it may seem to you,
extensive experiments in Bombay where plague has been chronic, seem to show that it is carried by fleas on rats. As
the mosquito carries the malaria germ, so the fleas carried the plague germ, and the rats carry the fleas. On this
principle the Health Committee of Lahore have started a rat campaign in one section of the city. Here in one week
8000 rats were killed.” (108)
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Figure 70: Alice and Malcolm on the
rooftop of Chaná 2126, 1917 or 1918.
Montevideo.

Figure 69: Alice and Malcolm in
Santiago about 1915 or 1916

Figure 71: Malcolm and Alice in front of 2126 Chaná.
1st Anniversary, June 6, 1919 [Alice is 15 days from
going into labor with my mother.]
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Part 4:
Alice Browning Crew’s Letters: 1918-1919

Figure 72: My notes.

To write a letter is to map one's coordinates—temporal, spatial, emotional,
intellectual—in order to tell someone else where one is located at a
particular time and how far one has traveled since the last writing. (Altman
119)
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Piriápolis, June 7th 1918 [Postal-card]
Our dearest Family:We arrived this a.m. at 20 to 12, after a very easy & pleasant trip to Pan de Azucur by
train & from there [to] here in a Ford. And believe us no other car could have gone thru’ the
mud like it did. One of the spark plugs had fused & the magneto [?] was disconnected and still
we flew over the ground. We decided it had travelled all that way on reputation? We left the
hotel this a.m. at 2 minutes past six & made it to the station by 13 past. When on the train we
found that we had left my muff & heavy coat at home. The weather is lovely—splendiferous & I
don’t need my coat, but I do miss my muff. Malcolm is doing his best to remedy the shortage!
Another thing we forgot was the list of unacknowledged gifts in the little black book. Please xxx
Vice-Consul [to] make me a list of these & forward them to me here at Hotel Mira Mar. Have
any more telegrams gifts or cheques arrived? Has there been a write-up in the paper about the
wedding? How long did the folks stay?
We sent a telegram to you this p.m. at sunset. We hope you receive it before Papa leaves;
if he doesn’t, & receives this before, he must take lots of love from us on his trip. We hope to
have a house by the time he returns from Paraguay.
We had a nap this afternoon, & then went for along walk along the rambla. The bay is
very much like Pocitos only much larger & at one end is a breakwater.
I’ve been thinking of you putting away everything today & straightening things up after
last night’s turmoil. I’m sorry kiddo I didn’t get to kiss you goodby but you saw how they were
pouring rice down my neck. I dripped rice all night! Thank you all for being such bricks about
it all.
Ever your son & daughter, Alice & Malcolm
Piriápolis, June 10, 1918 [Postal-card]
Dear Mama:I wrote a letter to you all “en conjunto” on Friday, but now we hear that it couldn’t
possibly arrive there before Saturday night. I’m sorry that Papa didn’t get it.
We have not as yet had a line from you. I had hoped that perhaps you would write
yesterday, so we are looking for one to-morrow. This morning I had desayuno [breakfast] in bed
after which we went for a long tramp up into the hills, getting back late for lunch. This p.m.
while Malcolm was having a nap, I wrote eight notes of acknowledgement which brings my list
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up to 14 written here. We don’t get afternoon tea, so the cake you gave us has come in very
handy—and it’s delicious. M. said, “Tell Tia [Aunt], it’s the best cake I’ve ever tasted.” We
have two rooms. A bedroom and a sitting room. The latter has a window looking out to sea.
There is no electricity in summer so we have candles. There is an “autopiano,” which we play
between courses at our meals. There is only one other boarder, a man who dresses in riding togs
all the time. I’m trying to get some eggs to take back to you. They are awfully good, but rather
insipid! [I don’t know if this is a family joke or not, but Alice calls eggs “insipid” several more
times in her letters.]
Lots of love to you both from us both, Alice
Buenos Aires, June 19th 1918
My dearest Mama:-I tried to get a letter off to you yesterday, but with one thing and another I didn’t do it.
We got into B.A. at 9 a.m. instead of seven, which is the usual hour. Mr. Shuman was not down
at the boat, nor was anyone else. And so I stayed on the boat by myself while Malcolm attended
to the trunks. Then he came on board & we had desayuno & waited around for Mr. S to turn up,
as Malcolm had understood him to say that he would. Finally at 10 o’clock M. went out &
telephoned Mr. S who seemed very surprised to know that we were waiting for him at the dock.
There had been a misunderstanding & he did not know that we were expecting him to
help us get through customs. However, he came down by 11:20, [and] we were on our way out
of there. He came in a motor car because we had the four bultos (hand ones) to bring with us.
My! But it was freezing & still is. I thought I should pass away yesterday on the deck of
that steamer.
When we sailed from Montevideo Mr. Risser was at the dock & handed me a parcel
containing a half a dozen beautiful napkins. Then we sailed past the Pittsburgh, & up in the bow
we saw a sailor & someone with a cap, which I took to be Philo. We waved & they waved at us
until we were out of sight. It was awfully nice of them to wait for us I thought. So did M.5
We went to sleep immediately as the boat was pitching a little.

5

Alice makes constant mention of the Pittsburgh (once calling it the “Peestburgh”). I don’t know if the Brownings
or the Crews knew Admiral Caperton personally, but they did get to know many of the sailors well. In Alice’s
March 15, 1919, letter, she adds, “I was awfully glad that I came away before the boats left, because I should have
bawled too.”
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I went to sleep almost right away, which was a blessing as I began to feel seasick.
Malcolm said that at about four, there was a cross-current or something, and a great wind struck
the boat and it rock & rolled dreadfully! (He said at dinner that it never got rough, didn’t he?) I
never felt a thing.
Mrs. Morton [the Crews are living with Mr. and Mrs. Morton until they find a house to
move into] is a stout & very kind woman. We had coffee, pan cakes & fried bacon & eggs when
we arrived yesterday. I had my desayuno in bed this morning.
M. went off to work at about ten this a.m. & won’t be back till 7:30 or 8. I miss him.
He’s a dear, and awfully good to me. Mama you need never fear that he isn’t going to be good
to me, because you know we love each other so awfully much.
Last night at about 7, Mrs. Shuman spoke to me on the phone. She said she might come
out to see me today, if she had time, but that they were expecting us out at their house on Friday
evening.
Last night Mrs. Morton took us to the “culto” at one of their churches. Mr. & Mrs.
Lennon took us home from there & we didn’t get back here till nearly one, & dead tired.
Mrs. Cobeen (from Chile) & Mrs Shuman are coming to tea. Someone else has just
arrived, & Mrs. Laudan has had lunch with us. This morning the weather was lovely, but it is
very cloudy & cold now. M. said he would ask some of the agencies for lists of houses today, so
we will soon start out on a house hunt. The tray from the Mv [Montevideo] YM is lovely. I
must write & thank them very soon. None of our presents are broken & we had to pay no duties
on them. Excuse the awfully choppy letter. Will write Elsie tomorrow—give my love to the
boys! Lots of it to you both from us both.
Ever, Alice
On arrival found a letter from Papa. He told me when he’d be back!
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June 22nd 1918

Figure 1

Dearest Mama & Elsie:-This is a short joint note to you both, which Papa’s going to take over to you. My next
letter will be to Elsie solita.
I’m writing in Mr. Sherman’s private office, having just come in from looking at a house.
“More anon.”
What do you think!? It’s been snowing this afternoon. It came down awfully hard at
about 3:30, but did not keep up at that pace for long, altho’ little flakes were still falling as late as
six o’clock. It’s mighty cold here but all the shops are warmed. This building is also steamheated, for which I am glad for Malcolm’s sake.
The house we have just been to see is on Calle Garay, about 20 minutes by the street car
from the Y.M. It has six rooms & a patio. The bathroom has all the installations, even to an oval
mirror, & glass stand over the wash bowl. The water for the bath however must be heated in the
stove in the kitchen, which is inconvenient.
The house was recommended to us by Mrs. Oldham & Jay C. Field, and they told us that
a Mr. & Mrs. Penrose live there now, who expect to move out at the end of this week. We went
there & introduced ourselves & told who had sent us there. Mrs. P. was very nice & showed us
the house very obligingly & finally pressed us to stay to tea, which we did. They have lived in
the house 2 years & a half, & are leaving because her husband has been made superintendant of
another district of the railway.
The house is a flat, on the second story, but it has an elevator. It is on the north side of
the street which is, of course, the wrong exposure. I don’t think I shall take it however, because
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the rent is $15 nacionales, which is about $45 more than we feel we can pay, unless we take in a
roomer, which isn’t very nice.
The rooms all have polished & beautiful floors, except the backest room, which Mrs. P.
used as a sort of work room.
We are going to take a look around Flores, at the houses, & not at the flats, & see if we
find something. You have no idea how hard it is to find a decent house. They are either very
dark, or dirty, or unpapered, or else have not bathroom & kitchen furnishings of any kind.
Furniture is sky high, they say. We have not priced any yet.
Last night there was a lovely reception for us at the Sherman’s. We thought that it was
going to be a huge & formal affair, but it was not. Only the Y.M.C.A. Sec’y’s, Y.W.C.A. Sec’as
[Secretaries], Mr. & Mrs. Pilling of St. Andrews church choir, (who immediately asked us to join
“sed” choir], Anita & Leslie Van Donselear, & the mishy alt [missionary folks?]. Mr. & Mrs.
Holmes did not go, as Mr. H. has been in bed with a cold for some time. Mrs. H. called me up
yesterday on the ‘phone & apologized for not being able to go, & asked M. & me to lunch
tomorrow. I accepted, but today we decided that we’d better stay home & get up all our back
correspondence. Anyway, I’m going to keep Malcolm in bed all morning, as he is a little under
the weather these days. {Malcolm wrote above: “First I knew about it!”} Sort of upset and sick
“to his stomick” [sic].
To resume. Last night they had quite a programme. A little girl of about 17 or 18, played
the piano very (or pretty) well. Then Mr. Shuman said he would not make a speech for us, but
would read something which was appropriate. He then read “Hiawatha’s Wooing.”6 You know
that part, something about “as the string unto the bow is,” or something like that. Mrs. Reaves
sang, but on my! Oh my! It was fierce. She no more kept the tune than anything else. I was
wishing you could be here to show her “how it’s done.” George Howard recited, “The Courtin’
of Saunders MacPherson” (?) which he did very well. A Mr. Lishman read a poem along the
same line of tho’t [thought]. Just before tea, Papa appeared, & I was “sure glad” to see him!
You should have heard the remarks everyone made when he made his appearance. Every one
was so glad to see him. He’s a popular man, is Papa. For tea, we paired off. The bride &
bridegroom leading the way. (To Elsie: I’m called Mrs. Crew by everyone, except Mrs. Morton
6

Longfellow’s poem starts: “As unto the bow the cord is, So unto the man is woman; Though she bends him, she
obeys him, Though she draws him, yet she follows; Useless each without the other!" The complete poem is found
at:< http://www.online-literature.com/henry_longfellow/song-of-hiawatha/11/>
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& Mrs. Shuman who at times call me by my right name—Alice!) (It gives me the giggles every
time they say “Mrs. Crew” to me, & usually I laugh right in their faces!)
Then alternate couples went into the dining room & into the sala, for tea. Malcolm wore
his evening clothes & I my gray dress. In the afternoon Mrs. Morton & I came into town & I
bought a pair of grey suede pumps at the “Vera” shoe store. They are American shoes, & very
nice looking & they cost me $16.50 nacionales. Not bad, no? When I came into town this
morning, I knew that we would have lunch in town with Papa & also dinner so I came in all
decked out in my best hat. We had lunch at the Restaurant Florida, the place that has the lovely
view of the river, & it “sure was” grand. Afterwards we two separated from Papa. It looked like
rain so I said to Malcolm that I thought I’d better get another hat, that I didn’t intend spoiling my
good one in the rain. So we went into Gaith & Chavez (I had looked at hats yesterday at Harrods
& didn’t find any) & I bought a cute little beaver. It has a turned up brim, with Alice blue velvet
ribbon binding the brim & ending in a colita.7 It (the brim) turns smack up in the back
[illustration] & droops a little over my face at the sides. While we were in the store, it started to
pour, so I was certainly glad to have on this inexpensive hat instead of my good one.

Figure 2

I was sitting here & happened to notice on the wall above me some photos of the sailors
taken while they were here. I recognized by name, Brown & the little fellow with whom you &
Gene & Raquel went on a picnic. It seems so nice to see them. I’m sorry to know that the
Pittsburgh has left you in the lurch.

7

Alice blue was a light blue with a hint of gray made popular by Franklin Roosevelt’s daughter Alice.
<http://www.theodoreroosevelt.org/life/aliceblue.htm>
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Mr. & Mrs. Spencer sent us a beautiful piece of cut glass. It is a candy or jelly dish on a
stem. [Alice drew an illustration of it.] It is just lovely.
Monday night Mrs. Morton is going to give us a party at her house. I’m to wear my
wedding dress, at her request. She thinks our presents are lovely too.
Papa ought to be here pretty soon, so I will close. I hope you like the collars. I think they
are lovely. You ought to see my set of centerpiece & 6 doilies.
I’m coming home, one of these days, Mama, but it won’t be because he doesn’t treat me
well! I hope we can get a house soon; It is nice to visit for a while, but we want to get settled, &
it is such an everlasting trip into town from Belgrano. We left the house at ten this a.m. & I
reached the YM. at 11:30!
Write to me soon. I should write oftener, but it hasn’t been possible so far. I’ll give Papa
some special delivery kisses & hugs for you both. Love to all deserving & inquiring friends.
Ever your loving daughter and sister. Alice
M. sends his love, too. {Malcolm wrote: “and piles of it” at the bottom.}

Buenos Aires, June 26th 1918
My dearest old kiddo, Bug Picha, Pete, et cetera,
I have just lifted myself out of bed—ten minutes of eleven!—and am waiting for Mrs.
Morton & Mrs. Crownquist to get dressed. We all decided to stay in bed this morning as
Malcolm wanted to leave extra early for the Y, and did not want Mrs. Morton to get him his
desayuno. He will get it at the restaurant at the office. I have had my breakfast tho, already. I
found a dill-pickle and ate it.
What do you think I did on Monday? I fried doughnuts, and they were the best I’ve eaten
“for a long, long time.” (You see, Mama hasn’t made any for so long, that I’m safe in saying
that.)
[Alice & Malcolm are still house-hunting. They saw “the dearest little house –brand
new, freshly papered & painted, with three rooms & kitchen & bath entirely fitted out, & patio &
azotea, [roof garden] and about twelve minutes by the underground from Plaza de Mayo.” But
“to our surprise & disgust then, to know, that the rent was $180 mn. We said goodbye & left.”]
We then started off & saw about a dozen other houses. The only two whose rent was anywhere
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near what we could like to pay, & the only two which were decent & clean enough to live in,
were $110 mn. These had three rooms each & a poky kitchen & bathroom. So after tramping
around all afternoon until 6:30, we decided to fix up matters with the owner of the house in
which the Penrod’s live. It is quite large, & it has every convenience, and for its size is far
cheaper than any we have seen so far. So far (for the 3rd time) as I can remember the house plan
is something like this

Figures 41: Livingroom—1918
1235 Calle Garay,
Buenos Aires, Argentina

I’m enclosing a better drawing than this one. In the bathroom we have also an oval
mirror and a glass rack for toothpaste & brushes & glasses etc. We wont have to [do] anything
except put in electric lights.
The paper is fairly new and not half bad, altho’ it doesn’t exactly suit my taste.
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The reason I didn’t mark the work-room, as a dining-room, is that it is the only room in
the house which has not a polished or painted floor.
The diagram on this paper is as the Penroses have their house arranged, but the other is as
I think we shall fix them. Malcolm is making final arrangements with the owner today, so that
we will be able to move in probably by the first of next week, as the Penroses don’t move out
until Friday.
As soon as we can we will start looking for furniture. I saw two beautiful heavy
mahogany dressers which I’m just crazy about.
We’ve about decided not to get a whole suite for each room, as it will be so expensive,
but we will try to get things that match.
The first room that we will fix up is the guest room, so you can come & stay with us, &
so Papa can stay with us when he goes through to Chile.
I was going to have my photograph taken today, but Malcolm didn’t fix up a date with
the photographer so he’s going to do it for tomorrow. {Malcolm wrote: “It’s been too dark
anyway”}
We’ve been as busy running around that we haven’t been about to get a day when we
could go to the photographers together, as I want him to go too.
I had meant to write much more, but Miss Avonquist stayed all afternoon & has just
gone, so I didn’t get this letter written properly. Last Monday evening Mrs. Morton had a party
here. About twenty people came, the YW girls, except Miss Sheppard (?), the Fields, and a lot
of other Americans. It turned out to be almost a hen party, as only four men counting M. were
here. The other husbands were either sick or had to stay home & look after the kids so their
wives could come. We had a real good time. Two of the women brought knitting so I got out
my beauty bag & you should have heard people rave over it! I am working up Mrs. M’s wool as
she has no time to knit. I have had my purling out five times I think, much to everyone’s disgust.
Now I’m going to tell you a joke. I’ve decided to try & do my own work, at least until I
get the hang of things & know just exactly what I want to have done & how I want it done.
I have been helping Mrs. M. & I don’t find it much of a job. I know it will be harder to
do it all myself than to help someone else, especially when she is bossing the job. But I’m going
to try it out. I’ve been scared out by the awful reputation that servants seem to have in this town,
so I want to try it. I shall get in a woman to clean up & polish the floors, once a week, which
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will be all that the house will need, at least until summer dusts come. We wanted a smaller
house but the ones we saw were the limit & would have taken an age to clean them sufficiently
to live in. This one is beautifully clean, and the caretaker & his wife are splendid workers & take
a great deal of pride in keeping the house in good order. Did I tell you? The house is on the
second floor & faces south east más o menos, as far as we could tell the other day when it was
snowing hard. [Alice once said the house was on the north side of the street.]
There is a large lump of ice in the middle of the azotea here, on Tuesday morning, which
had not yet melted, from Saturday night. [Alice asks of some friends in Montevideo.] I think the
material for your corduroy dress is awfully pretty. What was the white that Mama put in?
Wasn’t it the limit the way Mr. McLean advertized his position on that pésame card? Why! M.
almost had a fit! I haven’t seen the package yet, but M. was going to see about it today. When
Papa comes over will you please ask him to please bring my fountain pen & the Red Cross
magazines? Mrs. Charles C. Pope is selling out by remate [auction] next Sunday. We may go
out to see her things on Saturday & see if we want anything & buy by private sale if possible.
Well, I must clothe myself now. That diagram of the house is only for home
consumption unless you can censure the back of the house! Yesterday M. & I met Mr. Terry on
the street. He looked awfully bad & said he had got out of the Hospital the day before, having
been there 3 weeks with rheumatic fever.
Love to all. I miss you very much. Ever your loving sister Alice.
Last night I learned how to play “Rook.” M. says it’s just like Bridge. Some dog!
Buenos Aires, June 30th 1918
My Dear Pal: [“Pal” is the name Alice calls her father]
I was awfully glad to get your letter on Friday. But I was sorry the folks didn’t get a little
written too. There may be a letter for me at the Y.M. but as yesterday was a holiday, Malcolm
didn’t go down to the office, so I shan’t know until tomorrow.
Thank you for the itinerary. We hope that we can use some of the codes, but that we
won’t be able to use some of the others, such as, “Durando patas parriba!” or “Mundo patas
pabajo!” etc8 {Malcolm wrote, “filed, in case of need however.”} It’s going to be some trip,

8

The closest translation I can get is: “Lasting Legs Up in the Air,” and “Legs Facing Down.” This is a joke. The
expression means “The world’s a mess,” but is understood to be funny.
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isn’t it? I wish we might all take it with you. C. Mauley writes to his wife, that it is very cold in
Asunción [Paraguay]. It is now much warmer here than it has been, or was last Sunday, but it is
very foggy this afternoon and rained some yesterday. (He says (C.M.) that he misses you
terribly.)
Tonight Malcolm and I are going in to the American church. There is a special 4th of July
service on, with a “talk on War conditions in the U.S. by a New York business man recently
arrived.” It does not mention his name, but I imagine that it is Mr. Spencer.
Yesterday afternoon Mrs. M. went out to the American school for a meeting, so M & I
went into town presumably to see if any casa de remate [auction house] were open. But we had
gone with the intention of going to the matinee at the opera. So we ended up by seeing “Faust”
at the Colόn. It was just grand. We had seats in the Galeria which is next to the highest
{Malcolm wrote: “situation; not price.”}. But we were surprised to see the nice people around
us. English, Germans etc. All music-lovers as you could tell. At half-time we went to the
confiteria [concession stand] in the theatre & M. had tea, & I, Bilz, [a soft drink made in Chile]9
much to the apparent amusement of “the natives” who, as I kept the label toward me, evidently
tho’t it was beer. {Malcolm wrote: “I won’t tell on her.”}
The stars in the cast were: [Marcel] Journet (basso) as Mephistopheles, [Charles] Hacket
(American tenor) as Faust. Ivonne Gall (French) as Margarita. Journet & Gall both sang in
French, while the rest of the company sang in Italian. It sounded very queer. I could make out
quite a lot of the French. Journet has a glorious voice, while Hacket’s tenor is perfectly beautiful
too. He is from Kansas City, Mo! Que honor pala familia!10
After the show, we met Mrs. M at the subway & we took her to dinner at the Restaurant
Florida. We sat where we could see the drummer (to say nothing of the lights of the city, which
were just grand) who is the drummer for some big place in New York. He beats the drum, and
does 40 other things at the same time and keeps time with his whole body. It’s a treat to watch
him. {Malcolm wrote, “No it’s rotten!} After a lovely dinner we went to Frank Brown’s Circus.
Not much of a show, but they had a couple of good stunts, such as tight wire walkers and funny
9

<http://www.importedmexicanfoods.com/p_drinks.htm> ;<http://www.promotex.ca/articles/cawthon/2005/200504-01_article.html>
10
Alice is wrong; Internet sources say that Charles Hacket was born in Worchester, Massachusetts.
<http://www.marstonrecords.com/hackett/hackett_liner.htm>; However, Marcel Journet also recorded with Enrico
Caruso and Geraldine Farrar, (who both Crews disliked).< http://www.wyastone.co.uk/nrl/pvoce/7894c.html>;
Yvonne Gall, French soprano, is mentioned in attached website for her invitation to sing at the Teatro Colon in
1918. <http://www.cantabile-subito.de/Sopranos/Five_French_Divas/five_french_divas.html>
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clowns. The two clowns who did the cat stunt in Montevideo are with this circus & they were
very funny.11 I had my picture taken on Friday, at Chandler’s, the swellest in town they say, &
the proofs are to be ready on Monday. Therefore I hope I have one copy of each at least so that
you can choose for yourself when you come over.
I don’t know what day we will move into our house, but we will do so as soon as we have
beds so we can take you in, because we do want to have you stay with us, even tho’ we aren’t
able to have all the furniture in by the time you come. There is an American family who is
going home, and are selling out all their furniture—everything—for a thousand pesos. We are
thinking of taking their things over, as everything is so frightfully expensive. We saw part of
their things the other day, when we went there thinking they would sell out part of their furniture.
Mrs. M. says that the Landens bought out some people that went home & they made a
great deal on the bargain because the owners threw in everything even to curtains & kitchen
utensils. The furniture these folks have is very plain. Mimbre for the sala, but we need that for
the little living room. But they have a perfectly beautiful reading table which I’m crazy to have.
Mrs. M & I are going to see the house tomorrow.
M & I priced bedroom & dining room furniture at Thompson’s on Friday, & the cheapest
dining room furniture we could get here after selecting a table a small side board & six chairs,
amounted to $580. The cheapest English blankets were $32 and everything else por el mismo
estilo. Well, I think I had better draw on my vestments, as it is such hard work writing when
folks are talking so much. I imagine you are all in the dining room this afternoon or maybe in
the sala, but anyway, some, or all of you are writing to me.
It is very nice here, & Mrs. M is as kind as kindness itself, but you may imagine that
we’re just crazy to get into our own little home, be it ever so ‘umble!
Well Pal, & the rest of the dear family, I wish you could all come over & live with us.
But I’m going to keep hustling around to make the end of this week & the end of the month
come around fast.
Give our love to all deserving and inquiring friends.
Malcolm (he’s such a dear!) and I send our untied love to you all. Saludos to Mercedes,
As ever your loving Pal

11

See #2321 <http://www.circushistory.org/Query/Query08c.htm>
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Buenos Aires, July 2nd 1918
My dear big Pal:Malcolm & I have decided to take over the furniture of Mr. & Mrs. Reynolds who are
selling out—complete; And I’m just sick with disappointment, but we can’t have things before
Tuesday of next week. Malcolm keeps saying, “I’m so sorry Tio can’t stay with us,” but you see
how it is. We thought we could get the things right away, but Mrs. R. has promised to bake
cakes for the Bazaar and has to stay in the house until the B. is over. If it weren’t such a bargain,
we would get absolutely new things & be ready for you, but everything in the house except
bedlinen & blankets, we are to get for $1,000 m.l. However, we’ll be sure to take you to see the
house.
I’m in a hurry to go into town & meet my husband (ahem!) and go & see the furniture &
see exactly what we need to get extra.
Will write soon. I’m going to call Mrs. D. up & ask her to take you in.
Love to all, ever your Pal

The Glorious Fourth! 1918 [Postal card]
My dear Mamacita,
I was so glad to get your letter yesterday (day before yesterday to be exact). I’m hoping
to get down to the dock to-morrow morning, but anyway Malcolm will, to meet Papa.
We are planning to take Papa & Mrs. Morton to the Bazaar tomorrow night. It opens
tonight, but Mrs. M has “culto” & can’t go. We have bought the furniture mentioned in my last
note, and are going to get it on Monday at 12 o’clock. They said Tuesday, but Tuesday is the 9th
of Julio & a sacred day to Argentine people, so we couldn’t get anyone to move it for us then.12
Yesterday I ordered my groceries, & bought 4 sheets & 2 bedspreads & blankets & bath towels
& small Turkish towels. Also an O’Cedar mop & polish. Moving on Monday will make it very
nice because M will take Monday afternoon off and has Tuesday all day off as it’s a feast day.
I wonder if the Pburg is in and if you 2 will be going to the reception tonight. I bet you
two swank out in your wedding clothes! My photographs will be ready on Saturday afternoon so
Papa can have one to take with him. Would you like one? Dr. Fleming is coming to tea, so I
must draw my on my clows. [sic] [clothes?]
12

July 9, 1816, Argentina declared its independence from Spain.
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Your ever loving, Alice

Buenos Aires, July 7th 1918
My dear Mamacita:-The principal object of my letter today is to tell you that we saw Papa off safely this
morning. We have been knocking around together ever since he came and he has even helped
me with some shopping I had to do, of sheets and pillow cases.
Thank you so much for the cake. I’m so glad the cake is nut. It’s my favorite. 13
I wrote you on Thursday night saying that M. & I would be down at the boat to meet
Papa. We were just getting our own desayuno, when the telephone bell rang, & on answering it I
found that it was Papa, his boat having arrived at seven o’clock for once in a life-time. All the
rest of the days last week, the boats came in very late. However, M. & I went down to the Y.
We left M there, after a while and Papa and I went out and changed his Uruguayan money into
sovereigns. Then we went to Villalonga’s & reserved his passage to Antofagasta [Chile] and
Lima.
Then we went to Bradford’s, an English store, where I ordered some vainillada pillowcases and pillows filled with Kapok. These are just as nice as feather at least to touch and ever
so much cheaper. (I bought some very nice cotton sheets at Auld’s, which have a hemstitched
hem; they have had them on hand for quite a while, so the prices on them have not gone up. So I
got four of them at $5.50 a piece. I think they are dirt cheap. Don’t you?)
After we finished shopping Papa & I went to lunch with Dr. & Mrs. Fleming & Miss F.
They are very nice. Mrs. F. looks very much like Aunt Mollie & Miss F looks like a small, fair,
short-sighted edition of Georgina Wortherspoon. We did not stay after lunch, because Dr. F had
a funeral service to perform. The man was killed some 35 years ago, by the Indians, being the
last Britisher [sic] to be treated in this way by the Indians. He was buried in the old burying
ground & they were transplanting him to the new. His wife & her second husband were to be at
the funeral, I believe.
From his house to Plaza Constitutiόn Dr. Fleming took us in a motor [car] that came for
him to take him to the Constitutiόn Station. Then Papa and I went up to our house on Garay,

13

Again, note the cakes being sent . . . at least three in the year that Alice and Malcolm lived in Buenos Aires.
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which is only one & a half blocks from the Plaza. It is all clean & ready for us to move into on
Monday—tomorrow. More anon.
Malcolm met us there and we showed Papa the house; he chose his room, which happens
to be the same one that we had already selected for our guest room. He was delighted with the
little house, and so are we, more even than we were before. We are undecided as to whether or
not we will leave the telephone in. It is a great luxury to have it in, but, it means an extra ten
dollars. We’ll see whether or not we use it enough to justify keeping it, and then decide the
matter. After finishing with the house we came down to the Y where they had a meeting for
Papa, from 3:30 to 6:00 más o menos.
Mr. Morton met us at the Y & Mr. Spencer who had invited us to dinner at the Bazaar
came & took us, Papa, Malcolm, Mrs. Morton, Mr. Field, Mother Spencer & me in a taxi to the
Red Cross Bazaar. It certainly was lovely. It was held in Prince George’s Hall on Calle
Sarmiento, & was all arranged to represent a street in old Philadelphia. All the women in the
stalls were dressed in Quaker costumes & everyone looked very sweet. The dinner was served
upstairs and on the balcony overlooking the hall. While we were having dinner on the balcony,
M. called my attention to a young man who was helping in the horse races. (They had 8 or 10
wires stretched from one side of the galleria to the other. One turned the crank & a horse &
jockey travelled out on this wire. The horse to reach the meta [?] first was of course the winner
and won a dollar.) [Alice remembers a Mr. Gitting from Santiago.] Then in the same stall was
Mildred Pope. She is very pretty, but wears these huge tortoise shell glasses. I afterwards went
up & spoke to her & told her that she went to school with Else & me, but she didn’t remember
us. She was only seven when she was in Chile, so of course, if no-one kept her reminded of us,
she would not be likely to remember us. Mrs. Charles A. Pope was not there. She had written a
book, called “Between Two Gods.” She donated 500 of these to the American Red Cross Bazaar
of last year. I had a look at the book down at the YMCA yesterday. I don’t think it is a story,
but rather a history of the Kaiser in relation to this war.
We had a very nice dinner, to go back to the Bazaar, consisting of Bouillon, cold turkey
& ham, Russian salad, pine-apple (or pears or peaches, or vanilla ice-cream) and coffee, with
grape-juice or ginger-ale for drinks.
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Mr. & Mrs. Holmes were there, Dr. & Mrs. Craver, (she arrived last weekend via Chile),
Mrs. Rendtorff, & Dorcas, and Gladys Hall. I was so glad to see them all, especially the last
three.
Papa had just left, at about 9:15 and we were staying on because Mrs. Morton wanted to
buy some provisions, when Mrs. Lowden rushed up to Mrs. M, & said, “Don’t you know your
husband is home?” She said “No!” so we gathered together our many parcels and took a taxi and
rushed home to find that Mr. Morton had come, & left his bags, but had gone out to see if he
could find his wife, ending up by going over to Reavises in Flores. He finally came, & we sat up
till nearly one, drinking chocolate. Finally we excused ourselves & went to bed. Saturday
morning M. got up & went to the Y.M. without his breakfast, but Mr. & Mrs. M & I didn’t get
up until almost ten. We then had breakfast, & barely had the dishes washed & my bed made &
room straightened up, when she announced lunch. We 3 then ate again & then Mr. M & I went
into town arriving at the Y.M. at 3:30 where we met Papa. He had had lunch at Oldham’s. Then
as it was so cold Mr. Morton, Papa & Malcolm & I had tea at the Y restaurant, with delicious
cake. After that Mr. M went away while Papa & I went to get my photographs. They aren’t half
bad and ever so much better than I tho’t they would be judging by the proofs.
Then Papa & I went to Gaith & Chaves where after being sent upstairs, and then
downstairs, & looking every where for them, I bought a package of bone hairpins. [Alice drew
the size.] They are giving 5% discount on all purchases, which the buyers take home, but I
forgot to ask for it on my package. I think there are about a dozen in each package.
Then Papa & I took the subway & went out to [the] Holmes’ for dinner. They are
awfully nice, and were lavish in their praise of Papa & gave him all sorts of encargos [orders] to
tell their mission board, & generally unburdened themselves to him. [Alice talks about Mr. &
Mrs. Aden, the new folks in school who are just dandy and sing—he a very good tenor and she a
very pleasing contralto voice.]
After dinner last night Papa & I came down to his Hotel & left with his things the
photographs which he is going to deliver on his trip. His own, one to Mrs. Crew, & one to
Gladys and Harold. He also took with his cake to Mrs. Crew, Dr. Lester, Oscar, the Edwards &
the Scotts.
Malcolm also had dinner at the Holmes’ as did the Adens, (instead of the Aden’s with the
boys as they usually do, I think) but Malcolm had to come away immediately after dinner
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because there was a velada Patriotica at the YM. Papa afterwards brought me to the YM where
we met M. and then Papa returned to the Hotel & we came home by train.
This morning M. & I got up early, got our own breakfast & took an early train to retiro.
There was a thick frost on the ground & the front platform of the train was powdered thick with
it too. The window panes in the car were covered with Jack Frost’s pictures like we used to get
at home. Do you remember the beauties we used to get in Kansas City?
We got to the Retiro Station & met Papa twenty-five minutes before the train left. On our
way to his platform I said to Malcolm “I hope that we’ll get there before Papa does; it will be
quite a joke on him!” But M said “He’ll be there, and will have arrived about three quarters of an
hour before train time,” and sure enough, there he was. The train left at 8:30 and he arrived &
had everything settled in his end compartment by 7:45. We stayed until the train left, and I ran
along beside him holding his hand until the train went too fast, & almost ran me pore twigs off.
He didn’t want to go one bit!!
We did not go into St. Andrews today as we had expected, because Malcolm had his first
Sunday afternoon guard and so had to have an early lunch. He left Belgrano by the 3:01 train
and has only now returned—11:05. Mr. Morton went out to another culto & has not yet
returned. We are awaiting him with hot chocolate. He has just arrived.
To resume, about the moving. I found a mover for about 20 minutes trying to beat him
down from his $50 for moving us, but did not succeed in doing so. Finally we agreed, &
arranged that he should come here to get our trunks at 9:30 Monday morning. Well, the old man
arrived this morning with his van & two men to take out boxes so as to leave them at his house
over night. I didn’t speak to him, but Mr. Morton had a fight with him, for he insisted on coming
in & taking possession. We hadn’t packed or fixed up at all, but that didn’t make any difference
to him. Finally he became so obnoxious that Mr. Morton just had to shut the door in his face.
Bueno, the folks are waiting for me to join them in a cup of choco-late so I must stop this
latation [oration?].
Well, I’m anxious to get into our house, & we’re crazy to fix it up. Papa said you’d be
coming over on the 26th. Es vero? I hope so.
Goodnight to you both. Write to me soon. I suppose you did this afternoon tho.
Malcolm sends lots of love. We’ll send you my photograph by Mr. Ewald this week as it is safer
than by mail. We love both of you very much & I’m crazy to have you both come over.
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Lots of love from us both, as ever, Alice.
PS: Malcolm says that he wishes Elsie would take an afternoon off & do nothin’ but S.P.I.T.
Buenos Aires, July 12th 1918
My dearest Mama:--[written in pencil]
Thank you so much for the P.C! [Post-card] I had meant to write before this, but have
been so busy. M. has not been able to help me much yet, because they have been working even
at nights at the Y. because of the Pittsburgh’s being here. She left this a.m. so I have seen him
about two hours today. (I have no ink in the house, so I’m writing with the pencil that came with
the furniture.)
Getting settled has been quite an uphill job. We had no electricity until yesterday, nor
any gas until late Wednesday night. So up to that time had been eating at Restaurants and living
by candlelight, which isn’t convenient when one has lots to do. I spent night before last at the Y
entertaining sailors, but last night did not go down as was too tired.
Malcolm says he thinks I’m doing splendidly in my cooking. He told me to tell you that
he loves my cream crackers and oranges & bananas, also my eggs, which are not insipid! Isn’t
he mean? Well, any way he tucks away everything I put before him.
These days we have been eating in the kitchen as the dining room table is all laden down
with our Chile presents. They are all beautiful. I’m crazy for you to see them. I suppose you’ll
be leaving Montevideo two weeks from to-night. Que rico!
Mr. & Mrs. Morton are coming to supper. She is going to help me cook. She’s an
awfully good sort. She & Mrs. Lowden are coming over early, Mrs. Lowden to call. After lunch
M. & I went to the General Electric Company & bought a lamp for the sala—indirect, & very
pretty, & he surprised me by buying me an electric grill, for a birthday present. It is fine for
broiling steaks, frying pancakes & toasting bread etc. It’s a dandy. I just had my other electric
appliance’s plugs changed to fit the toma corrientes in the house. Otherwise they were O.K.
Wasn’t it fine to hear from Papa? He must have frozen. Will write to him tomorrow &
to you on Sunday. Tomorrow I go to tea at Mrs. Rendtorff’s with Mrs. A. Crocker. Mrs. Blount
came to see me yesterday. It seemed fine to see her. I’m afraid she hasn’t a very high opinion of
my housekeeping, as every thing was in such a mess with the electrician here. I’m awfully
happy but wish we lived a little nearer, say the same town at least.
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Ever lovingly, Alice
Mr. & Mrs. Holmes sent us a set of china yesterday. It’s lovely.
Buenos Aires, July 15th 1918 [Alice’s birthday]
¡Viva los Franchutes y yo!
Dearest Mama & Elsie,
This morning at break of day Malcolm woke me up to wish me a happy birthday, and
then passed me the package you sent me. It was so dark that I could not see, and as he would not
get up & turn on the light, I turned over & went to sleep again until it was light enough. Thank
you both so much for the lovely spiffing, tea-napkins. ¡Que coincedencia. I have been looking
around for just that kind of tea napkins, but could not find any: I want that special kind of granité
[?] to match my tea-cloth that Mama made for me. I’m so glad to have them.
This a.m. I received a letter from Mrs. Tom Gallagher. She told me about your being
there to dinner. I’m awfully glad. Have you had any further word from Papa? I have not. At
noon I also received a telegram from Bertha & Oscar. Wasn’t it sweet of them? It doesn’t seem
like my birthday at all. I made M. promise not to get me another present beyond the grill he bo’t
me the other day. So he didn’t. We were going to the opera tonight to hear Rigolleto as kind of
a celebration, which M had promised me the first time we went and heard Faust. But he has just
called up and told me that he could get no tickets. It doesn’t matter, as I’m going in to meet him
and we may go on a bust. It will not be the first time this lady & gentleman have been on a bust!
I’m going to mail this and a letter to Mrs. Holmes (more anon) when I go down & also take the
pictures Mr. Field gave me to be framed. The note for Mrs. H. is to thank her and Mr. H. for a
very lovely tea set. It came Thursday, but I had no ink until today so could not write sooner. It
is fine china and is combination saucer & plate affair. The cup sits in a hollow so that it does not
easily slip out of place. [Alice drew a sketch of it.]
Last Saturday I went out to Rendtorffs as I told you. Dorcas was not there as she had to
be at a meeting-tea, given by the lady in whose stall she worked at the American Red Cross
Bazaar. I met Lulu Crocker de Gieschen (?) who was very nice to me, and asked me out to tea
with her next Thursday. She said, “I would very much like to have you come to tea with me, but
I’m going to be frank with you. My husband is of German descent, & if you object to come I
want you to be frank with me & say so, because I don’t like to put people in an uncomfortable
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position.” I said that that didn’t make the slightest difference to me, and that I should be
delighted to go.

At this time, Argentina was the strongest military and naval power on the
continent. They were trained by German officers and wore uniforms similar to the
German soldiers. So, Germany did not want to force Argentina into becoming an
official enemy, which would unify South America against them, but almost upended
everything when, on June 22, 1917, they sunk another Argentine merchant steamship,
the Toro, on route to Genoa. Relations heated up when the unbelievably insensitive
(and dim-witted) ambassador, Karl von Luxburg tried to negotiate the mishap.
Somehow his reports were intercepted and published in the New York Times.
However, historians differ exactly how this happened: David Healy says by the
Pro-Allied Argentine foreign ambassador, while Emily Rosenberg says by the British
government. Specifically, four public remarks had him expelled from Argentina:
First, Luxburg reported that “under a thin veneer, the South Americans are Indians”;
second and third, he twice advocated sinking Argentine ships “without a trace”
(“spurlos versenkt”) so there would not be diplomatic complications; and, finally, he
called the Argentine ambassador a “notorious ass and Anglophile.” To further the
political embarrassment, it was discovered that the Argentina’s President Irigoyen had
made a secret promise with Germany to keep Argentine ships out of the war zone in
exchange for Germany’s public expression of regret for the Toro.
Percy Alvin Martin writes in Latin America and the War (1925):
Even the most rabid of the partizans of the Allies found difficulty in
believing that cynicism could go to such length. Yet here was the
accredited representative of the German empire, while enjoying the
hospitality of a neutral and friendly country, with incredible brutality
urging the cold-blooded murder of Argentine citizens on the high seas in
order that the disappearance of Argentine ships without a trace might
forestall diplomatic complications between the two countries. (225)
We are getting settled más o menos, poco á poco, but I’m going to leave the sala curtains
until you come over to help me with them. ¿Quieren?
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I forgot to tell you that I met Mrs. Charles A. Pope at the Y.M.C.A. the night I helped
with the sailors. She was very nice, and asked very kindly about you all. So far I have fried
Potatoes & chops, made soup, scrambled eggs, made M’s favorite dish of carrots & turnips,
made creamed cauliflower, hash, cocoa, tea, made a delicious roast with baked potatoes etc, and
everything has been absolutely delicious. I’ve only spoiled one thing & that was today when I
burned a caserola of prunes! Oh! I was mad because they spoiled my record! Well I must close
and go on & meet M. as it is getting late. Last night we went to St. Andrews. What a lovely
church & organ!
We are sending over by Mr. Gattinoni one of my photos. The one I like best. You can
choose another when you come. I hope it gets to Mr. G; if not then it will go by Mr. Ewald who
comes over next Sunday.
Love A.
Buenos Aires, July 20th 1918
My dearest Mamacita:-Your card written on the 18th arrived only this morning, and I must say I was glad to get
it. I kept counting back the days since I had last had a note from you, and found that your good
long birthday letter had arrived on Tuesday. Thank you for it. [Alice apologizes for an ink
spot.]
I have been very busy all week. I had Malcolm in bed Tuesday & Wednesday with an
attack of the influenza (the “flue!”). He had been suffering with a headache & a cold for over a
week, and finally he was feeling so very wretched that I managed to keep him in bed two days &
a half. He got up on Thursday & went to work. {Malcolm added: “She hid my breaks!}
[britches?]
Thursday am. I didn’t get up until 10 o’clock; I couldn’t seem to wake up enough, but
finally I got up at ten. I was barely up when the door bell rang. So I slipped into my slippers &
kimono & went to the door thinking it was the butcher, who generally comes at that time. But, to
my great horror, it was Mrs. Oldham, Miss Wallace and a Miss Reid who is staying with them. I
“gave a yell of woe & pain,” asked them to step inside & xxx me off & dress myself. Believe
me, it didn’t take me long! But I never knew my clothes had so many buttons etc! Mrs. O.
asked M & me to supper with them tomorrow (Sunday) evening. On Wednesday (vamos como
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el congrejo, pa trás!) afternoon, Mrs. Ewing, Miss Crownquist & Mrs. Morton came over. I
showed them all around. Everybody thinks our little home is just lovely. (So do we!) I’m (we
both are for that matter) just crazy for you both to come over. Tell Elsie she will need her best
bib & tucker for we may go on a bust. I duly thanked Mrs. Ewing for bringing over the parcel
from you! On Monday, I went to town & came home beside Mrs. Fields, (Dr. McLaughlin’s
daughter). She lives right around the corner from me (us). We were talking about Mrs. Deakin
& she told me that Mrs. D. lived just around the corner from her. So I walked along with her &
called on Mrs. D. She is going to have us over to tea with her, while you’re here. 14
When I got home M. felt so tired that we didn’t go anywhere. If we had I would have
blamed myself for increasing his cold as he had to stay in next day. Yesterday M. bro’t home
our present from the Y.M folks of B.A. It’s a reading lamp that can be clipped onto the bed-post
or stood upright. I haven’t told you about. [Alice changes stationery.] Anyway I’m not going to
tell you now but let you see for yourself! We are getting pretty well settled. When we first came
in, I thought that I should have to go out & buy everything, but I don’t. At night I leave my
casserole & its lid, and a plate for bread, each night with its respective money to indicate the
quantity of each that I need, on the elevator platform at the bottom of the stairs, & the portera
takes charge of it all. My milk costs 15 centavos a liter & we get two a day, & when we don’t
use it all one day, we get less the next day. We get a ten cent loaf of bread every morning, but
usually have to get more for our evening meal, as we eat so much toast. The vegetable man
comes to my door at 9:45 every morning & tells me what he has, & brings me what I ask for,
which if I don’t like I don’t need to take. He is very reasonable too. My butcher comes at ten &
takes my order & returns at ten-thirty with the meat. We are keeping the telephone as it is such a
blessing. It comes to ten dollars a month but we find it’s worth it.
I don’t know what the people down stairs would have done today had it not been for our
‘phone. The girl had a baby boy at four o’clock this p.m. & they have been ‘phoning all day for
doctors & could not get any one. They had one engaged but for some reason or other he went
back on them & didn’t come. So finally they had to get a portera. The girl is only 19 years old
& the man looks very little older than that. I told the portera she could leave the door unlatched
all day so that they could just come in at any time & use the phone. I think they must have come
in about twenty times. Spanish-like, the whole family was on the scene downstairs. I saw at
14

The Brownings met the Deakins on their 1912 voyage to Europe aboard the Highland Corrie.
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least 4 men there & heard at least that many women’s voices. We woke up at 4 this a.m. and
heard the row going on, and thought that the baby must have already come, but he didn’t put in
an appearance until 4 p.m.
It is now 7:10 & I must go prepare supper for my “guid mon,” who may come in at any
time. I had a tea party this p.m., but I will continue after supper or tomorrow. Hasta luego.
[This paragraph is also included in Nan’s Journal.] Back again, but I haven’t cooked
supper and it’s eight o’clock! I went into the kitchen & happened to look at the coal stove, or
range, & the top was simply alive with cock-roaches! My word! They [sic] were literally
hundreds! So I got a newspaper & swatted as many as I could before they ran away and then
heated some water and poured it all down the cracks! Then I took a candle & investigated all the
dark corners & killed many more. Then I poured on more boiling water until my kitchen floor
was flooded. Then I had to sweep it all up & now I’ve come back to write until it’s dried up. I
called M. up just now & he was just starting to leave. My goodness, if we’re going to stand this
kind of racket all the time we’re in this house, I’m going to look for other diggings! Ugh! The
blooming things make me shiver.
To turn to more pleasant subjects. This p.m. Mr. Holmes called me up & asked me if
they could come & see us this afternoon. I said yes, but that M. would not be in. They wanted to
bring the Little Bishop, so they had to come in the afternoon. So at about 4:00 the Holmes & the
Adens came over. The Adens are very nice. The Bishop is a darling & just beginning to walk.
He tries to pick things up from the floor, but doesn’t know how to bend himself at the knees, &
tries to bend like a jack-knife—from the hips, which makes him loose [sic] his balance. The
Adens & the Holmes get along beautifully, I think the Adens & the Crews will get along better
than any other combination of Crews & anybody else. He’s round faced & jolly & bald not a
bright & shining light intellectually I should imagine, but a steady young loyal fellow. [I’m not
sure how or why this baby is called the Bishop . . . Alice then gossips about the Adens and the
Holmes and said, “The folks here don’t like Mr. H. at all, in fact Mrs. Morton told me that she
despised the man. The Holmes are good friends of ours, & we shall never say anything that will
“do them dirt.”]
I had no home made cake this afternoon, so when I knew the folks were coming I went
out & bought bread, butter & pastiletos [pastries] and if you’ll believe me, we cleared everything
out, & Mr. Holmes wasn’t here either.
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I served tea out of my silver tea pot, milk & sugar out of my little cut-glass dingasses [?],
toast on my new grill, butter on my new butter dish, drank tea out of my new Holmes china, &
pastelitos out of my new silver cake stand, & wiped their mouths & sticky fingers on my new
napkins! They left at about six.
Yesterday & today have been perfect spring days, especially today. I sat before the folks
came, at my south window with it thrown wide open & a breeze blowing through the rooms, & I
had no wrap. It has been a perfect day.
Just think this is again Saturday. Tomorrow is Sunday & time to go to church again. It
seems like only a couple of days ago that we went to church. My! What a difference in the M.
E. service in Montevideo & the Presbyterian service in B.A!
You remember that I told you that I was to go to Mrs. Gieschen’s to tea on Thursday?
Well, I was just going to do a few things & then dress & go out there when she called me up, &
asked me if I had had the mumps. I said, “no.” So she told me her little Robertito had just
develop them & as they were extremely catching I had better not go. She tried to fix a date but I
put her off till after your visit.
M. & I are going on a bust. He’s just back & won’t let me cook anything in a cockroachy
kitchen. It’s too late to post this so that it will catch tonight’s boat, so I will continue this
tomorrow.
Buenos noches, que duerman con los angelitas, y que nos les piquen.
Sunday 3 p.m. We have just finished lunch, & a fine lunch too. I cooked a roast &
boiled potatoes & then put them around the roast to brown & heated a little squash that was left
over from yesterday, with a little milk & butter & then we had lots of gravy which M. made &
was delicious, & bread & butter & apple sauce with cream which I took off the milk, & cocoa.
My goodness, we’re just as full as ticks with those little bites of fat meat! Last night we went to
the Constitución Restaurant (in the station) & had a lovely dinner of soup, perdices with bacon &
ham & delicious lentils, ginger ale & coffee. Then we went to the ten o’clock tanda & saw a
lovely film of some beautiful waterfalls in the western part of the U.S.
We are going for a walk now & end up at the Y.M to hear Mr. Ewald’s speech & then go
home to supper with Mrs. Oldham.
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I’m hoping to get a letter from you tomorrow. I hope Elsie isn’t philandering too much to
write to me. My chilblains have pained me some, but more in the milder weather than in the real
cold. Love to all; I shall write to you again before you come.
Always, Alice

<Nan and Elsie visited the Crews in Buenos Aires the first week of August.>
August 12th 1918, [On YMCA Spanish Letter-Head]

Figure 3

{Malcolm has written at the top of the page: “Say I wish you would come back. We were just
beginning to get to like yah!!!”}
My dearest Mama & Elsie:--[written in pencil]
A whole week and then some has gone by since you left and I have not as yet written to
you. I have not had time to use Elsie’s private saw-dust, even!
I was awfully glad to get both your letters & would enclose Harry’s in this but I’m
writing from the Y.M.C.A. and I’m afraid to go home in the dark to get it.
Last Monday we had Mrs. Holmes surprise party, which was a great success. She got a
lot of very pretty little things & even some things, such as a morning cap, jam, honey, preserves,
etc for herself.
On Tuesday Mrs. Deakin asked me to spend the afternoon with her. There I met Mrs.
Hall & Gladys & Mrs. Bradford & the two girls about 19 and 20, I should think. They are very
nice. When Mrs. Deakin came to ask me over on Monday, she bro’t with her a lovely tea cloth
with an edging about an inch & a half wide, from Gladys Hall. It’s lovely.
Last Wednesday, as usual, was Malcolm’s holiday, so we came into town together. First
of all we went to Mr. Flaquer’s place and choose (?) curtains for the dining room. He gave them
to us. Nice ¿no? Lo que es tener amigos! Then as it was a lovely afternoon we walked down to
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Harrods (have you folks ever walked that far?) and had tea. Then went to a biograph and then
walked around town enjoying the sights until about 8 o’clock when we ended up at the Colon to
price tickets for [Massenet’s] Herodiade—but we didn’t get them. So instead we went home &
being tired I went straight to bed while Malcolm made me an omelet (good, too!) and some tea.
On Thursday I stayed at home, I think, at least for the present I don’t remember doing
anything very unusual. On Friday Mrs. Ewing—Oh yes! On Thursday I went to Mrs. Spinevels
to tea! There were several other ladies there, Mrs. Aden, a Mrs. Thompson, Mrs. Howard the
third, (I’ve met by that name in B.A.), a Mrs. Weatherby or some such estrambótico nombre,
Mrs. Spencer, Mrs. William Field, & Mrs. Storer. We had a very nice teaing [?] & knit.
On Friday Mrs. Ewing, I repeat, called me up in the morning to remind me that the
Columbia Club met that afternoon at Mrs. Defirs’s on Caseros. So I went. Mrs. Jay Field &
Mrs. Phillips both read papers. Mrs. F on some Norwegian writer, something Bjornsen, and Mrs.
P. on Light Opera of the 19th Century. I almost died laughing! She said someone introduced
Opera Buffet in that period, and that somebody composed “La Belly Heleny.” She meant “La
Belle Héléne!” Honest! I had to smile, but none of those old hens knew the diff, except Mrs.
Defires & I don’t think she was paying much attention.
On Saturday I don’t remember what I did but I had dinner here with M. Sunday was M’s
day on duty from 10 to 10, so I came to lunch here, then went to Palermo with Mr. Francis &
came back to dinner here.

Censiored
I’ve had a delightful time this p.m. Mrs. Pilling called me up Friday & asked me to tea.
She has just returned from Jujuy in the North of Argentina. She played & then we played duets.
Now I must close. I hope that the Huelva [?] has stopped so that E. doesn’t use so much
shoe leather. You left your sardina here. I wish you might have stayed longer, you know. It
made such a difference to have you here.
Will write soon. Give my love to all deservings. Will write soon to Mrs. G.
As ever your devoted, Alice
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Monday, August [date missing] 1918 B.A.
My dearest Mama:-You don’t know how delighted I was, Saturday Moring when M. called me up to say that
there was a cake down there from you. I shrieked!
I made a cake, but it came out like a brick—so hard. So I tho’t perhaps it was my
cooking. So I had Persea make us one, and it also was hard, so you can imagine how glad we
were to get your delicious fresh one as we were having 4 sailors and the Adens to spend the
evening. They are very nice fellows from the Lancaster.15 We sang & talked etc & then I served
tea, nut-bread & your cake. The poor fellows went crazy over it. Ours was the first home they
have been in since leaving N.Y. 2 and ½ months ago. They certainly seemed to appreciate it.
Yesterday we had such a treat. Mr. Douglas Stanley asked M. to take me to tea with
them in their studio, so we went. They are very nice people. He is English & she is a N.
Yorker—just as plain as an old shoe, and very obliging. She played two pieces for us,--one of
her teacher’s, Josseffy, & one of Liszt’s rhapsodies. He tested M’s and my voices. He said he
thought he might make something of them. But we shall see.
Last night we went to the Scotch church. They had a special song service, with lovely
music and a five minute sermon by Dr. Fleming. As we came out we met Mr. & Mrs. Phillips &
we walked home with them. They asked us in to tea so we went in.
This afternoon Mrs. Deakin, Mrs. Rendtorff & Dorcas came to tea. They were lovely,
and seemed to have a good time. I have been frightfully busy today. I got breakfast, set the
table, washed dishes, swept every room, & dusted all except the bedrooms. Made the bed—(by
the way we are now sleeping in your bed) changing the sheets, bo’t vegetables, received &
dispatched washing, washed my silver tea set, washed and ironed centerpiece & tea napkins, got
lunch, washed dishes, washed up the bathroom floor, swept the dining room again, set the table
for tea and dressed & was fastening up the last hooks, when Mrs. D. rang the bell. Then I played
and sang for her, until the R’s came & then put the kettle on to boil & made tea & took tea &
then talked to the folks, & played and sang for them until they left (post hoc, ergo propter hoc!)
Then I cleared the table, washed the tea things, washed out some spots the R’s made in the new

15

The four sister ships of the Pittsburgh were the Frederick, the South Dakota, and the Pueblo. The Lancaster must
have been of the same vintage, but not identical.
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tea-cloth Gladys Hall gave me, made a corn starch molde for postre, set the table, ironed the
cloth and am now writing to you waiting for the boss to come home to supper.
Tonight we may go to a social at St. Andres, but quiensabe!
How’s that for a busy day? And Mrs. D. dropped in this morning too, but I kept right on
with my dusting, & then she polished the silver for me. She, by coming this a.m. saved me a trip
over to see her as I wanted to ask her what kind of tea she buys. She was just on her way home
from town & had two packages with her, so she sold me one of them.
Really, Malcolm is the best kid! I was in the midst of ironing when he got home at noon,
so he set the table & fixed the vegetables, which were boiling & cut up the piece of cold meat I
had, so that I did not need to touch a thing and afterwards he went out & bought me some butter
& the nut bread. I can’t keep house without him.
Mrs. Deakin is not at all well. She seems awfully run down. I wish you might have her
over for a visit with you. She’d love it, I’m sure.
Well I must close now, but I must first thank you for my part of the box. It’s so sweet! I
didn’t forget to send Mr. Chamberlain a piece of cake. Poor old M. has only eaten two or three
pieces, & it was his cake too. Well goodnight, both of you. I’m expecting at least two letters
tomorrow.
As ever with loads of love, Alice
Saludos a Mercedes
B.A. August 15th 1918
My dearest Mama:-You’ll wonder what the meaning of the enclosed sample is. It is very simple. I tried to
take out the oil stains with a hot iron, and scorched my dress. I was, and am, just sick about it.
I would be very much obliged if you could get me some stuff to match, you remember we
bo’t it at Corralejós. Giving it a good measure at [the] back seam of the skirt where it is the
longest, it needs 1 mt. [meter] 15 ctm [centimeters] counting the hem in length and 1 good meter
in width. I can’t make out how the goods was cut, but the ridge in the material runs this way
[horizontal stripes] around the skirt not [vertical stripes] this way.
Saturday afternoon—17th of Aug.
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I got side-tracked while writing this on Thursday and only now have returned to my
letter. I received from each of you, a letter this a.m. for which I was very thankful—(especially
for the dollar!)
Yesterday afternoon I went over to Mrs. Deakins to ask her if she would go down town
with me. But she has had bronquitis & as it was already quite late, she decided she’d better not
go as she might take more cold. However I went down alone, after having arranged to go down
with her this morning. Yesterday I bought a tie for M’s birthday present. But I chose it by
electric light, and then it looked dark blue with a small figure in black with a dot of Alice-blue. I
looked at it by daylight to-day and it was purple with a pea-cock blue dot. He may not like it, &
I wouldn’t blame him at all. [It was probably a non-issue; Malcolm was colorblind, as is my
brother Dan.]
Yesterday I cleaned house up
to 4 o’clock. Teresa rang me up at 9
o’clock to say she couldn’t come. So
I set to work & swept up every room
except the dining room which I will
leave till Monday. Teresa came
today and I have not raised a finger
for anything except clean the
kerosene stove which went dry.
This morning Mrs. D and I
went to town. I bo’t a --- --- --- take a
guess first! A hat—a spring one.
It’s dark blue silk straw, the
brim wider in front & shorter at the
back and with a couple of brown

Figure 4

wings (chicken) flat on the brim in the back. The side effect is this. The front view is this; the
rear elevation is this; Malcolm loves the shape (which is very becoming) but is not sure of the
feather effects.
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I think it was extremely reasonable—only $17 m.n, which is about $6 Uruguayan. Not
bad, no? I also bought a kilo of rice and a ¼ kl of ham for to-morrow night supper.
Last night we went to spend the evening at the Phillips. He’s the Physical Director of the
Y you’ll remember. They are very nice people; they play bridge etc & dance & therefore I think
are more or less separated from the rest of the seckies [YMCA secretaries].
Next Thursday night we are going to dinner with the Deakins. But I’ll tell you my
week’s programme in order.

Sunday—Lunch at Mr. & Mrs. Galands
“ afternoon to call on Shuman’s and possibly Fleming’s
Monday—Belgrano to shower at Mrs. Morton’s for Baptist Mishy [Missionary] lady.
Tuesday—Belgrano—to tea with Mrs. Gieschen
Wednesday—at home with Mr. Crewe [sic—spelling as is]
Thursday—Supper at Deakins
Friday—Spend all p.m. at Mrs. Hall’s with Mrs. D—Temperley—
Saturday Spend at home, I hope.

One evening, however, we must go to the Fields. I met her in town yesterday & she
asked us but did not fix a day. He is at present in Montevideo. I tried to get this to you before;
he should return to B.A. so that you could send me the stuff thru’ him. There is no very good
way of sending you the money for the cloth, so if you have the ready cash would you mind
getting it, and I will settle when I go over to visit my Mother & Sister in September—ahem!
Also another favor. We asked Mr. Conard to order one of those “Heart Songs” books for
us. Would you please collect the book and tell him that I shall pay him when I go over, or else
he can arrange it thru’ the Y.M. with Malcolm. [Alice asks about some mutual friends—Doris,
Hilda, Bea & Frank, who are getting married.]
It has turned very cold again. That is, it’s beautiful out of doors, but in the house it is
quite chilly. I have the lamp lit while sitting here, or I could not write. I have been practicing
some on the piano lately. You know I went to Mrs. Billings to tea, and she made me play. I was
awfully ashamed of myself, for I could not make my fingers go. A little practice makes a lot of
difference!
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What a nice lot of letters you have been enclosing for me. I shall send Harry’s along in
this one, as you asked me to return it to you. The others I shall send to Papa in Barranquilla
[Columbia]. What a long creed Chase S. seems to have. I wonder if he’ll get into the senate or
not.
Last Thursday M. & I went to the movies as it was a holiday. We saw “Aristocracia
Americana” by Douglas Fairbanks. It’s awfully funny. At the theatre we saw Lt. Colonel &
Mrs. Brownell of Chile. You have heard of them. They used to live almost in front of the
Ramos’ & next door to Mrs. Alec Walker’s on Avenida Concepcion.
I’m glad to see by the Papers that the Huelva [?] seems to have been somewhat squashed.
What a shame that such disturbances have to happen. I’m sure you must have enjoyed your
holiday immensely!
When I go out to post this I’m going to buy some of the susodichas postcards. The only
reason I had not done so was that M. objects to them & says that I ought to write letters to you
and not p.c.’s! I’m going to sneak one up on him though & get some.
Well, goodnight Mamacita. It does seem such an age since you were here. Another
month will pass very quickly though & then “me encontraré en esa.”
Tell E I have a bully (pardon) T.L pastigo [?] for her. From a gentleman friend. I shall
write to her next.
Ever your loving Alice.

Buenos Aires, August 21st 1918, Wednesday [written in pencil]
My dearest Mama & Elsie:-I received a p.c. from you this morning and letters from both yesterday. I’m awfully
sorry about the cloth—in fact, sick about it. It always happens with ones nicest things.
Tomorrow I shall take it to the dressmakers to see what she suggests doing. If she thinks it can’t
be turned upside down shall try and match it. Veregos.
Last Monday evening Malcolm read a paper on Chile at the Scotch Church. There were
40 or 50 people there, the biggest crowd they have had for a long time they said. Among the
concurrentes were Cornel & Mrs. Brownell of Santiago. He is now Military Attaché of the
Chilean Legation in B.A. Malcolm knew him very well in Stgo & had met her. We met them at
the cine last Thursday. After the lecture we walked up the Aveinda with them & they asked us
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into the Hotel Majestic where they are staying. They have a lovely suite of rooms there. She
made us tea & we had a lovely evening. They told us ever so many incidents of their diplomatic
life which sounded like a story. As we were leaving at about 11:15 the Colonel gave me a signed
copy of the Canción Nacional Chileana one of the official editions—a de luxe copy. It’s
beautifully gotten up.
This was M’s afternoon off and as it is the Morton’s 2nd wedding anniversary we bought
them a cut glass & silver salad bowl & servers very much like one of ours. [Alice sketched the
bowl and serving spoons.] We took it out to them but they weren’t at home, so we came home
again. But on our way we passed the Zoo & M. wanted to see the monkies [sic] so we went in.
He told me to keep tight hold of him as he didn’t want to lose me! We are now going out to Mr.
& Mrs. J. C. Fields to dinner so must ring off. Tell Elsie that Mr. Flaquer said—but I haven’t
space in this letter so it will be continued in our next. Lots of love from us both. M. says he will
write tomorrow.
As ever, lovingly, Alice
‘Scuse pencil!

Buenos Aires, August 24th 1918
Buenos Aires, August 24, 1918 (Salutation is in Spanish)
[Letter to Elsie: Alice delays the punch line for Sister Elsie . . . and spells Julian Flaquer’s name
differently each time.]
My dear Elsie, Pete, Bug, Desolate one etc
Que facha, ¿no? Y en tu compleaños pa mas pato! ¡¡Pe-c-ero!!
Did you both get surprises over those invitations? I did. But cheer-o, there are plenty of
pecados [fish] in the sea yet. I will cheer up your mind by way of telling you your T. L. [I don’t
know what T.L. stands for.] Well. Julian Flaquer said that he had never --- --- ah, that reminds
me. I had a lovely letter from Mrs. Gardsmoe, which I will enclose with this as it is for you-all
as well as for me.
To return to the subject. Julian Flaquer said that he had never had so --- --- ah! That
reminds me! Please tell my dear Maternal Ancestor that I did receive those Outlooks16 & thank
her very much. I have enjoyed them very much.
16

I’m not sure what the Outlook Magazine is; it doesn’t seem to be connected to the Presbyterian Missionaries, so
maybe it belongs to the Red Cross or the YMCA/YWCA.
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To return.
Flugian Aquer said that he had never had so interesting a ---- ah-ah! I almost forgot!
Please tell Mama that I have just finished a very long letter to Papa in which I have told him the
price, including import duties etc. of everything in the B. Aries market. I have also enclosed that
letter from Corretea Ese and his list of beliefs.
To return. Julian Fluquer said that he had never had so interesting a conversation—but
more anon.
This afternoon Mrs. Deakin & I went out to Temperley to spend the afternoon with the
Hall’s. They have a lovely old-fashioned house & a beautiful garden—both for flowers and
vegetables & fruits. We had the whole p.m. out there as we left here at 1:12 arriving there about
1:30 & came back by the six o’clock train. We each bro’t [brought] in a large bunch of lovely
violets, daffodils, pansies and one lovely tulip each. (I have some permanent tulips, you know,
but just now they are down at the Y imbibing a banquet, so I can not aprovechar [take advantage
of] them at present!)
We are having perfectly glorious weather, so spring-like and balmy.
Anon. Julio Flaco said etc with any girl, that here they all had such vapid minds, that it
was very refreshing to talk to a girl like Malcolm’s sister-in-law who could talk on something
beyond “Flirt.”
Now don’t you think I’m nice to give you that lovely compliment? I do. Because you
knew it took a great deal of courage & a great deal of saying to get it all out and at once, as it is
such a mouthful!
Well tomorrow we will do our best to entertain Mr. & Mrs. Aden & about four boys from
the Lancaster, a New American boat in port. There are three here now. But not the Pittsburgh.
Well it is now 10:30 and I must ring off. That T.L. [?] has been on the point of my
tongue for so long that it is quite a relief to get it off.
Well cheer up old girl, the xxx [Influza?] will soon be over & then I’ll buy some sense.
{Malcolm wrote above: “If I have some cents, and can’t get rid of some scents.”} Merrill said
that P.T. is engaged to a Kentucky girl, & that he is in the service, doing chemical analysis on
poison gases for the gov’t. When M. reads the letters I will forward them to you-all.
Lots of love to you both from us twain.
As ever your dear sister, Alice.
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Buenos Aires, September 3, 1918
My dearest Mama:-Doesn’t time pass slowly when you expect letters & don’t get them? I received your post
card written on Thursday p.m. on Saturday night. As the B.S.-Montevideo boats aren’t
functioning, I suppose it came via Colonia. It certainly was welcome. I have not written before
for the same reason—no boats, but M. suggested that probably they would carry the mails on
transatlantic steamers which might be stopping in Montevideo.
I have had a fairly busy week, but not quite as busy as others I have known. I went to the
knitting which met clear out near where a friend lost an overcoat one day long ago. I think if we
had gone on a little further we might have come across it.
The place is called Puente Alsina and we met at Mrs. Hanes’ home. Her husband works
at Wilson’s frig, which is situated in their back yard.
We had a very nice time when we got there. A ride of about 35 or 40 minutes took us to
the end of the carline and there we took a carriage (boogy) which was waiting for us. The road
was almost as bad as the one to Piriápolis, but not quite.
We had a very nice cake, and tongue sandwiches made with home made bread. These
were delicious.
Last Friday night M. & I started to choir practice at the Scotch Church. People were más
o menos cordial to us. We went to church of course on Sunday morning & sand in the choir. We
are working on “The Daughter of Jairus” now and we will be giving it soon, I think.
Saturday night Elsie’s friend took me to hear Mrs. Stanley’s piano recital. She played
very well. On the way there, as we were walking up the street, my garter broke, and as usual it
was the only one on that side! You can imagine in what a fix I was, when I looked down and
saw my sox hanging below my dress. So I said, “Oh! I’ve had an accident. Please wait a
minute.” So he [Elsie’s friend] politely turned his back while I stepped up on a doorstep and
pinned my sok [sic] to my trousers. Gee! It was fierce.
You mentioned having some boys up at the house. Is the Pittsburgh in? Or what boat?
Sunday afternoon in the midst of a cold wet, cold drizzle, M. & I went down to the Y to hear a
recital by Ada Pinelli who is so much talked of. She isn’t a patch on Mrs. Stanley.
Yesterday Mrs. S. called me up to ask M. & me to a tea-recital at their studio on Saturday
afternoon. I’m going to take Mrs. Deakin as M. can’t go. Yesterday, she came for me to do
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some shopping with her, so we went downtown. We had tea there with a Mrs. Evans whom I
met at Temperley. She then took us two to the opticians with her, in a coach, & when we
finished there she taxied us to the Constitution Station.
We received two large silver vases from Mr. & Mrs. Percival Aylward. They are very
pretty. Next day I had a letter from A [Alice’s friend Alice Blamey]. She seems very happy and
says she now weighs 60 kilos, and asks me for a good remedy for getting thin! Can you imagine
Alice fat? She says Edith has a baby girl, and that E said she was going to write you about it. I
had a lovely letter from Papa, written from Lake Titicaca; he said he was sending you a copy. I
wonder if Mr. & Mrs. Van Domselear have returned to Mvideo or not. We went to see them last
Thursday evening. It was very nice to see them again.
We received a lovely photograph of Jessie Crew. She looks quite fat & her hair has
grown quite a lot.
I’m planning to go over to M’v’do on the night of the 23rd if that is the night Doris
intends to return. Will you have me? I can sleep in Papa’s bed!
Well I must close & go out to mail this & buy some meat for lunch. It is only twenty past
eleven, and all my housework is done & this long (?) letter written. Not bad no? We get up now
at 7:30.
Write to me soon. I hope this reaches you; if not write and let me know!
As ever, lovingly, Alice
B.A. September 10th 1918
My darlingest Mama & Elsie:-What a long time since I have written to you, or you have written to me! It has been
useless for me to write as the carterso [postal clerks] have been on a strike here & no letters
taken up or distributed—not even from the P.O.17

17

From Webster’s Roman Christianity in Latin America (1924). “Industrial Unrest: In spite of the long success of
the attempts of the rich to keep the poor in subjection, there are not lacking evidences of discontent, which, in many
cases have been manifested in strikes or in attempted revolutions. [. . . ] Labour unions have recently developed
great organized strength. They exercise unusual power in the larger cities and at present use it recklessly. Strikes
are often called for the most insignificant reason. In 1920, there were over two hundred strikes in Buenos Aires,
alone, involving almost 135,000 workmen” (36). Alice mentions more postal strikes (letter to Elsie, March 15,
1919), telephone operator strikes (letter to her mother, March 15, 1919), and hotel waiters (letter to her mother,
April 16, 1919).
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I was so glad to get your last letters, which I did last Tuesday evening. I read them in
bed, while waiting for M. to get home from the Y. I spent the evening with the Deakins & came
home shortly after ten o’clock.
I looked for your encargoes. The c-----t [corset?] is not to be found at Gaith & Chaves
nor at several other places, but I shall investigate at Harrod’s. The shoes are not in stock. (Flaco
works at Stock & Stock!) They have some nice looking black ones, kid & patent leather but not
white. If you want more shoes, now is your chance as they are selling off practically everything
for $10 m/m. It is a cinch. I’m going to get me a pair of boots for next winter & maybe a pair of
black pumps or oxfords. Let me know if you want anything as they have your exact
measurements.
Last Sat. a.m. Mrs. D & I went to the M.E. [Methodist Episcopal] food sale. I bo’t a
chicken, some cookies and a dish (earthenware) of pork & beans. They were delicious. Mr.
McLaughlin made them. I stuffed & roasted the chicken & it was perfectly yummy. It almost
fell to pieces. M. was tickled to death (& so was I!) We had it roasted hot, then we ate it cold,
then I picked the bones & served it cold with the remains of dressing, then today we had chicken
soup. Today we also had a roast, which I cooked on the top of the stove in the little earthenware
pot tightly covered & turned often. I use the asbestos pad under cereals & today under the roast
& it keeps the food from sticking. It’s great!
We have turned our back sunny room from a general dump heap into a dear little sitting
room. We bo’t a mattress & a set of springs on legs & I made a cretonne cover for it. It has
great big pink & yellow roses over it & just matches the paper. All my (our) wedding presents
that I had out in there, I have put away the long box. We have a straw mat on the floor & a
rocking chair, which were in the small sitting room before. We are going to rent that room when
I get back from M. [Montevideo]
Tonight I have to play at the YWCA for a social. M. can’t go as he is on duty, so he will
take me there & then go for me. I’m going to play Rubinstein’s “Romanza” and “Au Matin”
Godard. Do you remember them? Have some sailors turned up to whom M gave a letter for
you? You’ll find them very nice boys. They hoped to stop in M.V. Mrs Deakin said she’d love
to go over in the summer, so I asked her today [to come] with us. She said she’d love to, so you
second the motion & E. [Elsie] can thoid it. I must close now as she called me up & asked me to
tea.
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I’ll write soon. Have you heard from my Pal? [Papa] I have not. Lots of love to you
both, ever your Alice

Buenos Aires, 18 de Setiembre 1810-1918 [written in pencil]
Viva Chile! [Independence from Spain]
My dearest Mamacita & Etita:-You must think I’m very dejada about writing, but it seems that I never get time to do
anything.18
This 18 de Seteimbre has been declared a holiday here in honor of our Patria so we have
had a whole day together. However M. spent all morning in bed with lumbago, [lower back
pain] which he contracted at Talleres last Sunday. He has suffered from this pain all week but
I’m glad to say that he is much better now.
Please excuse my writing in pencil, but as I’m writing in our little sitting room, I have no
table except a little S. H. Journal. (By the way the one you sent me has not arrived. I’m awfully
sorry as I have been very anxious to see it.) I had such a nice time last week. On Tuesday at the
YWCA Miss Sheppard told me that Mr. Sugden had tried all that afternoon to get me on the
phone. I was out so I did not get her message. However I found out that he was staying at the
Pillings so on Thursday a.m. I called him up & asked him if we could have him to dinner that
night. But he was already full up & was leaving next morning. So we finally arranged to meet at
the YMCA at 11 a.m. So I rushed around & went over & dragged Mrs. Deakin out to go down
with me. He was already there when we arrived; we certainly had a jolly time talking over
everything about the trip. He sent love to you all & was very solicitous in asking about you. He
said, “And how is your wee sister,” over the phone, so I took down with me the photo of E. like
the enlarged one by Charlin. He could not believe it was you, che.
Monday night Mr. Holmes came to supper with us. Malcolm casually remarked, I
believe, that they have a baby girl. Mrs. Holmes is in a nursing home just three or four blocks
from here. I’m going to see her on Friday if I’m allowed. Mr. H. asked me to go. The baby
weighed three & a half kilos, which is pretty good and was born last Tuesday week.
18

Although Alice was not the “real” missionary my Grandmother Elizabeth was, she was constantly busy. From my
MA thesis I wrote of Elizabeth Fleming’s social calendar: “After tending to Lahore's social obligations, managing
young children, directing servants, having important house guests and presenting talks at the YWCA, Elizabeth asks
on November 27, 1910, "Do you suppose there will be more time in heaven?" (265-266)
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On Saturday Mrs. Morton called me up & asked me if I would be willing to help her with
the translation of a speech she was to make Monday evening. I said I would so she came Sunday
afternoon when we worked from 2 till 4 p.m. Then we had tea & left for Talleres where
Malcolm preached a very good sermon on character.19 After the service Mrs. Curtis the
organist’s wife asked us home with them for supper. We went & had a very nice time, getting
home near eleven. Next afternoon Mrs. Morton again came & I translated from three o’clock to
seven. Maybe I wasn’t sick of it! But I was glad to help her especially as she made me a
caramel iced cake with hazel nuts over it. It came in very handy as Mr. Holmes had some for
dessert & yesterday Mrs. Deakin, Mrs. Dawson & Mrs. Foquerson (?) came to call & had tea.
Your two letters arrived just as they did so I came out & made tea & read them through quickly.
As Malcolm was it at the Y last night Mrs. D. asked me over to supper. She was having a party
for Mr. D. as it was his 52nd birthday. The William Fields & Mr. James Pope were there too.
Tonight we go to the Phillings to dinner. Tomorrow p.m. I go to tea at the Flemings & Mr.
Holmes comes to supper & M’s Sunday School class comes to spend the evening—about 12
boys.
About my going over [to Montevideo]. Yesterday we received a formal invitation to the
Fleming’s for Wednesday 25th “to meet the choir.” I’m going to find out if it is our honor as we
have joined the choir, or just a plain social. If in our honor, then of course I feel that that I
should stay over, so should leave next Thursday a week. If not in our honor then of course I’ll
go over as planned, next Monday evening or whenever Doris & Reggie go back. I must write to
Doris & find out how long she expects to be here—definitely.
I’m crazy to see you both. Have you heard from Papa? My last direct letter from him
was from Lake Titicaca. I’ll take back all the letters you forwarded as the mails are still
somewhat risky. Lots of love to you both, I’ll write again as ever
Lovingly Alice

19

The Victorians were all about “character.” See: “Elizabeth Cole Fleming, 1895-1910:” “The primary motive of
Presbyterian missionaries, such as the newly-wed Flemings, was to proclaim the good news of Jesus Christ to the
world, but as Arthur J. Brown cautioned in The Foreign Missionary: An Incarnation of a World Movement (1907),
"Mere piety will not make a missionary, anymore than mere patriotism will make an ambassador" (71). Further, he
declared, "The boards do not send the pale enthusiast or the romantic young lady to the foreign field, but the sturdy,
practical, energetic man of affairs, the woman of poise and sense and character," a characterization of the missionary
that Brown liked well enough to write in The Foreign Missionary (67) and to repeat, unchanged, thirty years later in
his One Hundred Years (67). (page 203)
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September 20th 1918. B. A.
My dearest Mamacita:I must write you before this busy day is over to thank you for the delicious cake! Doris
& Reggie came in about 10:30 bringing the cake, &, as it never fails, just saved my life by so
doing. It has so often happened that I have been in desperate need of a cake & you have come to
the rescue. This time Mrs. Cozens came to tea with me & aprovechared the cake. D & R had
lunch with us. Fortunately I had Teresa today, or I think I should never have come thru!
This morning after asking D & R to lunch, I went out & bo’t meat (veal cutlets) and
butter. Then I came home & did some tidying up, changing doilies & mopping woodwork etc &
setting the table, until they arrived. M. arrived shortly after & we had lunch. Then D & I lay
down while M. & R smoked their cigahs! After they left I set the table for tea & sent out for
milk, & wrote a note to Mrs. Parra for wool & waited for Mrs. Cozens to come. She finally put
in an appearance & we took to tea making quite an inroad in the cake. {Malcolm wrote:
“Beash!”}
When she left I walked with her to the 38 car & then a little further on to the sanatorium
to see Mrs. & Mr. Holmes. Mrs. H. is looking very well & seems much happier than I have seen
her in a long time. The baby is a dear little red-faced (I beg your pardon olive) kid. She has a
little cold in one eye, but the other wise is quite well. She was very good until Mr. Holmes, who
was also there, & I came away, & then she started to howl. Mr. H. came home with me
expecting to have supper, but finally decided that he’d better go home. It’s a good thing he did
as it is starting to storm like mad, which is a very fitting ending to a terribly hot day. It is now
thundering & lightning. I hope M. won’t get wet.
We are due to go to choir practice but if this keeps up I don’t know that we shall go.
{Malcolm wrote: “We went.”} I have decided to stay over here until next Saturday night the
28th. Doris seems rather anxious to stay & like you I could not ask her to go back right away. I
think that it may be just as well to be there a little later on, than just now as the weather is so
dreadfully unsettled.
M. won’t be able to go over for me I’m afraid as the trip is too expensive. However we’ll
try to all spend Christmas together. I’ve looked every where I know for a new corset, but can’t
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find one. Gossard’s has one with two elastic bands down the front. [Illustration] They are front
laced & front buttoned & cost I think about 13 dollars paper.

Figure 5

I priced a lukelayli (??) [ukulele] & they cost $17 paper. Querés uno? I understand
Jennie Reid is over here. Es Cierto? I haven’t seen even the tip of her shiny nose. What did you
tell Doris about a poke bonnet, che? Write & ‘splain yourself. Had tea with the Flemings
yesterday. Mrs. F. gave me a lovely pair of aluminum knitting needles—thick. Last night Mr.
Homes came to supper & in the evening we entertained Malcolm’s Sunday School class of 9
boys about from 12 to 17 years. Must clothes [haha?] now with muchipitos bechitos.
Love to all deserving ones,
Ever your loving daughter, Alice

<Alice went to visit her mother and Elsie in Montevideo the last week of
September.>
Buenos Aires, October 17th 1918
My dearest Mamacita & Elsie:I have been trying to get a letter off to you since Monday, & you see how well I have
succeeded—this is Thursday.
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We had a pretty good crossing [across the Rio Plata], altho’ I woke up at dawn with the
“jiggle of the screw,” as it came out of the water. We didn’t get up until the boat had pulled up
to the dock, & then we had desayuno [breakfast] on board. We got through customs without any
trouble at all & were at the house shortly after nine o’clock.
As I started to put away my clothes, it shocked me to see how untidy my drawers were,
so I immediately set about cleaning them out. I cleaned out all in our bedroom & was astonished
to see how much more room I had.
Then while my suitcases etc were still on the floor I got lunch & while the vegetables
were cooking I cleared out my desk drawer & looked for Papa’s letter to guy [?]. I didn’t find it
there, but found it somewhere else yesterday. So I enclose it with the recipe for Spanish cream.
Then at two when I was just starting to clear up the lunch table, Mr. Holmes called me to
ask if they might come to see me. I said “yes” of course, so he said they’d be “right down.” So
believe me! I flew. I cleaned up all my things from the bedroom floor, dusted the sala, washed
the dishes, cleared up the kitchen, swept the dining room went over some of the floor with the
mop, answered the phone, washed & dressed & then set the table. I was just thru at 3:30 when
they arrived having fortunately been detained. Then as Mrs. Holmes could not stay very long we
had tea immediately & they did justice to your cake which is delicious. Malcolm is crazy about
his cake & said “How can you eat that other stuff when you have tasted this cake!”
The Holmeses did not stay long after tea, so I put on my apron (?) and cleared the table
for supper. Then I took off my apron, put on my sweater & hat and went to see Mrs. Deakin for
a little while, getting back here at about six o’clock. I called up Malcolm & then I started down
town & I went to the office of Mr. Comber who is the man who brought over a parcel from Miss
Foxley to me. He made me sit down & we had a very nice talk. He likes Chile very much &
knows some people whom we know, especially in Valparaiso. He is married & has five grown
daughters. He invited us to see him in his Quinta out in the country.
Then I went down to the Y. to meet M. & opened up my parcel while there & found a
lovely silver butter knife with a green jade handle, & two silver & ivory carver rests. They are
just lovely & I appreciate them so much. M. said that she probably did not spend a cent under a
$100 Chilean on them! Wasn’t she generous?
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While at the Y. I met Mrs. Ewing who said that she & Mr. E were going to see “My four
years in Germany” by Gerard at the Select. So I asked Malcolm if we could go, so we did. It
was very fine, as Gerald took his own part himself. You must certainly see it if you can.20
Yesterday morning I cleaned around & then I started on the box couch. I cleared it all
out & repacked everything in it. I found the cretonne cover to the box couch which I didn’t
know existed. Then I ironed my dresses & fixed the sheet so that it now hangs over my wedding
dress. I made lunch at two for Malcolm didn’t get home till that time. After lunch I washed the
dishes while M. swept up the rubbish that I had thrown out & then I washed the bathroom floor
& the tub & set the table for tea etc etc etc. Then while I was dressing Mrs. Stanley came (by
invitation) & fortunately it was Malcolm’s afternoon off, so he entertained her until I could
appear. I wore my gray shoes & stockings & my toussor [?] dress. It was a very pretty
combination. Mrs. Stanley played quite a lot for us, which, you may be sure, we enjoyed very
much.
After a while Mr. Stanley appeared so we had tea at about 5:30. They enjoyed your cake
& our toast & tea & your conserve very much & left about 7:15. We didn’t have supper of
course, so played the piano until about 9:15 when we went to bed as M. had to get up at 4:30
a.m. He took out the whole tribe of young fellows from the Colonia YMCA which Mr. Prichard
bro’t over to the new frigarificos. He is home now at one o’clock & having a rest. He’s very
tired these days as he has lost a lot of sleep & is working very hard.
On Tuesday I pottered around as usual all morning & in the afternoon I went to tea at
Mrs. Fields & afterwards went to dinner with Mr. & Mrs. Holmes, as Malcolm had to stay in
town. At twenty to twelve he called me up & I went into town via the subway & met him at the
chess club where the Y. was playing a rival chess club.
I’m going to start my music lessons this afternoon at 4 o’clock. Now I’ll stop writing
until I come back from my lesson about which I’ll tell you. Elsie’s letter & the enclosed
postcard arrived. Did you notice that it was postmarked “Asuncion?” They evidently sent it
clear up there & then returned it to Uruguay.
Later. Thank you for your good letter kiddo. It was good to hear from you. No, I don’t
feel as tho’ I had been over at all at all, except that you folks were so good to me. I’m sure

20

<http://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/7238/pg7238.html; http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0009406/>
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you’ll look lovely on the float, kid. And it would be fine if you could get an armed guard to
walk down the street with you.
So you jolly well say, Mama is jolly well fit to carry any jolly old burden that any jolly
old sprained ankle soul wants to put on her jolly broad shoulders the dicho! That reminds me.
Did you get a long letter from Papa mailed in Barranquilla? He said he was mailing a copy to
you. If you have not received it let me know & I’ll forward mine to you. There is a page of his
letter to me which is not in yours as he turned the carbon paper the wrong way. So he asked me
to send that one to you.
I went to my lesson & it is all very interesting. He gave me some pointers as to breathing
& placing of the voice in the nasal cavity. He made me snarl my notes as he said that would
bring my voice out from my throat. He took me way up, I think to B natural & sometimes he
would say “very good,” & then sometimes he would say “that’s not quite right.” But he never
told me that it was “very bad.” He said that I had no great defects & so that he thought he’d not
have very much trouble with me. As I was resting a young French fellow, Descartes by name,
came in for his lesson. Mr. Stanley asked me if I preferred to have him leave, but I said no, so he
made me sing some more. I had to do such a funny thing. He made me sing Do Rrarre mi
fasolalalalll dorrrrrremifasollaaaaa voice on each note. Then he’d get just in front of me & make
such funny faces at me until I thought I should die. I had to roll my re & hold onto my la to beat
the band. It turned out that Descartes is a very enthusiastic member of the YMCA. He said he
had seen me there “every day,” which is some exaggeration. He took a cake along & then we all
had tea with the Stanleys. It was great fun!
I’m only having one lesson a week as he charges more than we thought. Twenty pesos
for four hour-lessons a month at his house and $40 for two lessons a week. So until we get a
boarder we think that I’d better take only one lesson a week. Mrs. Stanley said that she thought
that it was a good idea to have only one lesson per week at the beginning anyway.
Now I’ll proceed to tell you of the surprises I found here on my arrival. I walked in to
our bedroom & looked towards the back room. There I noticed that the floor seemed darker so I
cam back to investigate. M, bless his dear old heart had the floor retained & polished. The patio
carpet i.e. the long hall carpet was across the floor & on one side there was a lovely desk on
which I am now writing. It’s about the size of Papa’s, but darker & has one drawer in the middle
& two on each side. It’s lovely. Then I went into the kitchen & there in place of my little table
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was a new cupboard with the shelves covered with newspapers all lacy at the edges (gen—
Fannie’s work). And the big stove covered with a newspaper & all that showed polished and the
shelves that were on top of the small table were on top of the stove. Everything that I had in
paper bags was put into glass jars & some nails put up so as to hang up more pots & pans &
kettles. All the dish towels which the girl had used were washed & in their right place etc. etc.
Then M took me to the small front room & there I found a lovely new bookcase with all the
books in. I tell you it’s worth going on a visit if I can always bring back more than I took over &
find more when I come back.
The house looks ever so much more finished now and is much easier to look after. The
big packing cases which were in the hall are disposed of which makes it nicer still.
Well, it is almost eight o’clock & still I have no husband! He said he’d be home at seven
too!
I suppose if I were talking to you, I’d have a million other things to tell you, but now I
have at last run out of material for letter writing. One thing more. Please send me the recipe for
corn bread, & also please write out the recipe for that meat pie & crust. I’m very much afraid
that I don’t remember the exact details. Well hasta otro dia. I think of you all the time & wish
that we might all live in town—the same one—together. Some day when dreams come true—
pentetre. My love to any deserving friend & not to certain gossiping freaks I know of!!!
Thank you very much again for all you both did for me while I was over there & for
being so good to me. I love you both very much. I know the show will come off OK on
Saturday. We shall be all thinking about you both. Saludos a Mercedes.
Goodnight, as ever your loving, Alice
Buenos Aries, October 22nd 1918 [Baby Announcement! Sections of this letter were copied
and scanned into Nan’s Journal.]
My dearest Mamacita:
No letter has come from you so far, since I returned from Montevideo, & I was hoping to
get one today. However I hope for better luck tomorrow.
Malcolm has had a nasty attack of the prevalent “grippe” & yesterday stayed in bed all
day, & today until about two, when as it is such a nice day, he got up. He is feeling a good deal
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better now after much dosing and aspirin, purge & cough medicine. He insists that he is going to
work tomorrow but I ‘hae me doots.”
And now, you’d better not read this out loud, but please prepare yourself for a shock. I’m
not very well, Mama dear, in fact—well, I suppose by this time you’ve guessed what is the
matter with me. I’m going to be what you are now, a mother!
Oh Mama, can you realize it? I can’t! and Malcolm is clear off his head with delight. Of
course I’m happy too, as you must have been when you knew I was on the road.
I wish I had known when I was in Montevideo, but I didn’t. I expected to be sick at any
time but it didn’t come off, & now I wake up every morning quite upset. Yesterday I felt
wretched all day, until about four o’clock, but today I feel much better again.
Oh how I wish you could be here with me. I think if there is ever a time when a daughter
needs her Mother it is just now. But I suppose it is impossible for you to come over now, isn’t
it?
However it’s a long way off yet, the little beggar won’t arrive until next July. Que
conincidencia! [Alice’s birthday is July 15th.] I think I shall get Mrs. Deakin to go with me to
the Dr.’s some day soon, just to satisfy my feelings that I’m all O.K.
Of course, if you want to you can tell Elsie, but on no account anybody else. Nadie,
[Nobody] because I know how every body will gossip their heads off. I’m not going to tell Papa
for a while yet unless you think he’d like to know.
I’m going to mail this now so will close. All suggestions thankfully received. Of course
I’m following my book, but I find I have everything except housemaid’s knee!
Our united love to you both. Write to me soon as I’m crazy to hear from you. With hugs
round your neck and kisses a bushel & a peck.
Your own loving daughter, Alice

PS: Of course you will rush out to Pocitos [Beach] & proclaim the fact to Calle Berro!
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At the YMCA
Buenos Aires, October 27th 1918

Figure 6

My dearest Mama & Elsie:Thank you so much for the lovely letters you both wrote me. Also for the clipping &
Elsie’s photograph. Ché! Why don’t you have your picture taken at Civitate’s on postcard size?
I think it would be lovely. How I wished that I might have been there to see you.
I’m feeling almost free from any upsetness these days so I think I ought to be entirely
free from it soon. I have been taking a cup of coffee before setting up in the morning, & then my
regular breakfast afterwards.
I’m free from a good deal of drudgery work around the house now, as Teresa comes three
times a week to stay all morning. For example, she came yesterday morning. She arrived at
eight o’clock, got my coffee and breakfast, swept, washed dishes, went to market for me, made
lunch, washed up the kitchen and the dishes, & while I was getting yesterdays lunch she cooked
me a pollo [chicken] for today.
While she did those things, I dusted & swept some of the rooms & tidied up the dresser,
changing the scarves etc. & ironed the clothes she did not get done. I also straightened up our
book-case turning the books right-side up & a lot of other little things which had needed to be
done a long time before. In my last letter I did not tell you anything of what I have been doing.
On Thursday after having rather an easy day as Teresa had come, I went to my singing
lesson. It was pretty good, or at least he said so. He makes me sing “with my whole body.” &
not only with my vocal chords, consequently after 50 minutes or an hour of that treatment I’m
just done up. My knees tremble & I feel almost as tho’ I could collapse. Last time I said to him,
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“Please Mr. Stanley, I just can’t any more, I’m too tired.” So I then went down and tho’t I’d
walk down to the Y for a paseo, & for a cup of tea with M. However, I came to the first subway
station & I dived down & took it, like a rat into its hole!
Malcolm had said at lunchtime that he thought he could get away at six, but we finally
stayed here to supper instead as he was kept late.
Wednesday I had lunch with Mrs. Deakin & afterwards we went to Prince George’s Hall
where the Queen Mary’s needlework guild & all the sewing & knitting circles had an exposition
of the gifts that they are sending home to the soldiers for Christmas—you know what a huge
place the hall is. [Illustration of the way the hall was laid out.] The lines [on the drawing] are
tables which we simply loaded down with all kinds of things. Bandages, sweaters, mits,
mufflers, pipes, pouches, books, treasure bags, blankets, pillow cases, socks, slippers for
bandaged feet, wounded arm supports, slings, buttons, thread, needles, scissors, & everything
imaginable, even down to scrap books.
We had tea there at Dorca’s table, tea-sandwiches & cake. They sold flowers by the ton,
I’m sure they made quite a lot over it. Mrs. Rendtoff had a whole table devoted to the work of
her guild, & it was absolutely wonderful. They had crowds of things. Of course most of her
things are for the Belgian babies.
This morning M. went off to Sunday School, & I went up to the British Hospital to
deliver a parcel for Mrs. Prichard. I think it would be a pleasure to be ill out there. I afterwards
came here [the YMCA] to lunch.
I wish I might be over there on Tuesday & give you a birthday hug and 25 kisses Mama.
I’m sending you a pair of rubber soled bedroom slippers which I hope you’ll like, & receive on
“The Day” with lots of love from us both.
As ever with lots of love, your daughter & sister, Alice
Buenos Aires, November 4th 1918 [Excerpts]
My dearest Folkses:
I’m so sorry that Elsie is ill, but we hope she’s better by now. So far the disease has not
gripped me! Ha, Ha!!21

21

Although Alice sort of jokes about the flu, fifty-eight crew members of Caperton’s Pittsburgh died in Rio between
October 7 and October 31, 1918. When the so-called Spanish Flu, appeared in 1918, it caused more deaths (over 50
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We have had a very busy week & this week bids fair to be ditto.
Last Monday afternoon I felt fairly rotten so I stayed in all afternoon and read “Into the
Highway & Hedges” by Montresor, a book that Mrs. Deakin leant me. Very long & drawn out.
Tuesday was a lovely day—to celebrate your birthday, — & I went out to Velez Sarsfield in
Flores, to Mrs. Albert Coates’ at home. I arrived at 4:15 & they were already taking tea. I had a
very nice time. After leaving there, I went directly down to the YMCA where I had supper with
M. & stayed until 9 o’clock at which time the Y closed.
Wednesday, M. & I went to Harrod’s & I bought a lovely white piqué skirt for $15 &
also had tea there at about six o’clock.
Thursday, I got lunch, then ironed some clothes. Then dressed & went down to the
Scotch church hall where they made (& I helped until four o’clock) 3000 sandwiches for the
picnic next day. Then at four, I wended my way to my music lesson, where I stayed until 5:15.
He gives me quite long lessons, usually an hour. He’s quite tickled with the way I’m getting on.
Then I came home and put on my blue bridesmaid dress & went to Mrs. Deakin’s where I met
Malcolm & where we had dinner.
Next morning being a holiday we got up at quarter of seven & had desayuno & beat it to
the Constitución Station where we met all the Sunday School bunch of the Scotch Kirk. We all
took the train at quarter to nine & went clear out to an estancia called “Piereyra” & had an all
day picnic. It was lovely out there all wooded & with plenty of grass to sit on. For lunch at
11:30 we had all the sandwiches we could eat of several kinds & either tea or milk—all we
wanted. For tea, each one presented a card (given to each one before hand) & received a bag
containing five macitas, & again we had all the tea or milk we wanted. Of course we had the
usual sports which took place at 12:30 & lasted till about two. We left there by train at quarter to
six. We were given a special train by the railroad. About 850 people were present among whom
[sic] was Mr. Donaldson from on board the “Highland Corrie” & his wife & one daughter. He
asked very interestedly after us all. Mrs. D. was very cordial too.

million) than had resulted from the entire First World War which lasted four years. This was a very serious epidemic
that reportedly attacked the strongest (the death rate was greatest among ages 15 to 40) before finishing off with the
elderly and the young. Caperton reported that on shore “conditions in Rio defied description,” that “eight hundred
bodies in all states of decomposition” were unburied, and “naked bodies lay thrown upon each other like cord
wood.” (Personal account, Navy) <http://www.history.navy.mil/library/online/influenza_caper.htm>. A good article
about the Spanish Flu is by Molly Billings of Stanford University:< http://virus.stanford.edu/uda/>
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Saturday p.m. Mrs. Deakin had tea with me. Then I went out to the British Hospital &
took Mrs. Prichard some chocolates which Mr. P. had asked M. to get for her. As I forgot my
key, I had to go down to the Y & by that time it was time for supper so we had it there. We met
don Efrain Martinez and had quite a long talk with him. He looks old & tired. Poor fellow, I
feel sorry for him. Yesterday morning we went to church where we had a special service to
admit Señor Buckety-Buck X.Y.Z. into the Kirk Session. He was the Spanish pastor in charge of
the Spanish work of the church. We had lunch at Constitucion—(do you remember the time we
three had it there together?)
At 3:05 we went out to Banfield to tea with Mr. & Mrs. Curtiss. They have a lovely
garden & at present it is just overrun with roses. We brought home a huge armful of them & the
house is a picture today. They persuaded us to stay to supper & go to the Methodist church at
Lomas in the evening. Nossalio un poco cara la farra because I helped Mrs. C. put the kids to
bed (she has 3 & at present two of the Prichard youngsters are staying there) & one of them
knocked my glasses off and smashed one lense. It is so badly broken that I don’t know whether I
can have the lense tested by any of the pieces or not. Así es la vida.
In a few minutes I’m leaving to meet Dorcus at Harrod’s. She called me up this a.m. &
asked me to have tea with her there at 4:30.
I wished when I got my roses yesterday, & I do still that Elsie might have some o them,
they are so lovely. Isn’t it a good thing that you didn’t have the “grippe” a week sooner? Read
Mr. Dooley on said subject. I have been reading quite a lot lately—“The Scarlet Plaque” and
“Lost Face” by Jack London and I have now started “Pickwick Papers” by Tennyson or is it
Kipling? [Actually it was by Charles Dickens.]
Isn’t the war news fine? I suppose that at present there is no fighting going on between
the Italians & Austrians.
I wish you two might have spent this holiday of yours over here. It would have been
lovely, no? Were you waiting for an invitation? By him!
Well I really must close with a promise to write soon. The kids across the way are
squalling to beat the band. The Senora upstairs died on Friday. I pewked up all my lunch but
started in again and felt all O.K.
Write soon & get better quick. How would a Sara Bernhardt do? & M. says while you’re
about it you might make me one of his kind [of cake?]. It was good.
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Lovingly, your Alice
P.S. S=Sick.

Buenos Aires, November 6th 1918
My dearest Fambly:I was so glad to get Elsie’s letter & Mama’s p.s. this morning, but I didn’t like the news it
contained. Malcolm has just suggested that you should come over till school opens. Possibly
they won’t open for another week yet, so why not aprovechar the holiday over here. Oh! We’d
just love to have you come. Blow the pocket-books, say we! Come over by tomorrow night’s
boat, do. Just sling a tooth-brush into your pocket and gently stroll out of town. A’la H.F. [?]
The change will do you both lots of good, & you know that I’m just dying to see you.
I’ll only make one engagement for you—to see Mrs. Deakin, & I won’t tell anyone else
that you are coming so that you can have just a lazy old time. Even three days would do you
good.
Besides, I’ve got sumping [sic] awful cute to show you. Mrs. Deakin knitted me the
dearest little jacket in white wool, & it’s tied with blue ribbon! Don’t you want to see it? She
said I can get the whole set of patterns here. McCall’s, instead of sending for them.
Well, I must close as we want to take this down town & mail it. Oh pleeeeeease come!!!!
(That’s a shout)
Ever your loving, Alice
{Malcolm adds: “The Boss says I must emphasize the order. Never mind the tooth brush. I’ll
lend you mine or Allie’s. Hope you have thrown off the Grip. The papers here recommend
people not to shake hands or else they’ll get the Grip.”}22
Buenos Aires, Nov, 12th, 1918 [World War I Armistice Day: November 11, 1918]
Dearest Mamacita & Etita [Elsie]:

22

The 20th century was beginning to find out how germs and viruses were spread. In April 1907, my paternal
grandfather, Rev. Daniel J Fleming, a Presbyterian missionary in Lahore, India, wrote to his sponsors: “This dread
disease [the plague] can hardly be said to have yielded even to experts. Yet ridiculous as it may seem to you,
extensive experiments in Bombay where plague has been chronic, seem to show that it is carried by fleas on rats. As
the mosquito carries the malaria germ, so the fleas carried the plague germ, and the rats carry the fleas. On this
principle the Health Committee of Lahore have started a rat campaign in one section of the city. Here in one week
8000 rats were killed.” (108)
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I was dreadfully shocked to read your news of poor, dear little Tito, especially as your
last news of him was that he was better. Please give my heartfelt pésames [condolences] to the
Señora. Thank you for adding my name to those flowers; it was awfully good of you.
It was a great disappointment to us both that you two could not get over this time. But
we have anther plan. M. says that he simply can’t get away for Xmas, but wants me to go over
anyhow. Of course I can’t think of such a thing, especially as the point was that we should all
spend it together. Now why don’t you two come over early before Xmas as possible & stay until
after New Year’s & then Mrs. Deakin & I will return with you, or if you want to get back before
Mrs. D. goes over, I can wait & go with her a little later on.
If Malcolm could go at all it would mean to get there Xmas morning, & leave the house
at 9 p.m. to catch the boat back & you know it isn’t worth the time nor the money to go like that.
Now that the war is over we can all travel with free consciences on German boats so it won’t
coat us so much.23 Just think it over calmly until you decide that that is the best way. Next
summer Papa’ll be back & he, she, or it, will be here & we can all go to Piriápolis on a camping
expedition to celebrate Xmas.
I wonder if I can go in bathing this summer as the water is so warm. I hope so
certainly.24
Well, I must tell you what we did yesterday, & what we’ll do again if you’ll come over
this summer. Flaque said so.
Dan Flaco asked M. & me to go out to the Tigre to spend the day. But as M. took guard
in the morning we went out after lunch, arriving there about 1:40. The reason for this
peregrination was the bi-annual boat racing which took place. F. was waiting for us in a cute
little boat build for three, with an awning over M. & me in which he took us to his club house.
There M. changed into his flannel trusses [?] & white shoes, while I powdered my nose to keep
from getting sunburned. Then we all went down again & jumped off into our boat with M. at the
rudder & F. at the oars. {Malcolm wrote above: “He rows like a lion!} [I wonder if Malcolm
and Alice were match-making.] We went up the river & stationed ourselves next to the wire that
was marking the race course. It was a perfectly beautiful scene. We were just below a beautiful
23

It just amazed me that the Crews and the Brownings were so removed from the politics of the war, especially
living and commuting between two major cities on the Atlantic seaboard.
24
There seems to be some question about using water during pregnancy. Alice asks if she can wash her hair at any
time in her November 16, 1918, letter.
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house, with a tremendous & lovely lawn bordered by rose bushes trained to grow this way
[illustration of poles with sagging rope between]—like at the Prado. There were also two white
boat landings at this place.
I think it was Saturday. I’m not sure, we had a terrific thunder storm, with sheets of rain
& lightning. This of course made everything fresh looking.
The whole river was lined on both sides by beautiful estates which came right down to
the water’s edge. We watched the boat races until almost the last one & then we started up the
river, going inland. There were hundreds of small boats like ours, & canoes, & about fifty motor
launches ranging from tiny ones to great big yachts & house boats. Every boat almost without
exception was decorated with the Allied flags.
Well, we went up the river & it was lovely beyond description, honestly. The beautiful
vine covered houses & the lovely lawns, & the millions of trees of all kinds, especially fruit
bearing ones. But wonder of wonders! The banks were loaded down with honey-suckle & the
trees were covered with it, & entire fields which had not been given over to cultivation were
simply over-run by these lovely sweet blossoms. I just lay back in the boat and “drank it all in,”
and took into my lungs tons of honey-suckle & rose laden air.
We stopped our boat as we came slowly back at twilight & picked some of the honeysuckle. It was dark as we arrived at the club house & we could see the lights in the hotels by the
water front & in the homes & the yachts. We then made ourselves a little more presentable &
crossed the river & took the electric train back into town. I kept saying, “How I wish Mama &
Elsie might be here to see this. Wouldn’t Mama love this!” etc. etc.
Then Flaque said that whenever you come over again we would go up the river for an all
day picnic. Oh, you can’t imagine how lovely it all is. As I write this I’m afraid you’ll think me
gushing, but it is all too lovely to express. At Xmas time there’ll be heaps of fruit too, & F. says
we can eat all we want, practically just for the asking!! What a lovely chance to make jam, no?
We got into town at 8:15 & made for the Victoria tea rooms. This isn’t a bit swell but
one gets delicious American & English eats there. i.e. fish chowder, baked beans, home made
sausage, mince & apple pie. Not however like Mama makes. Not as good! When we left at
about 8:45 we went directly to Avendia de Mayo, & got into such a jam of people, such as never
was, nor shall be! Everyone was out celebrating the signing of the armistice by singing the
Marseillaise’s ‘way up [a musical symbol]. It took us about twenty minutes to crowd thru’ two
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blocks of people, so as we were dead tired we took a nine car, & came home. What excitement!
Mrs. Deakin came to lunch & she said she & Walter marched in the parade of English &
Americans & that it was grand. Red Cross nurses (from the British Hosp) carried a huge British
flag, & people from the windows threw down flowers onto it. Everyone carried the flag of his or
her country, & they all sang Patriotic songs of all the Allies, including “Tipperary” & “Over
There!”
This being Tuesday M. doesn’t come home to supper so I’m going to Mrs. Deakin’s.
On Friday Mrs. Bradford, Louise & Mabel & Mrs. Hall & Gladys & Mrs. Deakin are all
coming to tea. Oh! For a cake! I shall buy stow [store] buns, & sto’ jam & sto’ nut bread
instead, & have toast. I won’t have any cake, just for spite!!!
Well my dears I’ve lateared [?] long enough for one day & must get me ready to post
this, & go to Mrs. Deakin’s. She certainly is good to me.
Good-by dear things. I hope you’re both much better & quite strong again. Are you
drawing your school wages just the same, or not? Give Jennie (Elsie do it please) a farewell
ki(ck)so for me. Donde tu paresca major puesto.
Both of you consider your selves well kissed & hugged by us all.
Ever your loving daughter & sister
Alice
Buenos Aires, November 16th 1918, Monday [written in pencil.]
Dearest Folks:It has been absolute eons since I last heard from either if you. To be exact, not since a
week ago yesterday. I long for letters from you these days, but nothing has turned up so far.
Probably I will get something tomorrow; I certainly hope so. I expect you got a letter of mine
last Wednesday or Thursday. I posted it on Tuesday afternoon in the buzón at the corner, & the
box was chuck full. I hoped at the time that it was not accumulated mail which was there.
I’m sitting in the sala with the window open, getting a bit of fresh air, which accounts for
my writing in pencil, as my pen is in its usual state—empty! I hope you don’t mind the pencil.
We are having some pretty busy times these days, but I’m going to let up pretty soon, as
these hot sultry days “take it out of me.”
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I wrote, as I said, last Tuesday. That evening, I had supper with Mrs. Deakin & Mr. D.
bro’t [brought] me home at 10 o’clock. M. did not get home until 11:30. Next day, which was
Mrs. D’s “at home,” we stayed in all the afternoon & I read while M. played chess with himself.
He’s absolutely mad on chess at present. He beat the 2nd best at the Association the other day,
and was very tickled with himself.
Regarding Chess: Uncle Mike wrote in “Clan of Crew”:
[Ampa] enjoyed playing chess when he could find a worthy opponent (I never became good
enough). While in Montevideo he played in a simultaneous match with [Alexander] Alekhine
who was on tour. He said that the chess Master stood in the center of a ring of 20 tables moving
rapidly from one to the other and making his move after sizing up the position. Each time he
came to Dad’s table he slowed down and finally offered him a draw… Dad recognized the offer
as a gift and accepted gladly. (29).

When I visited Ampa in Charlestown in 1977, he told me that when he played Alekhine, he
used the “Alekhine Defense”; the master probably concluded that Ampa had balls (or was a bit
crazy!!).

For dinner on Wed. we went to the Palace Hotel at the invitation of Mr. Jarvis & had a
lovely time. This hotel is lovely, so quiet & genteel. The meal was splendid & delicious. I’ll try
& remember all that we had: Clear soup, boiled fish with delicious dressing, Scalloped turkey
with a brown cream sauce, & served on a shell, a steak & fried potatoes & green beans, with a
piece of lemon & anchovy sauce etc etc in a little mound piled on the steak, Yummy! Then a
most delicious piece of pastry with a glorious sherbet of some mixed variety including
strawberry, lemon etc tastes. Then we had strawberries & cream, & black coffee , & to round it
all off we had all the ginger ale we wanted!!! Which, as you know, is going some.
We had all the dinner in the dining room, but the coffee we took in the lobby. I
mentioned strawberries & cream. Well I have eaten them three times this season & have not a
qualm. Isn’t it strange? After we had xxx & talked for a while we went to the movies, & saw
some very fine actualida des films of the Allies & of the U.S. troops. There were a couple of
American boys there & every time they showed something which struck them & the public’s
fancy, they shouted “At er boy” at the top of their lungs. There was a huge political procession
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that afternoon & we saw the film of it that night. Going some again, no? We saw “Carlitos
Aventures” again & I laughed harder than the first time.
Thursday was declared a holiday & so M. took the afternoon off—after 4 o’clock. At
quarter of three, Mr. Stanley called me up to ask if I might go earlier to my lesson & stay for tea.
So I went right over. When I entered the room he met me with “Well, we’re going.” I said,
“Where?” He answered “To New York!” Well, you may imagine what a shock I received. He
then explained that as the war was now over he could get back his former pupils & some new
ones, especially as if he leaves right away he will arrive there just in time for the winter season.
So if the American Consulate vizées their passports they will leave on or about the 30th of this
month. I’m disappointed that they are leaving, but I would only continue my lessons one more
month at all events. Their leaving does away with any & all explanations that I might have to
make other wise, for not keeping up my lessons after the vacations.
Malcolm went there to tea as well on Thursday & heard part of my lesson. He was then
convinced that I could take high E b [flat].
On Friday, Mrs. Deakin, Mrs. Bradford, & her two girls Louise & Mabel, Gladys Hall &
young Mrs. Hall & her baby came to tea. I was expecting Gladys’ Mother, but she was feeling
very bad so could not come in. She sent me, however, a large bunch of sweet-peas. We had a
very nice time, although the baby, who is only two months old, cried fast & furious most of the
afternoon. I think tho’ that his Grandma Bradford had a better time because he did come. The
last of them left by seven, & I waited for Malcolm until a quarter to nine. We had intended
going to choir practice but he was detained by his pesky old chess club, as usual.
Saturday I didn’t have Teresa as she had spent Friday here, as I had to hustle & get tea for
Miss Morse who I tho’t was coming with Anita Van Donselvor. I had only bread and butter &
damasco jam & nut bread. As I was rather taken aback when in walked Mrs. M. with a Mrs.
Colquhoun. I think they enjoyed what there was of it & such as it was.
At about 5:30 we walked over to see Mrs. D. as Mrs. M. wanted to call there & found
that she had her hat on & was just coming over here to see Miss M. So we sat down & had
another very nice little chat. I stayed on, as usual after the others, & then went down to the Y for
supper.
Yesterday was one busy day! We arose at 8:30. M. went to Sunday School & at 10:45
met me at the corner & we proceeded to church. We had a very impressive service. (We arrived
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while they were playing the voluntary so we sat in the audience for a change.) The said vol. was
a medley of all the different Allied national anthems—apparently a very difficult piece, and took
15 minutes to play. The anthem was a rather pretty but heavy Te Deum. The sermon by the
Rev. Donald Mac Donald (French?) was a rhapsody on the sum of peace rising over the
mountains or something-or-other. Sumanente latoso. The church was decorated beautifully with
flags. Below the brass plates on which are inscribed the 10 commandments etc were clustered
the Allied flags. [Alice drew a sketch of the flags.] The black spots were British shields. Down
the church on all the pillars were also the same flags & the Scotch & some others with special
meanings. After church we went to the Alexander tea rooms for lunch. This is a nicer place than
the Victoria, but it is also more expensive, & I don’t think the food is as nice. We then came
home & lay down until three o’clock at which time we dressed & went out to the Rennia’s [?] to
tea. I had never been there before although M. had. We took tea with them & then at six-twenty
we came back to the Y & had supper.
We intended on going down to the boat with the book of opera music that Doris asked me
to get for her, but it got too late & as we had to get to church we did not attempt to go down. I
hope you’ll explain to Miss M why we didn’t turn up, & if you see Doris please tell her that it’s
on the way. M. was to mail it today. By the way, Elsie, how much money did you give me for
music? One gold or one paper?
What a fine chance you all are missing for a holiday, aren’t you? I read in the Nacion 25
that the schools, public & private, over there were not to open until the end of the month.
Malcolm said to tell you that what you would spend in running the house for two weeks would
cover your expenses and more. What a shame that you didn’t come over at the beginning but
never say die! There’s still time for a two weeks holiday, & if your schools over there do like
ours here have done, they will close up for the year, & no examinations will be asked for until
March under the sixth grade.
Mrs. Deakin’s letter will speak for itself. And let me add that our house is very cool. I
close up everything early and it is cool for the rest of the day. Teresa comes three times a week,
so we won’t have much cooking to do. If you think it too hot to sleep two in a bed we can make
up an extra one on our couch in the back room where you can get all the breeze that’s coming to

25

La Nácion is the Buenos Aires newspaper.
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you. Do come over as soon as school closes. If it is a choice between now & Xmas, by all
means come at Xmas time, although the town is beautiful now around & in the Parks.
I’ll close by telling you that I’ve been doing some tall piano practicing of late. Can I
wash my hair at anytime? It’s filthy! Well old dears I must close, with my arms around your
several necks, & wishing I had you both here to talk a blue streak to instead of write. I do hope
your [sic] all well again.
Write soon to your loving, Alice
M. sends his love too.

Further view of the hat and I’m not going to be kept
in bed & I aint sick. Peachie. [I’m not sure who
wrote this last note, but it sounds like Malcolm.]

Figure 7

YMCA--BA, November 23rd 1918,
My Dearest Mamacita & Elsita:It is now ten o’clock at night, & I’m waiting here for M. who is on guard until 11 o’clock.
And that is not all! He comes on guard at 9 tomorrow a.m. & stays on until 11 p.m. Isn’t it
awful?
Well, I have been having a very busy time. (Yes, I did receive the underclothes from Mr.
Jarvis & I’m sure that I acknowledged them. Didn’t I?)
Tuesday, was a perfectly boiling & sizzling day. At about 9 a.m. Mrs. D. came for me &
we went down town to do some shopping for her. We got home at 11. Then I got lunch which
consisted of cold ham & tongue & mashed potatoes & fruit. I lay down after lunch & woke up at
about 2:30. Mrs. D came for me on the way home from the hospital and I made a cup of tea for
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us, & then we went off to her house. I’m a liar. I threatened to make tea, but she would not let
me. We had tea at her house, & then I stayed over to dinner. That night it poured!!
Next day being Wednesday, M. stayed home that p.m. It was still very hot & raining a
sort of drizzle, but we donned our hats & coats and at 7:30 went to the Victoria Tea Room for
supper. We had tomato soup, & a delicious stake [sic] with fried potatoes. For postre I had an
orange.
As we came along the street, I spied Mrs. Field & Mr. de Anguera26 on the opposite side
so we hailed them. It developed that they were going to the movies, so we went with them to the
Palace. We didn’t stay clear thru the second & the last piece was continued in to the 3rd tanda.
Next morning when M. got to the office, he called me up to tell me that I had a cake & a
parcel & a letter waiting. He said he would prefer not to come for lunch, so as I could not wait
until evening, I came down for them. As I started out of the door, I ran into Mrs. D. who came
down with me. We went straight back as it was near 12 m, Mrs. D.’s lunch hour. I had Teresa
all day Thursday, as Mr. & Mrs. D came to dinner with us, for the first time. We had a very nice
dinner, if I do say it. First we had soup with rice—a kind of mutton broth. Delicious. Then we
had deviled eggs with white sauce over them, & brownie (not enough) in the oven. They were
awfully good. After this we had a nice roast, with browned potatoes & green peas. For postre,
stewed plums & chocolate cake. It was delicious, & for the fourth time saved my life. (I have
found the book very interesting too, & I have started a fruit & rice diet, [and] if it does all it says
it is certainly worth while!) We had just settled down in the sala after dinner when a ring came
at the door & Mrs. William Field came in. Her husband was off at a lodge meeting. We had tea
at 10:30 And chocolate cake. Mr. D. ate five pieces, a thing he never does.
Well they are turning the lights out as it is eleven & I must close for the night. Goodnight
you two old things. [“Vieja” is a term of endearment in Spanish which means “old things.”] My
arms are about you both. To be continued in our next. I mean the letter!
Sunday evening—9 p.m. Another day has passed and I will try to add some more news
to this epistle. I left off the other on Thursday night. Friday morning, I went to my music lesson.
He sold me some very nice songs. (Mrs. D. says she thinks he might have given them to me, as I
pay enough for my lessons. However!)

26

There is a photograph of him at Nan and Patsy’s bon voyage party when they sailed to New York in 1923, in Part

4.
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I was expecting to have lunch with Mrs. D at 12 m. but never got there until 12:45!!
!Que barbaridad! After lunch I went home & changed into my pretty white blouse & piqué
skirt. It has shrunken a bit at the waist, & I—well, I haven’t, so it was a tight fit. I also wore my
white shoes & stockings. Then I went out & did some shopping of buns for Mrs. D. & red &
white carnations & delivered them to her. I helped her fix her table with Allied flags & the red
& white carnations, & blue larkspur. The tablecloth was, of course, white, & with the blue
china, it looked very pretty. After a while, the Bradford girls, Mrs. Foguson (??) and Miss
Goodall came. We had a very nice time and I laughed more than I have laughed since I came
back. Miss Goodall is a funny Maiden lady with golden red hair—and a very funny air. She was
telling us how once when she was in the country she saw eleven dogs come out of the water &
stand about shivering. So she clapped her hands & started to run. These dogs, it happened
belonged to her patron’s estate and were trained hunting dogs. So finally she stopped running &
the bichos started sniffing around for birds or something. But when they found that there was
nothing doing they turned on her, & she got two very bad bites on her legs. The dogs apparently
simply swarmed over her, when they found there was no “caja” & finally had to beaten off with
clubs. It was really very serious, but she told it in such a funny way that Louie & I simply
gasped & the tears rolled down our cheeks! While I sat there it started to rain, & came down
quite sharply for about ten minutes. But it cleared up & dried enough by 6:30 to allow me to get
home without any mishap to my perfectly good white shoes.
When I got in I called up M. to see if he were intending to go to choir practice or not. He
informed me that we had to go to St. John’s Pro [Protestant?] Cathedral to practice. The Scotch
Church choir was asked to co-operate with the other for a big union meeting the next day. So I
came down to the Y. for supper, & having fortunately changed my shoes, for at 8 o’clock it
started to rain. At 8:30 we made our appearance at the hall. I saw a familiar looking man, who
turned out to be Mr. Cawlishaw of the H. [Highland] Corrie fame. He didn’t recognize me & I
didn’t take the trouble to make myself known to him. We had the Salvation Army band for our
accompanists, & it was like singing up against a brick wall, for all the impression one’s voice
made or seemed to. In this band was that little Scotchman who stayed with us in Stgo
[Santiago]. I forget his name. Among the St. J’s outfit we found Mr. & Mrs. Lloyd Davies who
were very nice & cordial to us, & asked us to tea on some Sunday p.m. Next morning at 10:30
there was a huge Union Thanksgiving service at Prince George’s Hall. The place was packed far
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more than the night you were there. We had no special music & only lead in the hymn-singing.
Dr. Fleming & Canon Brady spoke & Arch Deacon Hodges & Dr. Drees prayed. The latter must
have kept it up for 20 mins & everyone was asked to remain standing. I will continue this
tomorrow, but I’m dead sleepy now & will take a little nap until M. is ready to go home. Good
night again.
[In pencil.] Monday 2 p.m. I had my sleep at the Y [when she last wrote] & then we
came home in a “coachie.” To resume my account. Saturday p.m., I took the 2:30 train from
Retiro & went out to San Andres. Dorcas had called me up, & invited me to the San A. golf &
tennis tournament. She boarded the train at Urquiza with another friend, a Maud De Lisle. We
got off the train at our destination & went into the Club grounds. This was an American Club, &
a beautiful place. It was my first experience of seeing the game of golf, & I didn’t find it wildly
exciting.
They have a beautiful golf course all covered with lovely grass. There are two lakes over
which they have to throw the balls & into which the balls sometime fall. Then there is a penalty
of ten cents. We had tea in the dining room of the good sized club house which is very
American.
After a lovely afternoon we came back by the 8:04 train, & as Malcolm was on guard at
the Y, I joined him there at about 9 o’clock and shortly afterwards I started writing this letter to
you. At San Andres I met Mr. Wisner. I went up & spoke to him & he was exceedingly
pleasant. He mentioned having had you both at their house to the dance, & I impressed it on him
that you had had a very good time. Then he told me that they were going to have a Thanksgiving
supper (?) out at the Prado Hotel & that if he didn’t see you before then to tell you that he’d seen
me, that he would surely, surely, see you then & tell you all about it etc ad infinitum.
This paper is considerably rumpled from many carryings to and fro in my coat pocket.
M. is getting tired of said grey coat so I may be getting another one of these days. A very light
tussor or linen coat of dark blue or some such colour that will come in handy.
Yesterday, Sunday I left the house at five to eleven (arriving late to church & sitting in
the back row) & never got home until eleven at night. I went from church to the Y. to lunch.
Then I sat in the big cozy chair ad read and dosed until 3 p.m. when Mr. & Mrs. Stanley arrived.
They are hoping to leave on Wednesday by cargo boat but they aren’t sure. We had asked them
to have tea with us on Sunday at home, but then M. found that he was on guard & so we just
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transferred the place of meeting to the Y. I took down a good-sized piece of chocolate cake
which we had for tea. They enjoyed it very much. At 5 there was a “conversazzione” upstairs
[at the Y] so they left & we went up to hear it. The topic was the impressions which several of
the men had received on coming in contact with the Y. and what it had meant to them. It was
very good, especially the speech which Dr. Mayano, a young fellow, gave.
We had supper at about 7:30 with Mr. DeAnguera. He said he had written for her to
come over and did not know whether she would come or not. [I don’t know who he is talking
about.]
This morning I had to get up early as I had an attack of di----ra. However thank goodness
it didn’t last long. Anyway I had desayuno in bed & about ten o’clock when I was thinking
about getting up, Mr. Stanley called up to see if I’d go right over for my lesson. I did. I mean
when I had bathed (in cold water & in spots only) & dressed. I had a pretty good lesson. I have
four or five dandy little songs now, one of which goes up to C#.
This p.m. I go with Mrs. D to tea at Mrs. Foguerson’s. ( I wish I knew how to spell that
little woman’s name!) Tomorrow I have tea with Mrs. Fleming. Wednesday we go to the Tigre
with two old men friends of M’s—Pitblado by name—and gold mining engineers by profession.
Thursday I have my music lesson if they are still here, & Friday & Saturday something is bound
to turn up. Thursday night there is a Thanksgiving service at the American church, so I ‘spose
we shall go, as M. was asked by Mr. Spencer to help them out in the choir. M. is at present
playing chess, but I suppose he’ll be starting off in a few moments so I’d better close the
extremely long leta. Esta lata ya eslation.
Ché how’s Mr. Park? Lo echas de menos. Flaque says that he doesn’t think he will be
able to go over for Christmas as he always spends that day with his brother. And much as he’d
like to go, he doesn’t feel that he can put him off for his own pleasure. Thank you just the same.
Only a little over a month till Christmas! Good-by. I hope to get a letter to-morrow.
Lots of love from us both, ever lovingly, Alice

Buenos Aires, November 29th 1918
My dearest Mama & Elsie:[“My dear Alice” was written in the salutation but crossed out. Alice writes: “As you can
see by the heading, this letter was started to Alice” Blamey on September 14, 1918, “but got put
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aside until the date was past repair. And as at present it is the only piece of paper I have in the
house, you can take your chance of having it or no letter.”]
Your letters came on Tuesday & I was certainly deeelighted to get them! Also Mama’s
card & the bunch of Outlooks came this morning. I’m sure one of my letters to you must have
been delayed because I mailed my last one on Monday or rather M. did.
Guess what I have on the stove at this minute? Damasco jam! It tastes fine & I’m
awfully proud of myself. However, I’ll better not count my pots of jam until it’s done. (Got 3
big & one small. Quite enough!) I forgot to tell you several weeks ago that the day that the
Armistice was announced as signed, but falsely, I was on the Avenida with Mildred Pope, when
Carlos Bertelli passed by. He recognized me & stopped. I bowed & he came back & shook
hands with me. He was as tickled as a lost pup to see me. He said that Blanquita was up in Sta
Fé but was coming down soon. He took my address and said he’d tell her to come & see me, but
I don’t believe she will come.
Well my jam is not a huge success & I’m very disappointed. But I think that I shall have
a try at strawberries next week. As usual this has been a very busy week.
Monday afternoon I went to Mrs. Folkerson’s to tea & had a dandy time with their
perfectly beautiful victrola. Mrs. D & I are to go to tea some afternoon when nobody else goes,
& have some music.
Monday night, M. & I went down to a rehearsal at the Am M.E. church [American,
Methodist Episcopal] for a Thanksgiving Service held last night. Tuesday M. spent at the office
& didn’t come home to lunch. I went to Mrs. Fleming’s to tea & had a very nice time. From
there I went down to the Y to dinner. Afterwards M. put me on a car & I came home & went to
bed. He had a chess tournament on & didn’t get home until 12:30. I was awake & reading “[The
Testing of] Diana Mallory” by Mrs. Humphrey Ward.27 Didn’t she write that fool political
called “Marcella?” This is along the same lines. Am now reading “K” by Mary Roberts
Rhinehart. It’s lovely.28

27

This book can be downloaded at <http://infomotions.com/etexts/gutenberg/dirs/1/3/4/5/13453/13453.htm>;
Jim Simpkins writes, “Many of Ward's books concerned the need to help the less fortunate in society. However,
despite her sympathy for the poor, she was totally opposed to women's suffrage.”
<http://www.spartacus.schoolnet.co.uk/Wward.htm>
28
American novelist and playwright, Mary Robert Rinehart (1876-1958) was best known for mystery stories. Her
novels can be uploaded from:<http://www.online-literature.com/mary-rinehart/>
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Wednesday, M. was very tired so had his desayuno in bed. We had lunch at Constitición
& made the two o’clock train for the Tigre at 1:59. The two old men we went with are very
nice—the Pitblados. We had a lovely afternoon, but not quite as nice as when we went with
Flaque (claro pus!)
When we came back it was 7 o’clock, so we went along to the D’s for a minute. But of
course, we stayed for dinner. Yesterday I went to my last singing lesson. I’m awfully sorry to
stop, but I could hardly have kept on after the holidays, no? They leave Sunday morning via
Chile. I gave them a letter to Papa & they said they’d look him up. Sure I’d like to be there at
the meeting of sinners & Saints. Oh my!
Last night we went to the Thanksgiving service. There was quite a crowd & a good
choir. Tonight I go to the Y to supper & afterwards to choir practice.
Now hold your breaths!! M. said today that he thought he could take a week off at
Xmas! Hurray, bully boy with a glass eye!! That means that we would arrive there Sunday
morning the 22nd & he would stay over that week. But we shall have to live on love & wind
pudding to do it too! Hang expenses, what do we care about them. We’ve got lots of them.
Now aren’t you happy. I am for one. Believe me.
Write soon to your loving, Alice.

Buenos Aires, December 5th 1918,
My dearest Mamacita & hermanita,
First I want to break some splendid news to you. Bishop Oldham told me yesterday that
the news published in the Methodist papers & elsewhere about Miss Cronin’s death, was entirely
false. Isn’t that glorious & happy news? Anyway I’m glad in one way that such news came
thru’ because we found out how much we loved her, no? Now we can rejoice in like measure.
Your two letters arrived on Tuesday & I had planned to answer them that same day, but
put off from day to day until it will be a whole week since you will have heard from me until you
get this letter. I’m sorry.
My! What lovely letters those were from Papa & I hope that with this one you will get
the long 50-paged one that we received also on Tuesday. I read it all that day, but M. has had to
read it in spots as he could get a minute. We have enjoyed it so much & felt that we could keep
right on reading & reading it. Bishop Oldham said such nice things about Papa yesterday. He
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just missed seeing him as he left about the 16th of Oct. B. O. [Bishop Oldham] arrived Monday
night. I called up yesterday & we were asked to tea. So, as it was M’s afternoon off we went at
3:30. At 4:45 we arrived at Mr. Deakin’s office & there, as a very special favour he let me buy a
piece of pottery with Aunt Fannie’s money. So I can now write & thank her for it. It is a lovely
piece of the famous English Bernard Moore.29 It is usually made in a deep red colour but this is
a deep peacock blue & green with some red around the top. [Alice drew a little jug to show the
shape. She has also underlined the “u” in “favor” and “color” to emphasize the English
spelling.] It is really lovely and I think the loveliest thing I have. I put it on the piano, after
clearing everything else off except the lamp in the middle & the little onyx potty on the other
end. [Another small illustration of the objects on the piano.]
Then M. & I went on into town & at Gaith & Chevez M. bo’t [bought] me some beautiful
material for a light summer coat. I shall look around here for a pattern, but have Rose make it up
for me. She’s as good as any inexpensive seweso over here & less expensive too. It’s lovely of
you to let me have the voile for a white dress, but don’t you want it Mama? Elsie’s pattern is
lovely. If it can be made to stretch, then I think I’ll have it too with some blue embroidery, if
Elsie doesn’t mind. I think it will be awful cute to have my baby things for them. Don’t you?
M. does too.
I shall be sending Papa’s other letters over to you as soon as M. reads them. I’m glad you
are going to use your authority as his M-in-d [?] because he certainly needs it. By the way,
Where is Mr. Fonda staying? I called up the British Hospital a week ago to see if he were there
so we could go & see him, but they said that there was no one there of that congnocen. I’m glad
you’ve got that Consulate job again kiddo; it’s awfully nice of them to call you back so often.
But you must have proved yourself or else they wouldn’t want you, no? Bueno pus. Hello, I’ve
just looked at the calendar & there are only two more weeks left until we arrive there. Qué joy
tan profunda, no? I’m going to Garcia Lagos with you Mama. I haven’t been yet.
Ever lovingly, Alice
PS: Had a long letter from Mrs. Crew. She sent her love to you. She mentioned in a former
letter having seen Oscar & Victor etc in Antofagasta on their way home. In her last letter, she
29

In the early part of the 20th century, English Bernard Moore was known for his experimentation with Chinese
glazes. He later became involved with the health concerns of pottery workers and wrote a paper, which he delivered
to the Ceramic Society in 1932, advocating changes in production practices to reduce the incidence of lung disease.
<http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/391484/Bernard-Moore; http://antiquegal.com/home.php?cat=31>;
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said they had been returned from Lima to Chile as soon as the Armistice was signed. The boys
were all mad about it. Good isn’t it?
PS2: I have heard all about the Rice affair, but it is too awful to write about, so will tell you.

Buenos Aires, December 9, 1918
My dear Ain Folk:After a rather busy week & “hard” day, I sit me down to write you a note. Elsie’s note to
Malcolm arrived & the contents, especially about the hat & Mutt & Jeff, enjoyed immensely.
How nice of Mrs. Pope, no? I wonder how the Garden Party went off. M. actually saw the
point. I also told it to the Deakins & William Fields the other night & they simply roared!!
I have had not a very busy week. In fact I don’t remember having done anything special,
except have my usual Tuesday night dinner with the D’s & Saturday afternoon we went to the
movies to see the “Piedra del Diablo” by Wallace Reid & Geraldine Farrar. I didn’t care for her
very especially & M could not stand her.
We had just come in at about 8:15, when Mrs. W. Field called me up to ask if we’d go
over to spend the evening with them. So, I got supper in a “jiffy,” & about 9:15 we went over.
The Deakins were there & we had a very nice time hearing Mr. Field play our favourite pieces
on his lovely pianola. At eleven we had tea, & came home right after it.
Sunday morning which was broiling, we went off to the M.E. [Methodist Episcopal]
Church to hear the Bishop preach. He gave a very good talk on the war. Mr. Wesley the
assistant pastor (a new man) did some slight of hand performances for the kids which has been
every one’s topic of conversation since then (and not favorable either!). He had these ribbons, a
red one representing John the disciple, a blue, to represent the Apostle Paul, & a white, to
represent the disciple Peter. These he mixed up in an envelope which he sealed. Then he tore it
open at the bottom & pulled out an American Flag! Now what those three worthies had to do
with our Star Spangled Banner (“Why is it called Star Spangled?”), I don’t know.30

30

Alice’s instincts against the blending of church and state were based on family teachings and are at the core
beliefs of the Founding Fathers. Webster wrote in Roman Christianity in Latin America (1924): “The Evangelical
missionary, as a foreigner, can have no active part in the political life of the country to which he is sent, and will
beware of any attempt to influence the people to whom he ministers in favor of or against any local political
organization. This must be particularly true of missionaries who are citizens of the United States of America. Latin
Americans are extremely patriotic and resent any interference by foreigners of their political life” (76).
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We came home to lunch & had chicken soup, tomatoe [sic] salad, & peaches for our
lunch. Also bread & butter & damasco jam. (The trouble with my jam was that I didn’t cook it
enough & it is too sour to be real jam. As Mrs. D said, it was more like stewed apricots.
However, we have only one jar left. I’m taking a glass to you for you to taste.)
In the afternoon we lay down until 4 o’clock & then dressed & went out to Mrs. Jay
Field’s for supper. She left by the Paris last night for Montevideo. I told her she could use my
bathing suit if she wanted to, so, if you can & she wants it, will you see that she gets it please?
She will be there only a week, I think. So the Peetsburgh is in, no? I hope that none of our
friends have gone. Isn’t too bad about little Rickey. The good die young. Thank goodness I am
over my morning sickness, which I find a blessing altho’ I never was very sick.
This morning Teresa & I cleaned the ‘ole ‘ouse, and this afternoon a Mrs. McDonald
whom I met at Mrs. Stanley’s came to tea with me. She was taking piano from Mrs. S & plays
about as much as I do. She played for me & I for her, & she played a lot of my accompaniments
rather well. We’re going to play duets together next winter, starting with Beethoven’s 5th
Symphony.
Guess who is in town? Mrs. Stark from Valpo. [Valparaiso] She is on her way to
England by the Royal Mail S.S. Darro. You must try to see her if it stops in Monte. It leaves
here about Dec. 13th next Friday. Tomorrow I go to knitting. Wed. both go to Quilmo to see
Mrs. Stark. Thursday to Munez to call on Mrs. Massey. Friday & Saturday, I hope to stay
home. I did some Xmas shopping on Saturday & bot a --- for ---, & a ---for ---. How niiice, no?
Bueno, hasta luego, me loves & it’s very luego. I almost went last night.
Your loving, Alice

<Alice was in Montevideo for two months after Christmas.>
March 4th 1919 [In pencil.]
My dearest Mama & Elsie:I’m so ashamed that I have not written to you before this, especially as I came away with
the firm resolution of writing next day. I have not heard from you either so I expect you are also
very busy. I’ll tell you in order as nearly as I can remember things as they have happened.
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Our trip over was hot & uneventful. The boat was crowded, so much so that they had to
serve lunch in two relays. I was supposed to be served at eleven o’clock, but when we appeared
at the dining room at that hour, all the seats had been already taken, & there was not a seat to be
found anywhere. I don’t think they started to serve on time. But what was more important we
did not get seats till one o’clock & served till 1:30. Consequently we did not finish till 2:30. At
this time I went to my cabin and lay down. I was fortunate enough to have my cabin to myself—
only one “birth” in it. I lay & stewed & dozed until 4:30 when Mrs. Werner called me & I
dressed & went topside to tea. I had Bilz after waiting three quarters of an hour to be served.
We then got our things together and prepared to come on shore. We landed at about six.
M. was there to meet me. The Holmes to meet the Werners. Mrs. de Anguera to meet
someone for the Y.W. & John to meet Mr. Spencer. I saw the Chapmans at a distant table at
lunch, & they got thru’ before we did & went up to their cabin. They did not put in an
appearance until they landed so I didn’t get a chance to talk to Mrs. C. at all. When we landed
we got my handbag & hat box thru’ but not my trunk. So we came up to the house for dinner
with the Wilemans. They are very nice & we are getting along together fine. [Helen and Edgar
Wileman have moved in with the Crews.] As I got out of the taxi, I missed my coat, so M.
rushed clear back to Retiro, but didn’t find it. I knew I had not layed it down anywhere, so
decided it was stolen. Later on we had a ‘phone call from Mrs. Warner to say she had my coat.
Believe me I was glad. I had passed it to her when I got her hat out of my “henbane,” & some
way or other it found its way to the floor at her feet, so that when she started to walk off she
stepped on it & discovered it. Lucky, no?
Next afternoon I went to see Mrs. Deakin who was glad to see me—she said. That
afternoon M. got my trunk out & brought it up. I got out my dresses & Teresa ironed my good
white one. Later in the afternoon M & I went to the movies and saw some war pictures, and a
good film taken in a lumber camp which was unusually good. Then we had dinner in a little
Italian joint where we had half a chicken “on a spit,” fresh asparagus & fruit. A dandy meal.
We finished at about nine, & then went down to the Phoenix Hotel to say goodbye to the
Chapmans. She seemed very glad to see us. Next morning we did not go to church. W’s went
out to Sunday school early, so we stayed home, and I fixed up the house some. Our room, and I
swept & dusted the sala & sitting room & dining room, while M. washed the breakfast dishes.
Then we went to Constitucion for lunch. Afterwards we went out to the Holmes arriving just in
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time for tea—of course we stayed for dinner too & afterwards went up the street a little to see the
Carnival parade. But it turned so cold that we came home pretty soon. Yesterday morning I
spent in straightening up the house & helping Helen fix a lunch for us to take out to Printa Chica
in the afternoon. We went out by the 2:30 train, but it was too cold to be altogether enjoyable.
M & I came in by the five train, changed & went to [the] Deakin’s to dinner. She gave me a
wooden crumb tray & brush & two darling pairs of knitted booties. This morning while we were
at desayuno, Mr. Scott called up and announced that they had arrived by the combination
(pardon) the night before. So the W’s & we went down to the Hotel to see them. They left soon,
but were with them all day. They had a letter telling them that they were going to stay with you.
Later in the day, out of a clear sky, Mrs. S. said: “I’m so glad we’re going to say at your
Mother’s. I don’t know of any other arrangement that would suit me better.” Jean is a dear, but
that boy is certainly an angel straight from heaven! What a darling he is. I won’t say any more
about him as I feel sure you will find out for yourself. We had lunch at the Y & then went back
to the Hotel while Mrs. S. washed out some of baby’s clothes. Jean went with the W’s. Then we
went out to Sherman’s to tea. We came back to the Holmes and then came to the Y for supper.
I was exhausted. We came home soon & I took a sponge bath, and am now sitting up in
bed writing this. M. will take it down to the boat in the morning for the Scotts to take to you. If
not delivered promptly, ask for it. I have been feeling very well since returning as it has been
lovely and cool. I found M. looking very tired & worn out, but he is already much better. I
suppose Elsie’s school starts tomorrow. “Que lastime.” I’m glad you aren’t going to teach
Mama.
Everyone finds me looking fine & much better. Thank you both so much for all your
kindnesses. You know how much I enjoyed being with you, don’t you. Nuf sed.
Well, I must close now as it is getting on. Have the Pittses left yet? If not give them our
love. Kind recuerdos to Mercedes. Write to me soon, as I’m longing to hear from you both.
Love to you all from us both, As ever, Alice
Buenos Aires, March 10th 1919
My dearest Mama,
Your dear letter written on Thursday at the Y arrived here on Saturday. I was certainly
glad to hear from you. What a crush you must be in over there! It never rains but it pours. Isn’t
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Roddy the dearest little fellow you ever saw? Malcolm & I fell in love with him so deeply that
we felt quite hurt when you didn’t say anything extra nice about him in your letter. It is raining
at present and it looks as if it might be settling down to an all day’s rain. It will be a blessing if it
keeps it up for two or three days as everything is so dusty at present. It’s pouring!
You will be interested in knowing how we are getting along I expect. Things seem to just
divide themselves naturally for themselves. Helen takes charge of the cooking & naturally of the
buying entailed. When they leave we will divide the expenses of the time we have been here
together. I have taken charge of “fixing up” of the house. I dust & clear up & once in a while I
will help peel pertaters [potatoes], & the days that Teresa doesn’t come, I help wash the dishes. I
have not been to church since coming back! I’ll explain myself: Both Sundays the Wilemans
have had their breakfast as early as usual (seven o’clock) and have gone out to Colegiales to see
how their house is getting on, and have not returned until one, or one-thirty. Therefore, I’ve felt
that I ought to clear up the house, so I take this opportunity of doing little odd jobs that don’t get
done when other folks are around. Not that Helen isn’t careful, but I mean things that I see
because it is my house. Anyway she says that the little nice things about the house never occur
to her.
Yesterday we got up at 8:15, had breakfast, M. went off to lead Mr. Sherman’s Bible
class in the Junín Church out near Flores. While he was gone I made our and Claire’s bed,
cleared the dining room, swept it and picked up threads etc from the sala floor. Dusted the
dining room, bedroom & sala, washed the kitchen sink with Dutch cleanser & scraped off an
inch of dirt, & straightened up the kitchen. Then Malcolm came home, & he helped me wash the
breakfast dishes & he peeled the potatoes for lunch. He brought me some flowers so I fixed
them too, & rearranged some old ones too. In the mean time I spilled the milk in the refrigerator
& had to ask Fanny to go out for some more. While Malcolm was gone I lay down a while too.
At one-thirty the W’s arrived and she made the lunch. We had fried chicken (delicious), corn,
mashed potatoes and lemon pie. On Friday I borrowed Fanny’s long plumers & I dusted down
the walls in my bedroom. Also the transoms of the rooms bordering the patio, & the patio walls.
It was quite necessary.
The gas was so bad to day that we finally had to notify the company & they sent a man to
examine the stove & the meter. He first looked at the meter & found that it leaked & was half
full of dirty water. So he then looked at the stove & found a leak in the pipe leading to the oven.
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Next day he returned & changed the meter & fixed up the leakage in the oven. After that &
since then the oven is working splendidly & we have hard work keeping the gas down. Apropos
of the stove, I have made about six quarts of fig jam. It’s pretty good, but not anywhere nearly
as good as yours. The figs were ripe which made the jam a brown color and not green like
yours. However Helen thinks it’s awfully good & wants to make some too for herself. She was
brought up on a farm and knows all about preserving & making jam etc. So we put this jam in
the proper way: i.e. we scalded the jars & tops before putting the jam into them. I don’t think it
will spoil any.
Saturday morning Malcolm went to see the landlord about letting us off our contract. Sr.
Pattrona said it would be quite all right as long as we found some one to take this house. We can
take our time too about moving out, and go only when we have found a suitable house. Saturday
afternoon Malcolm and I went out to Flores house hunting. We went first to the school as Mrs.
Aden said she would find out an address for me of a bungalow that was being put up and that
Mrs. Drees knew about. But Mrs. Aden was out & Mr. Aden knew nothing about it. (By the
way! Mrs. Aden’s date is about the 27th of June. She is not teaching this year.) So then we went
over to the Phillip’s house. They have a big rambling unattractive place in which I would not
live for pay. But Mrs. P had seen a house right near them just a week before. We got there at
about 5:15 and as we got up to leave in about half an hour’s time, Mr. P suddenly got a feeling
that he wanted tea. So we could not leave. We got around to the house at 6:30 & by the dim
religious light of twilight we saw that it was taken. It was a perfectly lovely street, broad &
flanked by shade trees. They say that this is the time of year to move, but one has to be on his
sharp lookout & jump immediately if you see what you like. There were eight people who
wanted the Phillip’s house.
Yesterday afternoon (that is from three to about 5:30) we spent in taking a siesta. M.
slept till 6 & only woke when I called him. He is a good deal rundown but is much better than I
found him on my return. Helen has told me that he never came home until twelve at night &
then he would spend the whole day down there on the job. He told me that for February he
barely managed to eat $18 worth of food. He had an abono [per diem?] for that amount. Isn’t it
awful? Now we never go to bed later than ten, & we often are in bed by 9:30, & get up to
breakfast at 7:00. He perspires a great deal at night, even on cool nights, but this is also very
much reduced since I returned. I think it was nothing but sheer weakness. The day after I
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arrived I persuaded him to go to the doctor’s. He went, but found fifteen people waiting so he
didn’t stay. He hasn’t been back since then, but as he is so much better I have not insisted. His
cough is almost gone, & for this he is taking some vile medicine which contains creosote. His
apetito is really enormous, which as you know, is quite out of the ordinary for him. We both
feared that his lungs might have something the matter with them as he coughed a good deal with
pain way down in his chest, & also as he perspired so freely at night. But, as both these
symptoms are disappearing rapidly my mind is again at rest. And he looks 50% better already.
He didn’t come home to lunch as it was raining so hard & he has regained his hearing once more.
I didn’t want him to take any chances for a setback.
After supper last night we four went down to the Avenida de Mayo to take a look at the
last Carnival fling. There were crowds parading in coaches up & down the avenue, & throngs on
the sidewalks, which were especially thick where the two divisions of the Municipal bands were
playing. We had an ice while waiting for the music to begin, but it was such hard work standing
around that M & I came home at about quarter to ten. We had just come in when the Wileman’s
came in too. Just about five minutes after we decided to return, she got very tired too & wanted
to come home.
My back and right hip hurt me a good deal when I got in so M. gave me a rub with
alcohol & I also took a warm sponge bath. This helped a good deal, but I was still sore this
morning. So M would not let me get up, but bro’t me my desayuno in bed, (also with some milk
toast) and then gave me another rub down with alcohol. As Teresa was not coming he did my
part of the work while I loafed in bed. He cleared the dining room & washed up all the dishes
while Helen had gone to market. The two men usually wash up the supper things together.
Malcolm is certainly good to me. Gee! (to quote M who at times is very slangy!) He certainly
does take good care of me.
(A little later.) My chronic trouble is much better of late. The cascara seems to affect
me pretty well. Usually I take one every three days, but sometimes oftener. I have not had to go
thru’ my usual stunt since I returned.
Friday I got a lovely letter from Papa mailed in Cuba. I suppose one or both of you have
had one from him too. Malcolm was very much grieved to have him call our baby Malquito and
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have him talk about him all the time. He thinks Papa ought to know it’s a girl.31 I have finished
the fancy-work on the skirts but still have to make the buttonholes. Someday when I feel as if I
could do extra nice work I’ll tackle them.
Did I tell you that Mr. Deakin has resigned from Pope’s. This means that they will be
going home as soon as Mr. Pope gets someone to replace Mr. D. They are going home then &
that will probably be in June or July. If so, I’m to have Enriqueta. I have decided not to get a
girl if I take her on just to fill in the time till I go away & then have Enriquita on my return. No
le parece?
Do you remember Mrs. Lemon? You know she was expecting a baby. The Friday before
her baby was born she slipped on the study floor & fell. She didn’t say anything about it until
Monday, when the baby was born dead. She then told the doctor of her fall, & said that she had
experienced a very queer sensation. The doctor said that more than likely the baby had been
killed by her fall. It was a lovely baby they say. Isn’t too bad.
I must close now as supper is almost ready. If you want Papa’s letter let me know & I’ll
send it to you. Write to me soon. I hope to get a letter tomorrow.
Ever your loving Alice
PS: Malcolm came home with the great news that we are both going to the Piriápolis conference.
We’ll possibly go after on Saturday night the 22nd, as we have to be in P. on the 24th. I can sleep
with Elsie & M can go to the hotel as expenses are nothing to us. Don’t you know!
Buenos Aires, March 15th 1919
My dearest Mamacita,
Your letter enclosing the photograph of Elizabeth’s baby girl arrived at about 9:30 and
your card telling of Papa’s cable has just come, now at 11:30. Does that mean that my old Pal
will be home sooner? I tried to get Malcolm on the phone right away so that he might find out
something of the “S.S. Hollandia’s” sailing, but the telefonistas have been on a strike for two
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On April 17, 1942, Reginald Wheeler’s note of condolence said, “I am so glad I had the privilege of traveling with
him as a ‘partner’ on the trip to Colombia and Venezuela in 1923, and that I was with him at the Montevideo
Congress in 1925. Dr. Browning always had a special love for you [Pat] and so often he spoke to me of ‘The
Microbe’ with such warm affection.” He followed up in another letter on April 24, 1942, saying, “I remember so
vividly the many times Dr. Browning spoke of you when I was with him in South America, referring to you as ‘the
Microbe,’ and I remember you did Mrs. Wheeler the honor of naming one of your dolls after her.”
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days &, altho’ I said urgente several times I could not get through to the Y.M. I’ll ask him to
find out this p.m. I wonder what made him change his mind & itinerary.
5 o’clock:
I have done several things since I stopped before lunch. Helen was feeling bad so she lay
down with hot water bags etc. I set the table & served lunch. T got it. We had hash & fried
eggs, fried potatoes & creamed cabbage. This is very nice. We had pears for postre. After
lunch we always lie down for a while, whether to sleep or just to rest, and at two fifteen, I arose
& dressed myself in my right mind, & saw to it that Claire was also presentable & then took her
to the dentist’s—a child specialist. She has four small cavities which have to be filled. She had
never been to a dentist’s before, but she was as brave as anything, & as the woman didn’t hurt
her at all, she really enjoyed the experience. Her daddy gave her five cents for candy, & I added
another five for a kewpie about as big as a minute. We then did some shopping for Helen, a
dollar’s worth of chocolates, sardines, butter, tea & lovely apples. Then we came home & we
changed & had some milk and crackers. Now I’m writing to you.
I wrote a long letter to Mrs. Crew this morning as I hadn’t written for months. I was
quite ashamed of myself. Please tell Elsie that I hope she’s off her pen as to a letter from me.
I’m going to try & enclose the sample of the dress I left out the last time. I shall buy Elsie’s
shoes early this week & anything else you’d like to have.
Guess how much I weigh? 70 kilos!!! [154 pounds] Isn’t it a fright? I weighted on the
scales at Gibson’s botica so they are O.K. Malcolm weighs 62 kilos. [136 pounds] He has
gained two since my return. His trip to Piriápolis will do him lots of good I think. I’m hoping he
will be home early tonight. Must close now, but will write again soon. I have finished the
feather stitching but must now make the button holes. I have two bands to make pero no hay
apuro for them.
Our love to the Scott’s & especially to Roddy! (The Darling!) I bet you want a boy now
since seeing him. No cierto? Our love to you both. We leave a week from tonight.
Ever your loving daughter, Alice
PS: You’ll see Papa first after all, no?
Buenos Aires, March 15th 1919 [Just to Elsie]
My dear old Kiddo:
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I was so glad to get your two letters that I decided you might have one all to your little
six-footed self. I’ve just finished writing the p.s. in Mama’s letter, so you can tell my state of
mind just at present. Are you glad? I took it for granted that you wouldn’t mind sleeping two in
a bed—or should I have said three?
You are certainly some guy to be cashier of the Red Triangle. But will you please
explain why you didn’t take the $50 offered you? But don’t go to that trouble. I bet it was
Mama’s ingrown conscience that prickled. I can’t imagine your turning a hair for an extra $10.
Have you received your money from [friend] Alice yet? I had a letter from her last week & she
said she was writing to Mama very soon so you’ll probably hear too.
Has the Pittsburgh left yet? If so, cheer up, old bean, the worst is yet to come! I heard
that the other boats are going out soon too.
Mrs. Wileman & I have had such a lot of good old talks about the Santiago College & the
rows, fights, etc that have taken place there in the last two years. The Verrier girls came back
last year, and Lucy took highest honors in the Senior class. Lucia Lian should have had the
Valedictory, but she was jealous of L.V. so wouldn’t work the first term. Consequently she lost
by 1/42 of 1%!! Emily Eckles did not return because she had a row with Mrs. Shelley. Susana
Siverson has a page all to herself, but it’s too long to write. If you can stay awake long enough
on the night of the 22nd, I’ll tell you all about it.
How many kids are back at Crandon? & how’s the show run this year? What grades are
you teaching? Has Gertie “gone to the country, Hooray, Hooray?”
It is now quarter to ten, so I’ll bid ye gid nicht, m’am & continue tomorrow. (I have to
make my bed now. I left it to air, dontcherknow?) Muchos besitos bien daditos.
Wednesday. Well, my bed has been made & slept on, made & slept on, & made and
napped on since I last wrote. It’s a shame that I haven’t sent this off before—but I’ll explain
myself.
Yesterday morning I swept & dusted & O’Cedared the floor of the sala, guest room, our
bedroom, dining room & back room. Some job! Then Mrs. D came over & stayed three quarters
of an hour for a little visit. In the afternoon after we had cleaned up the kitchen till it shone, we
lay down & then went in to town to buy two or three things. We went first to Bolivar esq.
Belgrano where they have all aluminum ware. Our big tea-kettle broke to pieces like the “one
horse slay” & the big pot that I had used for making jam etc, sprung a huge hole while Helen was
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cleaning it, so I had to replace both. The price of an aluminum tea-kettle the size smaller than
my old one, was $35 m/n!! Needless to say, I replaced neither article in aluminum.
We then went on into town to Edgar’s office. There we immediately met Malcolm & we
went along to the Pasaje Güemes to tea. This time we had the orchestra & some of the things
they played were great! One was a succession of Hawaiian songs all of which we know.
“Farewell to thee,” and “Waikiki,” and that other with a funny name which Le Blanc sang. It’s a
perfect circus to watch the pianist. He goes at it with even more enthusiasm than little Jenkins
does. Then H, Claire Grace & I came back to Cassels, & I bo’t some graniteware things & an
aluminum culinder [sic].
If you & Mama want anything from over here, just yell loud enough & I’ll take them to
you, cum fraile, I mean cura. After dinner M & I took H & E over to the Deakins to call. When
we went in, I noticed that Mrs. D. looked flustered & rather upset about something: later she
showed me a photograph she received from home, & then her hands were shaking. I tho’t it was
queer. In a few minutes she told us that they had had bad news. Mr. D’s favorite brother had
died “from exhaustion after influenza” as the telegram said. He had just returned to England
after being away during most of the war & had been back only a few days. He had just been
decorated with “The Order of the British Empire,” the O.B.E. Mr. D. was of course very upset.
We came away at about ten o’clock.
This morning Teresa came, so H. & I went downtown & did some shopping for her. New
shoes & a corte [?] of the most beautiful red satin for a dress. I’ll enclose a little piece. They
have the same in a most glorious blue that would suit Mama to perfection, & also in all other
colours. The special colour was $44 for the five meters; I don’t think it was expensive.
Your two good letters came yesterday morning & I was so glad to get them. I was
awfully glad that I did come away before the boats left, because I believe I should have bawled
too. Malcolm says he thinks your new typewriter is fine but it doesn’t seem to get the letters in
order! 32

32

This is from Chapter 4 of “Elizabeth Cole Fleming, 1895-1910”: “The typewriter was invented in 1874. In a
September 1909 letter, Elizabeth complimented her mother's typing on an Underwood. Including my daughter, Julia
Kittle, six generations of women in my family have known how to type. Throughout my research, women have
taken different positions on typewritten letters. While these letters show a certain level of authority, most women
expressed discomfort with the impersonal nature of typewritten correspondence and often would spend a full
paragraph in apology” (95).
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I stopped for tea & had tea, bread & butter & fig jam, & peanut butter sandwiches. Yumyum!
Please tell Mama that I wrote Alice Blamey about the post strike & the possibility of its
lasting indefinitely, also the impossibility of securing passage on any boat until the end of June.
This may make them decide to go home via Panama. However tell Mama that I’m quite
agreeable to have the matter decided nearer the time of their coming. If I find that I simply don’t
feel able to have them then we can hurry around & get them a room in a boarding house or
inexpensive hotel. [Alice talks about a missing receipt for the encomienda that was sent the first
fifteen days of February.]
It is looking awfully stormy just now, & I shouldn’t be at all surprised if it should start
raining pretty soon.
I forgot to tell you that I bought a pair of black tie-shoes with low heals. They are so
much more comfortable than the other Walls-Overs I had.
How are the Scotts? We didn’t get very well acquainted with Jean as she was off all day
with Claire Wileman, but that darling little old Roddy-boy! I hope our baby is like him, don’t
you?
Well, I think this lata so latonaso y parezco payazo BA! Que poctiza! I deserve a
paliza! Ha! Ha! (Whom does the laugh remind you?) Saludos to the Scotts & Mercedes, and
lots of love to your own self from your sister, Ecita.
Write soon!
Buenos Aires, March 26th 1919
My dearest Mamacita:
Your splendidly written letter came yesterday. You do write well for a beginner! [I think
Nan is using a typewriter.] I’m so glad that you did not know of old Floso’s intended trip to
Piriápolis before you promised to go. If you had stayed away, she would very likely have
gloated over the fact that she had gone but no Brownings had been present. This way you can
just keep her in her place or as near to it as possible, because it is not in the power of humans to
do unto her what she deserves. But I’m glad that you’ll be there to help me get along.
How nice that Mercedes is going too. She ought to enjoy it. Where is Elsie staying? I
have not heard from her, but shall write to her at Soriano 1227.
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I went with Helen to the Gossard’s place &
inquired about the possibilities of taking over two or
three corsets to you. An English sales girl spoke to
me & asked the cashier about it, but she did not
commit herself & told me to return when Mrs.
Leach was in. So no harm done. I’m going to see
about Elsie’s shoes & the neōlin [?] shoes & white
rubber heels for Mrs. De Anguera this afternoon
Figure 42: Alice mentions Mercedes
constantly in her letters, so I have put this
photo with Mercedes holding my mother
even though it is out of chronological order.

with Malcolm.
Isn’t Pirápolis lovely?
having a “ripping” time.

I’m sure you are

Yes, we’ll go straight

through on Sunday from the boat onto the train. I
hope that Elsie will be able to meet us there so as to see her for a little while. Did you know that
the “S.S. Holandia” was supposed to sail yesterday the 25th from N.Y.?
I’m going to send this via Mr. Shuman who goes over tonight. I’ve got a lot of things
which will “do to tell” you.
So hasta la vista, your loving Alice
PS: Sometimes they [is Alice talking about my mother?] feel like a quartette or even a bloomin’
choir from the row they kick up!

<Alice and Malcolm went to the YMCA conference in Piriápolis.>
Buenos Aires, April 8th 1919
My dearest Mama & Elsie,
I have been back two whole days, so I must hasten to write to you imejiately [sic]. The
house was not as dirty as I supposed it would be, as Teresa had thoroughly cleaned on Saturday.
So I immediately set to work & made the guest room presentable. i.e. I made the bed with Mrs.
de A’s help, dusted, swept, put clean doilies around on the dressing table and velador, & hung a
clean curtain (which I had sent out to the wash on purpose) at the door wardrobe. Then I set to &
put things out into their places, while Mrs. de A. dusted. I bo’t vegetables etc & she & I made
ourselves a light lunch while the men had theirs in town at the Y. Then we had a nap, & at three
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we met the men at the Savoy Hotel where the delegates are staying & where they are having their
meetings.
There we learned that Mrs. J. Field was having a pink tea at which Miss Howard was to
show her collection of Paraguayan laces. But as we were both more anxious for a taxi ride to
Palermo with the two men, we chucked the pink tea, & went for a joy ride. We rode around
Palermo for ¾ of an hour I suppose, & then ended up at Harrods where we had a lovely tea with
hot toast-ham-sandwiches. Um-m-mm!! Then we walked down Florida to Bartolome Mietre, &
from thence up to Maipú where we took a nine car home. M. had left us, earlier in the game, &
got home at about 7:15 for dinner. Mrs. De A. made the supper. That is, I boiled the potatoes &
eggs, & made the white sauce which she put together in an awfully nice smew [?]. This with
fruit & cake (which is deeelicious) made up our supper.

Figure 43: "Palermo BA" is written on the back of photo.

The inaugural meeting took place last night, but I was tired & my throat was aching
some, so I went to bed, while the others went out. M. said it went off just fine! Duarte, Vijorena
& old Monteverdi spoke. This morning M. got breakfast & I got up at about 10:30, as my throat
ached a good deal, so I gargled & rubbed embrucation in, & inhaled eucalyptus to beat the band,
till I felt better. Malcolm came home at lunch but the others didn’t. The men are having dinner
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at the Y banquet tonight, & Mrs. de A is at the Savoy with Mrs. Gallion so I am going supperless
to bed. But this is not as bad as it seems. Mrs. Aden came to tea with me, & we ate brown
bread, grape jam & S.B. cake till we almost “bust.” She did enjoy the cake, & ate 3 huge pieces.
Mr. de A. has been here dressing for the fray so, I must close now as he’s going to take
this to the post. Malcolm had tea with Gordon Garvin today. Have not seen ‘air nor ‘ide of the
henemy. Neither have I seen our darling Roddy, but there are hopes for the latter & fears for the
former. I bet Papa lands here!!
Write to me soon, & remember I miss you very much the both on ye! I wish you were
both here.
As ever, your loving, Alice
Buenos Aires, April 16th 1919 [The beginning of this letter is hard to read because the ink has
bled through the paper and Alice has written in pencil.]
My dear mamacita:Yours & Elsie’s good letters arrived yesterday. I immediately called up Malcolm &
asked him to telegraph Elsie to come. I hope by the time you get this, she will be with me.
That’s why I’m addressing you only. You do write such good letters. Of course we remembered
Papa’s birthday but although I intended to celebrate it by writing to you, which I tell you how we
have been hitting the pace lately. Last Tuesday, a week ago I mean, we went to the public
meeting held at the Italian Opera House (This sounds grander than it is.) I almost perished with
the heat, & we could not have the fans on because they made such a row that it was a little
difficult to hear the speakers. Mr. Nelson & Mr. Ewald.
[Alice continues in pen.] I wrote the foregoing in bed. I stayed in till lunch time as my
cold is not much better—altho’ my throat is O.K. I keep a hanky soaked in eucalyptus with me
all the time and periodically squirt “Nasyl” into my nose. This is a mixture of glycerin &
menthol etc.
If you have seen Mrs. Deakin (they are staying at the Oriental) she will have told you that
I have her treasure Enriqueta till Friday morning. Teresa comes on Friday, so I’m quite well
looked after as far as housework & cooking go. This p.m. Malcolm & I are going to the train to
say goodby to the Scotts who seem to be leaving today instead of Sunday. We shall be sorry to
see them go back although we have not been together much.
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To continue my parable of happenings. Wednesday we had tea with Gordon at Harrod’s
& then he & I did some shopping & after which we all had dinner at the Florida Restaurant.
From here we went to the Savoy Hotel where the closing meeting was held. After this the
DeAngueras, Gallions, Ewalds, Miss King, Dr. Matatias & Crews had tea at a tea place on
Callas, & “never got home until morning.”
Later. I don’t remember very well what we did on Thursday except that Mr. de Anguera
went home. Friday (?) morning Betty appeared, & I came up here at M’s invitation. I was very
glad to have her. She & Mrs. De A. slept in the same bed. They were hardly in the house at all.
Sunday it dawned raining. Malcolm took the service at St. Andrews, but Mr. Warner preached.
We 3 hens met Malcolm at the Güemes restaurant where Betty & Mrs. De A treated us to lunch.
Wasn’t that lovely? Sunday p.m. we went to the Savoy H. where we met the Gallions & spent
all afternoon with them. At about 4:30, our apetitos having again reasserted (?) themselves, we
all went out to tea. Then as no-one wanted any dinner we all came back here. Mr. & Mrs. G.
stayed until about 9:30 & we all went to bed shortly after that. Malcolm preached in Talleris that
night. Before Mr. G. left that evening, it was arranged that he should come & stay with us here
while his wife went out to Bell & Vista to the Y.W. conference. Mrs. A & Betty also went out
Monday morning. Mr. G. came home with Malcolm to lunch & bro’t his things. He came to
supper too & spent the night here.
Monday a.m. Enrique came & before the morning was out had cleaned the entire house
with the exception of the sala & back room. All Monday I spent in repacking drawers & boxes,
putting winter things on top & summer things below. I inhaled so much naphialine that I “pit
out” my breakfast. I worked all day, & when the men got home to supper I was still in an
awfully dirty state.
Yesterday, Mrs. Gallion having returned to B.A. in a bad nervous condition, came here
with Mrs. De A. for lunch. After this colation (!) she lay down a while. It was pouring, but we
all started out bravely at 2:00—the men for the Y. and we for the dressmaker.
From there we took a taxi (we don’t travel in streetcars no mo’) & went to the Vera shoe,
where Mrs. G. bo’t rubbers. Then from here we went to Harrod’s where we were to meet the
men & Mr. Turner for tea. But “when we got there the cupboard was bare” for the waiters had
gone on a strike. So Mrs. de. A. & I bo’t rubbers instead. Mine cost $3.00 m/n. Not bad, no?
We came home to supper, but not with Mr. Turner or Malcolm; but first of all we had tea at the
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“Five O’clock.” Fine! Malcolm was on guard & got home at about 12 g.m [Greenwich Mean
Time]. At 9 o’clock, the G’s, & Mrs. De A left for the boat. I didn’t go down as I would have
had to come back alone.
Today, as you know I spent the morning in bed. M. came home to lunch & then we went
down to the B.A. P. Station to bid the Scotts & Gordon good-by. Mr. Turner left too, & I
expected to pick up Mrs. Turner & old Flose at B. Vista. Fortunately I did not have to bid some
folks goodby. Helen Wileman was at the Station with the Scotts, so she asked me to have tea
with her in town.
Malcolm rode in with us & said he had to go to “the Imprenta.” So Helen & I went to the
Güemes tea room, & as usual I made a bee-line for Penco. When we came out there were
Malcolm and Edgar. After tea we, Helen & I, did some shopping. I bought material for a dozen
diapers. I’m going to price it elsewhere, because this that I bought is too expensive. The dozen
satió costando $21.60
Betty has just come in & is going to take M. & me out to dinner. Some stunt! I can
hardly deign to eat at my own ‘umble board now. She will take this [letter] over to you tonight.
The latest news on the “Hollandia” that we have been able to find out is the same as
yours—al fin del mes. [at the end of the month.]
I must close now as it is getting late & we wont get any dinner & less [unless] we start
right away. I do hope Elsie is coming over. We’re to have tea & dinner at the Wileman’s on
Friday, & she’s invited too.
Well, good-night Mamacita, with a tight abrazo [hug].
Your loving Alice
Buenos Aires, Friday, April 25th 1919
Dear Kiddo:
Your letter asking about your Crandon position has just come. I told Betty, I know for
sure, because we discussed it. She said, however that she naturally would tell no one, at it
“would get Mrs. Hatfield into awful trouble, if the others get to know it.” These are her very
words, so Betty as a possibility of having been the one to tell, is ruled out entirely.
Now the only remaining one who would have any interest in the subject and whom I may
have told is Mrs. De A. I don’t remember discussing the subject with her, but what I do
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remember doing is this: She came in one morning just after I had received yours & Mama’s
letters, and, as Mama’s said so much, or rather, a good deal about Vera & Margaret & Mr. de A.,
I passed it on to her. I also read aloud to her what you said about the Sunday evening services,
and the funny practise up at Mrs. Batterson’s but whether or not I gave her the letter to read also
I don’t know. My mind is a complete blank on that point. I may have said to her “Elsie is
teaching all day at $40 a month,” never thinking that it would raise any question in her mind; for
until Betty and I talked about it the evening she left, I hadn’t thought of its being a question to
keep quiet about, or that might make trouble with the other teachers. I was only proud of my kid
sister! Ché, you don’t know how awfully sorry I am about it, and if I had only thought, I never
would have told any one. You now that, don’t you. If you want me to, I’ll write and tell Mrs.
Hatfield and explain that it was my fault that it got out. Ask Mama what she thinks about it. I’m
awfully sorry, Elsie.
Write soon and tell me how it has turned out. Love to you three. As ever your loving
and penitent sister, Alice

Buenos Aires, April 28th 1919
My dearest family:-This is to you all “en conjunto,” as I owe both Papa & Mama letters. Elsie, I’m sure
won’t mind being included too.
Saturday. Malcolm didn’t come home to lunch as he had a good deal to do, but he called
me up around 5:30 to see if I wanted to go to a movie. He then told me that he had a letter for
me from my Pal. When he first called up he whistled at me, and for the moment I thought it
might be Papa, but as the tune was not the “Irish Washerwoman,” I decided it was only Malcolm.
I was so glad to get your letter Papa, as I was beginning to think that you hadn’t missed me when
you got back home. Mama’s letter came yesterday morning, which I was also more than glad to
get as she hadn’t written in such a long time. But I realize how busy she must be. Now what
procures our Angora is this same. [Huh?] Why do you all willfully (?) ignore our invitation to
come over? If I’m not very mistaken I said in my letter to Papa that we’d love to have you all
come over for the week-end but nobody made any remarks about it, and Papa only mentions
himself as coming.
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We’re so anxious to see Papa. Malcolm will go down to the dock in the morning, but I’ll
get breakfast and tidy up the house before while they are coming. I’m going to invest in a
coffee-pot, unless Papa thinks he can stand tea in the morning.
Yesterday we had a very lazy day. Malcolm did not have to preach anywhere, & does
not have to start his Sunday School class until next Sunday, so we stayed in bed and slept until
about eleven o’clock—or after. Then we got up and had our “desayauno,” and then as I had my
usual fit, I lay down again. Then after reading a while M. felt sleepy again so he proceeded to
take another nap. At four we wiped our sleepy eyes, and dressed & started to walk down town.
But I couldn’t make it more than half of this trayecto, so we boarded a street-car, & rode down to
Plaza Mayo. We wandered into the Hotel de Mayo Restaurant, and in passing the counters of
masitas etc, we saw a most beautiful looking pie. So we ordered a piece, and tea and toast & had
a lovely tea. The pie was of acelza and hard-boiled egg, & meat all mixed up with a kind of
batter. It was perfectly delicious. We got through there at 5:30, and decided we’d go out to the
Holmes’. So we took the subway and appeared out there at about 6:10. They are always so glad
to see us, & Mr. Holmes always has a fit almost. We like them very much indeed. Mrs. Holmes
asked me if we’d come to supper, so I said “yes.” We had a nice dinner at seven and then while
Malcolm talked to the boys, & Mrs. Holmes fed castor-oil to Wilbur & something else to Olive,
Meda Aden and I sat in the sala and talked. The Adens are mighty nice folks, & Miss Davis (?)
of the Disciples’ Church is also very nice. Mr. Holmes said they were getting along very well
with the C. of the D.’s this year & I think I know why. He also said Miss O is a very capable
little woman. The Reavi [?] leave for the States by the “Vestries.”
Mr. Holmes said that he was just hungry to hear somebody like Dr. Browning talk on the
conditions at home, and that there were lots of things that he wants to ask you about. I have
asked Mr. & Mrs. H. to dinner with us on Friday. I’m glad that we are going to have Teresa on
Thursday & Friday. We’ll worry along on my cooking the rest of the time.
When Betty Coats went back to Montevideo she gave me $20 m/n to spend on something
“little.” So Mama, if you see something awfully nice for about $7 gold, which you think I would
want you might just mark it sold, if you can. I don’t think I need any more knitted things as I
have four jackets and four pairs of socks here, besides the two jackets over there, and the socks
that Doris has made for me.
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I’m going to buy the crib and basket in M’v’deo as it will be a nuisance to take over now.
I bought material for a dozen diapers (.75 chm. sq.) Very nice bombasi, but it cost me $21.60
which is scandalous, so I’ll wait & see what we can get there.
This afternoon Mrs. Deakin and I are going out to Helen’s to tea. I had quite an
unexpected tea-party here on Friday. Dorcas, Mrs. Holmes & Wilbur, Helen & Claire and Mrs.
Deakin all kind of dropped in. Fortunately I expected Dorcas & Mrs. H. so had plenty to eat—at
least it was only sto’ cake. Teresa was here & did the washing up, I’m glad to say.
I’ll be delighted to have the cake Mama, as I’m planning to have a neighbors tea-party.
Mrs. Elder, Mrs. Fulkerson, Mrs. Deakin, Mrs. Dawson, Mrs. Parra & Helen. If this comes off it
will be on Friday & Mrs. Holmes will be here too. I’ll see how I feel by then. I don’t feel very
brilliant today, but the day is yet young, & when I have lunch I’ll be O.K.
But what to have for lunch? Ah me! Only one week more of such worries! I must go
and attend to getting something ready, as it is now quarter to twelve and “ma ‘usband” will be
home at 12:30.
Don’t forget the chewing gum when you come, Papa. I’ll be seeing you all so soon, now
that I won’t write any more long letters, but will write again before going over.
Ché, Elsie, I hope you got that matter straightened out. I’ve thought a good deal about it.
Aren’t you crazy about your ring? You lucky kid!
Malcolm would send love were he here. There are things happening at the Y these days
which may mean a radical change for M. He will probably go into the physical dept. on the first
of May, as the Administrative secty. This is a far larger field than his present one, & something
entirely new, never been done before. Mr. Ewald suggested the move & M. to fill the job.
However don’t say anything about it until it’s “all flattened out” as he would say. Will tell you
more about it soon. Ever your loving darter & swister…
Nan’s Journal reports:
Webster’s trip had finally taken him to New York where he spent several months
in the C.C.L.A. office. He returned, at last, early in May, and after a few days with us
he dashed off to see Alice and Malcolm, bringing her back with him, near the end of the
month.
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Buenos Aires, May 4th 1919 [Written by Webster Browning exactly 31 years before this
transcriber was born!] [Typed on YMCA Stationery. ]

Figure 8

Old Sweethearts,-We are in the office for a few minutes, on our way home from breakfast at the Florida
Restaurant, so that I will send you a few lines to let you know that we are well and trust that you
are enjoying the same blessing.
I had a good trip over, --or suppose I did, for I did not know when we left the dock, and
awoke only when the boy called me in the morning,--and Malcolm met me at the docks. There
were no cars nor taxies, so that we had to walk home and that bottle of Rum got awfully heavy
before we reached 1235 Garay. But my Pal was waiting for me and her reception took away all
the tired feeling.
We are going over tomorrow night, as per programme, unless it rains or the creek gets up
too high. So that you may expect us in time for a cup of coffee. All the news we will give you
personally. Your letter came this morning and we read it while we breakfasted. I am glad that
Edge (s. i. g.) finally finished her letter and that you received it. Now, do you repay her by
finishing that one you have begun and starting it off soon. Bless ‘er.
I have seen most of my friends while here, and am to see a few more tomorrow, while my
Pal packs up her dudlets [?].
I am sorry that the Bug has boils. She must have a rest, or do something for her blood.
The trip to Paraguay will do her good, but that is still a couple of months’ distant.
There are a few sailors hanging around the Y., but they are not an attractive looking
bunch. Some American ships are in port, --five, my Pal says.
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Bueno. Nada más, por el momento, Cuídese, Bichita, para que se le concluyan los boils.
Mi Pal mada saludos; tambien Malcolm, Como siempre, tu
Wedgie y tu Papacito.

[At the bottom of the page]
Dear folks, [Alice writes by hand]
Papa said, “I’ll bet you had to add something!” Needless to say we were tickled to see
Papa & the bottle of Rum & the “chewing gum.” I had no idea that he’d bring me a ring! Isn’t it
a beaut!! Malcolm & I are going to pack my trunk to-night, and I’ll put away household things
tomorrow. I have as you can understand, mixed feelings about going away tomorrow, but am
glad I will be seeing you so soon. The party was a great success—but more anon,
Ever, Alice
Again from Nan:
The baby was due about the 19th of June, so Malcolm was to come over a
day or two earlier. This was our plan: Alice was to go to our little British Hospital
and be under the care of Dr. Garcia Lagos, a splendid doctor and surgeon. After two
weeks she would come home to us, where the little crib was already set up, complete
in every detail, and stay until well enough to go back to Buenos Aires.

Figure 9
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Figure 43: Letter written by Malcolm (and Pat) for Nan's birthday.
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